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Abstract 

Urban VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks) performance optimization 

concerns the improvement of wireless signal quality between two arbitrary 

selected nodes moving within along city streets.  It includes three procedures: 

VANET architecture modeling; wireless signal simulation; and signal quality 

optimization techniques. The first procedure converts real-world map data into 

a network graph according to the requirement of the optimization algorithm. 

The second step analyzes a communication route between two network nodes 

and calculates received signal quality with the information provided by the 

network model. The final operation optimizes the signal quality to an expected 

level by choosing appropriate communication route between two wireless 

nodes.  

In this thesis, three optimization techniques are presented: EP (Evolutionary 

Programming), SG (Stochastic Geometry) and SW (Small World).  EP is a widely 

applied optimization strategy based on Darwin’s natural selection and 

evolution theory. It is effective with an enormous number of data support, and 

it can provide detailed route information. However, it requires enough time to 

evolve to an optimal solution. SG is a statistical tool to analyze points’ 

distribution within a multi-dimensional space, and it was recently applied on 

wireless network analysis. Given the distribution characteristics of an urban 

area, SG can calculate average data loss rate of a communication route. 

However, it cannot provide detailed route information. SW is a widely accepted 

model to represent people’s relationship in social networks, and it can be used 
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in VANET analysis. SW provides a simplified network architecture compared 

with EP an SG. However, it requests additional long-range communication 

equipment and consumes more energy. 

The thesis is divided into three parts. Chapter 1 introduces the history of 

VANET and its architecture (in this research, it is a combination of Ad hoc 

network and WSN (Wireless Sensor Network). Chapter 2 and 3 presents 

literature review of EP and SG. Chapter 4, 5, and 6 discusses how to implement 

EP, SG and SW on Boston VANET.  At the end of each chapter, a conclusion is 

presented and a discussion on the author’s contribution is given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

V E H I C U L A R  A D  H O C  N E T W O R K S  

In this chapter a general overview is presented of VANETs (Vehicular Ad hoc 

NETworks), the domain in which this research was carried out. An 

introduction of the origin of the VANET—wireless network (history, technical 

breakthrough, current status) is firstly given. Then follows a brief review of 

two widely studied models in this field: ad hoc networks, and wireless sensor 

networks, especially focusing on their network routing protocols. Since the 

VANET model that has been applied in this research consists of ad hoc network 

node pairs and wireless sensor routers, the design of a routing protocol needs 

to consider both of the networks’ characteristics. Finally a brief of key 

conferences and organizations studying VANET is presented.  

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO WIRELESS NETWORKS [1.1] 

The use of wireless signals (signals whose frequencies are within the range 9 

kHz to 300 GHz) in telecommunications can be dated back to the 1940s, when 

in the Second World War radio waves were applied for military purposes. 

However, this technology was sealed within laboratories until long after the 

war. At the beginning of the 1950s, Bell Labs in the United States deployed the 

first generation of wireless networks called the AMPS [1.2] (Advanced Mobile 

Phone Service) network. Then it was standardized and commercialized in 

North America in 1982. An AMPS network operated at a central frequency of 

850 MHz, and it could support 21 control channels, as well as 395 voice 

channels. These channels owned 30 kHz uplink or downlink bandwidths, 
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transferring analog signals. From then on, the evolution of wireless networks 

has never ceased.  

Until this very day, it has experienced four generations with a family of many 

different standardized versions deployed in different areas. The latest wireless 

network, branded as LTE [1.3] (Long Term Evolution) operates on various 

frequency bands (700, 800, 1900 and 1700/2100 MHz in North America; 

2500 MHz in South America; 800, 900, 1800, 2600 MHz in Europe; 1800 and 

2600 MHz in Asia; and 1800 MHz in Australia and New Zealand), supporting 

peak download rates of 300 Mbps and upload rates of 75.4 Mbps. Its channels 

are transferring digital signals coded with vast many multimedia standards 

(for example: JPEG for image compression, MPEG 2000 for video compression, 

and AAC-ELD, Advanced Audio Coding for Enhanced Latency Delay).  In 

addition, current wireless networks are not only interfacing with the PSTN 

(Public Switched Telephone Network), but also interoperating with the 

Internet, providing IP-based services [1.4]. From its physical infrastructure to 

virtual routing protocols, wireless networking is evolving more as an all IP 

network, in common with the Internet. Many Internet based techniques can be 

seamlessly applied on wireless networks, with only minor modifications to 

physical settings.  

In the past decade, wireless networks have been studied by many researchers 

due to their widespread application in daily life. However, much of the work 

has been carried out in the free-space environment and assumed that signal 

propagation follows a simple line of sight (LOS) transmission model [1.5], [1.6]. 

There was thus a dearth of research were executed in the real urban area 

environment, where wireless signals need to transmit through buildings and 
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across concrete walls before reaching their destinations. This situation lasted 

until the last decade, when a transportation based system, the vehicular ad-hoc 

Network (VANET) was introduced and investigated in several industrial 

projects [1.7], [1.8], [1.9]. As described in the subsequent reports and surveys, 

a VANET is a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), where vehicles act as nodes 

which are restricted to move along city streets[1.10], [1.11]. The VANET is 

clearly a more realistic modeling of urban ad-hoc networks.  

This research explores the possibility of communications on one and more 

pairs of VANET nodes through a sensor network. The signals originate and 

terminate both on VANET nodes, which are restricted in an urban access area 

(streets). However, these signals are forwarded through many sensor routers 

before reaching their destinations. Many types of routing protocols exist in 

MANETs and wireless sensor networks (WSNs), and here these are reviewed 

before the creation of a new strategy and its optimization. In section 1.2 and 

1.3, these two types of wireless networks and their routing protocols are 

introduced. In section 1.4, an introduction to current mainstream international 

conferences and journals is presented. 

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO AD HOC NETWORKS [1.12] 

Ad-hoc, itself a Latin phrase meaning ‘to this’. When used as a scientific term, it 

generally specifies an object whose nature is flexible or unpredictable. As a 

member of the wireless network family, ad-hoc networks or MANETs, were 

firstly introduced in the 1970s. The ALOHA network [1.13] which was carried 

at University of Hawaii and sponsored by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research 

Project Agency) was the first generation of today’s ad-hoc networks. Current 

ad-hoc networks refer themselves to a global specification series of IEEE 
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802.11 [1.14], standardized and released at 1997 by the IET. A brief review has 

been given to ad-hoc routing protocols which are directly associated with the 

research carried in this project. Chapter 4 further analyzes typical routing 

protocols in ad-hoc networks. 

 

Fig. 1.1 A 40-node ad-hoc network frame  

(created by Matlab Gaussian distribution function) 

In Fig. 1.1, a 40-node Gaussian distribution network was simulated in Matlab 

to represent an ad-hoc network frame in reality. One method to simulate such 
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a network is to use the Random Way Point model, which can be simulated 

using a Matlab reference design [1.32]. 

According to [1.15], existing ad-hoc network routing protocols can be broadly 

classified into as two types: 

1. Table driven 

2. Source initiated 

In table-driven routing protocols, ad-hoc network information is stored in 

routing tables maintained separately by its node members. This information 

may be their distances to a sourcing node, a cost defined by a specific protocol, 

or anything useful in a network routing algorithm. Any changes to this 

information will be broadcast within the whole network, and routing tables 

will be updated accordingly. A routing enquiry from one node to another is 

transformed into a search of its routing table information. The protocol will 

firstly seek for a direct match in its routing table, and no entry is found, seek 

for an intermediate node (called a hop) to receive this enquiry. The table-

driven routing technique was firstly used on the Internet, where equipment 

(routers) is specially designed to maintain a table on all IP requests flowing 

through it and direct different requests to their destinations according to its 

table recordings. Later on it was successfully applied on wireless ad-hoc 

networks. However, as the fast-changing nature of an ad-hoc network, routing 

information could expire in a shorter period, making it very difficult to be 

precise. 

Currently wide-accepted table-driven routing protocols in ad hoc networks are: 
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a. Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing [1.16] 

b. Cluster head Gateway Switch Routing [1.17] 

c. Wireless Routing Protocol [1.18] 

Differently to the table-driven routing technique, source-initiated on-demand 

routing is a reactive process only responding to source node requests. When a 

node in wireless network requires a communication to another node, it 

initiates a connection request to the protocol. The protocol will then discover a 

route for it and maintain this route until the communication is over.  

a) Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing [1.19] 

b) Dynamic Source Routing [1.20] 

c) Temporarily Ordered Routing Algorithm [1.21] 

d) Associability-Based Routing [1.22] 

e) Signal Stability Routing [1.23] 

These routing protocols share common characteristics, as are shown in table 

1.1 [1.15]: they all target on flat network architecture; they are loop-free so 

they can avoid dead lock in a routing search; most of them are unicast, and 

store their routing information in routing tables; many of them are using the 

shortest path algorithm to look for the next hop. In conclusion, these routing 

protocols are very similar, so AODV is chosen to represent this source-

initiating protocol family. 
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Table 1.1 Characteristics of source initiated ad hoc routing protocols [1.15] 

Performance parameters AODV DSR TORA ABR SSR 

Time complexity (initial) O(2d) O(2d) O(2d) O(d+z) O(d+z) 

Time complexity (recover) O(2d) O(2d) O(2d) O(l+z) O(l+z) 

Communication (initial) O(2N) O(2N) O(N+y) O(N+y) O(N+y) 

Communication (failure) O(2N) O(2N) O(2x) O(x+y) O(x+y) 

Routing philosophy Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat 

Multicast capability Yes No No No No 

Beaconing requests No No No Yes Yes 

Multiple routing capabilities No Yes Yes No No 

Routing maintained in Route table Route table Table Table Table 

Route cache/expiration timers Yes No No No No 

Route reconfiguration Erase route; 

notify source 

notify 

source 

Link 

reversal 

broadcast 

query 

notify 

source 

Abbreviations: 

l = diameter of the network; y = total number of nodes forming the directed path where 

the REPLY packet transits; z = Diameter of the directed path where the REPLY packet 

transits 
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Current challenges for ad-hoc network routing protocols include: 

 Multicast capabilities 

 QoS in highly dynamic scenario 

 Network security 

 Interoperability with other types of networks (INTENET, Sensor 

networks, etc) 

To develop and maintain a multicast routing structure is very difficult for an 

ad-hoc network because the multicast tree is no longer static. A dynamic 

routing strategy was mentioned in [1.24] to cope with dynamic multicast 

decisions (for example, routing reestablishment strategies when nodes join or 

leave the tree). How to maintain a stable, primary set of active connections 

under a highly dynamic environment needs to be considered by researchers. 

Another important issue to solve is the Quality of Service (QoS) to improve end 

user experience. Different level of customer needs brings different QoS 

demands of each active connection, and when a customer needs upgrades, the 

routing protocol needs to allocate (reserve) enough network resources to 

satisfy it. This kind of reservation may lead to a level of network redundancy, 

and a well-designed routing protocol shall locate a balance point between 

redundancy and efficiency. 

Finally, more and more researchers now focus on interoperability between ad-

hoc networks and other types of networks. In this research, the possibility of 

transmitting ad hoc signals through a sensor network is also explored. As is 

shown in later sections, pre-deployed sensor networks can reduce point-to-

point communication bit error rates with lower energy consumption. Although 
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it may bring higher delay due to an enormous number of hops, it is still a 

candidate for backup connections. A review of WSNs is given in the next 

section. 

 

1.3 INTRODUCTION TO WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

In contrast to the ad hoc network infrastructure, a WSN contains many more 

nodes (hundreds, often thousands), but these sensors are lacking mobility, 

with limited power supply, and can only perform very few communication 

tasks. In [18] the routing protocols are roughly classified into three types: 

i. Flat 

ii. Hierarchical 

iii. Location-based 

Also these routing techniques can be divided into five categories according to 

the routing information they use: 

a. Multipath-based 

b. Query-based 

c. Negotiation-based 

d. QOS (Quality of Service)-based 

e. Coherent-based 

Many of routing protocols applied on WSNs are designed to save energy, which 

is a major concern in this network supplied with limited power resources. 

However, the third category: location based routing protocols, is the key part 

within this research. So, a closer review will be given to this area. 
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A mandate for a WSN to operate a location based routing protocol is to have its 

sensor nodes GPS (Global Positioning System) assisted. Current protocols 

include: 

a. GEAR (Geographic and Energy Aware Routing) [1.26] 

b. GEDIR (Geographic Distance Routing) [1.27] 

c. GOAFR (The Greedy Other Adaptive Face Routing) [1.28] 

d. SPAN [1.29] 

 

Fig. 1.2 A sample WSN diagram in an urban area 

A sample wireless repeater network diagram is shown in Fig. 1.2, where 

wireless repeaters are deployed along city streets. An active communication 

link has been established between two vehicles. All wireless repeaters on this 

link are activated, and the rest are in standby mode. This diagram is used in the 

simulation in Chapter 4.  
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The technical challenges of routing protocol design in WSN remain in 3 aspects: 

energy saving, multipath routing, and data-processing capabilities. Until now 

extensive efforts have been put into design of energy efficient routing solutions, 

because sensor nodes can only have limited battery power. However, in the 

future, if these nodes can utilize natural power (solar or wind energy), the 

design of routing protocols can foresee a big improvement. Also, because 

sensor nodes lack of data processing and data storage units, they cannot 

compute and memorize complex data structures. A common case is to store 

these routing information into a sink unit (or base station), which manages a 

group of sensors adjacent to it. Distributed routing strategy is not suitable for 

today’s WSNs, but they will be the future solution.  

1.4 CONFERENCES AND ORGANIZATIONS 

On 2nd of June 2013, the 5th International Symposium on Wireless Vehicular 

Communications (WIVEC) was held in Dresden, Germany [1.30]. In its ‘calling 

for papers’ section, the following areas were shown great interest: 

1. Antenna design, physical layer and propagation models 

2. Radio resource management and interference management 

3. Vehicular Networking Architectures 

4. Networking protocols (including ad-hoc communication, routing, 

geo-casting, etc.) and their evaluation 

5. Simulation of Vehicular Communications Systems 

6. QoS and cross-layer optimization design 

7. Security, liability and privacy 

8. Interworking with sensor network technologies 
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9. In-car electronics and embedded integration of wireless vehicular 

communications 

10. Roadside infrastructure 

11. Mobility management, mobility and vehicle traffic models 

12. Digital maps and location technologies 

13. Human Machine interface 

14. Applications (eCall, eTolling, traffic information systems, safety 

applications, wireless diagnosis, etc.) 

15. Standards development, business models, policies 

16. Assessment of impact on transport efficiency and safety 

The Panel of this conference addressed the importance of VANET as below: 

“VANETs—from research to initial deployment—what comes next? 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been subject to research for 

more than a decade now. Standardization development organizations in 

Europe and North America have already released an initial set of VANET 

standards. Field operation tests are currently being carried out. Industry 

consortia are now planning deployment of the first basic system. Based on 

different viewpoints and experiences from recent research studies, field 

trials and ongoing standardization process, the panel will discuss the 

remaining and next steps towards full deployment and aims to conclude on 

the coming key research questions. The panel with prominent speakers 

from academia as well as industry covers radio, communication protocols, 

applications and security.” 

IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology (TVT) [1.31] 
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Vehicular Technology (TVT) is an important section in the IEEE 

Transactions series, mainly targeting on the following areas: 

1. Mobile communications 

2. Transportation systems 

3. Vehicular electronics 

In 2010, this journal received 486,646 downloads in the IEEE Xplore usage, 

ranking 21st among 288 IEEE journals. Its impact factor has been 

increasing steadily since 2004, as shown in table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Impact Factor of TVT [1.31] 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

IF 0.611 0.860 1.071 1.191 1.308 1.488 1.490 

Furthermore, IEEE defined a series of industrial standards on vehicular ad 

hoc networks, such as: 

 1609.3-2010 Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE): 

Networking Services 

 1609.4-2010 Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE): 

Multi-channel Operations 
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 1609.11-2010 Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE): 

Over-the-Air Electronic Payment Data Exchange Protocol for 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 

As can be seen from the facts above, the research society of VANETs is still 

active and productive. The major contributions it provides are not only 

academic, but also targeting on daily life. Extensive research interests have 

been put into interactions between personal devices to landmarks 

(vehicles, skyscrapers, etc). It also helps in standardization of VANETs. 

1.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This has firstly reviewed the emergence and development of wireless 

networks. Then a brief introduction was given to a special wireless 

network: the VANET. Since 2000s, enormous research efforts have been 

put on it because of its importance to urban life. In this research, the 

primary study is of a type of VANET consisting of ad hoc networks and 

WSNs, so a literature review was given for both of them. Since routing 

protocol design is the main concern here, the current status of routing 

protocols in each type of network was examined. Finally, the major 

research bodies (international conferences and IEEE societies) have been 

listed to keep track of newest information and research focus. 

From this chapter it may be concluded that a novel and reliable VANET 

routing system requires consideration of the network characteristics. An 

ad hoc network is too random to describe a VANET, while a WSN is too 

rigid to track vehicle movement. A novel idea is to combine an ad hoc 

network with a WSN, and this type of hybrid network will be sufficient to 

describe the nature of VANET. From the review it is not possible to find 
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one single routing protocol which suits this hybrid network, so one has 

been developed in this thesis from a prototype mentioned in section 2.4. 

This network model is then optimized by evolutionary programming 

technique, which is extensively described in chapter 4. Also a second 

network architecture, based on stochastic geometry technique has been 

presented, in Chapter 5. Finally in chapter 6 a third network simulation 

model: small world architecture is presented to solve VANET routing 

problem. Comparison between these techniques implies that EP’s 

performance exceeds the other techniques with detailed positioning 

information of mobile nodes available. This requires mobile nodes to have 

Global Positioning System (GPS) capability. Stochastic Geometry is more 

advantageous in predicting data loss rates of a certain link within an urban 

area with a constant node density. It provides feedback of average signal 

loss rate, which is beneficial for optimization algorithms. Small World 

technique requests additional network equipment and it changes network 

topology as well. However it simplifies the network architecture by adding 

long range communication links to the system. So it reduces the average 

hop count needed to establish a random communication, and improves the 

signal quality of it.  To summarize, EP provides a cost effective solution to 

optimize signal quality of VANET, SG is an alternative statistic model to 

predict data loss rate and SW can be considered when long range 

communication equipment is in presence.  
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CHAPTER 2 

E V O L U T I O N A R Y  P R O G R A M M I N G  

In this chapter an overview of evolutionary programming (EP) is given, since 

this is used as a major optimization tool in this research. EP assists the 

algorithms designed evolve from a population of routing results to reach a 

near-optimum objective. EP has been proved in scientific research as a reliable 

optimization tool. A literature review is firstly presented in section 2.1, 

followed by the introduction of a series of recently developed EP variants. An 

emphasis will be placed on multiple objective optimization approaches in 

section 2.2, which play a critical part in the research analysis. Finally, a specific 

example in the area of Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) 

networking is reviewed in section 2.3 to illustrate EP in action. 

2.1 HISTORY OF EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING [2.1] 

The term optimization comes from an idea to determine ‘a best’ solution to a 

certain mathematical problem. Such problems occur in many fields, such as 

economics, management, physics and engineering. For example, in the 

construction of buildings it is desirable to find an optimal solution to satisfy 

customer requirements with minimum material cost [2.2]. Furthermore, in 

numerical analysis such as data fitting, the need to find an equation with an 

optimal curve shape often arises.  The solutions play a critical part in daily life, 

and the process to discover these solutions is called optimization. 

In recent times, the true beginning of the exploration of the solution of 

optimization problems came from late 1950s, when an important method 

called linear programming was introduced [2.3]. The idea was to create a 
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series of equations of a variable x, with an order of n, from practical conditions. 

Then, an optimization problem was transferred into a mathematical problem: 

to find either a local minimum or a local maximum value of x. However, this 

method is not suitable to solve network routing optimization problems, 

because a network (either for transportation or electrical current) may have 

hundreds or thousands of variables which results to an impossible number of 

equations to solve. However, a method has it has been proposed [2.4] to use 

evolutionary programming to solve network routing problems. 

Evolutionary programming (EP) uses biology inspiration inherited from 

Darwin’s theory, which believes that species have the ability to evolve to fit 

better in their environment in a gradual and natural way [2.5]. A critical 

presumption of EP is that there exist multiple approaches to a given task, and 

yet these solutions all stand. The idea is to repeat a certain procedure on a 

problem until a better or best solution termination condition is met. This is 

necessary, especially on those puzzles which cannot be solved by conventional 

methods. EP will choose one of these approaches and match it with the real-

world environment.  

EP is often referred to as a population-based optimization, because it generally 

consists of a population of many candidate solutions on a specific problem, and 

as time passes, this population evolves to a better solution. Although very 

similar to expert systems and being able to be classified as a member of the set 

of artificial intelligence methods [2.6], EP is different to classical expert 

systems, or fuzzy logic sets, because these model deductive reasoning, while 

evolutionary algorithms model inductive reasoning.  

There are many variants of EP on specific terms. For example, a swarm 

intelligence algorithm [2.2] is one search function mimicking birds’ behavior 
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(bio-inspired intelligence). Ant colony optimization (ACO, [2.3]) is another 

prominent algorithm, applied largely on Internet search engine design as well. 

However, some authors declare that they are not part of EP because they only 

follow specific roles inherited from insect families. 

2.2 MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATIONS 

Recent advancements of EP include the following: 

 Simulated Annealing [2.1] 

 Ant Colony Optimization [2.3] 

 Particle Swarm Optimization [2.2] 

 Differential Evolution [2.1] 

 Estimation of Distribution Algorithms [2.1] 

 Biogeography-Based Optimization [2.6] 

 Multi-Objective Optimization [2.7] 

Multi-objective optimization is a hot topic in current scientific research. Many 

real-world optimization problems are multi-objective, especially in 

engineering design. For example, when wireless network architecture is 

designed, the engineer needs to consider how many access points need to be 

placed to cover the whole area. The quantity of these access points is one 

parameter to optimize, but the coverage of wireless signals is the other factor. 

Sometimes, the total energy saving of the network needs to be considered as 

well. The problem of balancing signal coverage and material cost is a multi-

objective optimization problem. 

2.2.1 Search space and Pareto set [2.7] 
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A multiple objective optimization problem can be expressed as a function of x, 

where x is n-dimensional: 

     ( )          ( )   ( )     ( )                                                      (2.1) 

 Multi-objective optimization process can be treated as a search of a Pareto 

optimal set, which consists of a set of Pareto optimal points: 

                     
 
⇔    {  ( )    ( 

 )                     {  ( )  

  ( 
 )                  }                                                              (2.2) 

The goal of a single-objective optimization algorithm is to find an optimal point 

which is a local minimum (or maximum) value of a certain fitness function. 

However, in multiple objective optimizations, the goals of an algorithm might 

be the following: 

 Maximize the number of individuals that can be found within a 

predefined Pareto set; 

 Minimize the average distance between a candidate population set and 

the objective Pareto set; 

Sometimes the average distance, M, may be used to evaluate the fitness level of 

a population. In section 2.3, a multiple objective optimization case is given. 

2.3 EP IN DWDM NETWORK DESIGN 

In this project, EP was applied as an optimization mechanism after an initial 

path was given in a geographic map. The idea was to consider a known 

application of EP to optimize communication channels from previous work in 

the area within the Warwick Intelligent Systems Engineering Laboratory [2.4].  

The further research presented here explored the following: 
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 What is the performance of an EP-based optimization strategy when 

the network receives multiple connection requests? 

 How does the network behavior change when the Cost 239 

configuration is replaced with an ad-hoc scenario (in simulation, a 40 

node random network)? 

The following sections first introduce this optimization process, and then 

apply it to two different scenarios. After this, the performance of the strategy is 

analyzed to ascertain its suitability for more dynamic and random network 

environments.  

2.3.1 Network Model 

The benchmark network used in this paper is the Cost 239 Pan European 

Network (PAN) [2.4]: an optical fiber network connecting major European 

cities. A diagram of which is shown in Fig 2.1 (Page 25). This network has 18 

nodes and 69 links, with an average node degree of 3.83. The weight assigned 

to each link is the actual physical distance between two cities in kilometers. It 

is assumed that before any algorithm initiates, no connections exist in the 

network.  

The creation of the dynamic connection is based on the scheduled traffic model 

previously utilized by Kuri et al. [2.5]. In this approach, the scheduled traffic 

demands, CRi, are represented thus: 

CRi = [s, d, c, Ts, Te],                                                      (2.3) 

where s and d are the source and destination node pair, c is the capacity 

requested by this traffic (in terms of wavelengths), and Ts and Te are the 

establishment and tear-down times of the traffic connection.  
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Fig. 2.1 European Cost239 Network—Topology with actual distances in km  

Table 2.1 shows an example of a set of traffic requests expressed within this 

scheduled traffic model. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates three connection requests showing both their starting 

times and their tear down times. In addition, there is a capacity constraint on c 

that arises both because there are clearly limited numbers of nodes and 

wavelengths and because it is assumed here that the traffic is unidirectional. 

The latter reason results in half of the capacity of node s being reserved for 

traffic reception or equivalently that a restriction on capacity exists such that 
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the allocation for traffic CRi on node s cannot exceed half of the maximum 

capacities of all links originating from node s. Mathematically, for a number of 

links Ls connected to node s, each link supports up to K wavelengths [2.5], 

 

                                                                (2.4) 

 

The links in the COST 239 network are specified in Table 2.2, including, inter 

alia, values for Ls. 

In order to avoid blocking, the input process is assumed as follows: 

For each node, before its capacity is full, the connection requests that originated 

from it are treated with “immediate service”—no traffic congestion will be 

caused from the starting point, but it is possible to get congestion at other nodes; 

A timer is set for the first connection request so that, once the node becomes 

congested, this connection request will be dropped—the network links 

allocated to it will be freed. 

Table 2.1 Example of scheduled traffic requests 

Connection 

Requests 

s D c Ts Te 

CR0 15 5 6 1 3 

CR1 17 3 1 2 4 

CR2 3 8 3 3 6 

CR3 17 6 4 4 9 

 

A global resource lookup table is used to keep a record of every node’s available 

links. This table is updated as soon as a new connection is assigned links and 

wavelengths. Once the resource of a certain node is depleted, it will be marked 

in the table and deactivated in the network. 
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                    CR0 

 

             CR1 

        

    CR2 

     

 

                    0    1   2 3  4         5      6   7      8     9     10     T 

Fig. 2.2 Example of dynamic connection requests 

(x-axis stands for time; y-axis stands for different requests) 

An optimization process is executed after a certain period (e.g. 10 connections) 

to make global network resource allocation more efficient. This will also check 

every node’s load capacity and make modifications to balance the load.  

 

Table 2.2: Available links of each node in Cost 239 network 

Node ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Link No. 5 3 6 6 2 2 5 2 

Capacity 20 12 24 20 8 8 20 8 

Node ID 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Link No. 5 3 2 2 3 4 7 3 

Capacity 20 12 8 8 12 16 28 12 

 

2.3.2 Path routing algorithm 

In this section, a dedicated path protection scheme is applied to every existing 

traffic connection to make sure they are protected in advance. A Dijkstra-

shortest-path algorithm [2.6] is used to find a primary route and three backup 

routes for each community. The backup path is designed with a backup path 

strategy—the backup path and its associated primary path are fully disjoint. 
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Thus, full recovery is promised on primary paths for every existing connection 

in this network.  

Table 2.3: Example of Path Set Series 

(s,d)pair 1, 17 2, 11 3, 10 5, 4 6, 10 8, 16 

Path 1 1-9-17 2-9-15-11 3-15-10 5-16-18-4 6-15-10 8-17-7-16 

Path 2 1-14-7-

17 

2-10-15-3-

12-11 

3-1-9-2-

10 

5-7-17-4 6-3-1-9-2-

10 

8-1-9-17-

18-16 

Path 3 1-8-17 2-13-4-15-

11 

3-7-17-

4-13-10 

5-9-4 6-13-10 8-5-16 

Path 4 1-3-14-

17 

2-12-11 3-6-15-

10 

5-13-4 6-2-10 8-18-16 

 

Table 2.3 gives examples of path sets and, as may be seen in the table, the search 

results from the Dijkstra algorithm successfully meet the survivability 

requirement by providing three backup paths for each connection. However, 

some backup paths are advantageous in capacity reduction, as well as link load 

balance. Thus, it is possible to reduce total network capacity usage and balance 

link loads through the exchange of a primary path and its backup paths. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Example of alternative path selection 

Fig. 2.3 presents an example of multiple paths and the advantages of alternative 

path selection. In the figure, red lines denote a primary path located by the 
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Dijkstra algorithm, whilst the dotted line paths represent backup paths. By 

inspection, it is easily recognized that the path 5-9-4 has fewer hops compared 

with the primary path 5-16-18-4, and clearly fewer hops means reduced 

capacity occupation. Backup path 5-9-4 is a better choice, for traffic where 

capacity is the primary driver rather than pure transmission speed. Backup path 

5-7-17-4 has the same hop length as the primary path but does share the link 7-

17 with other traffic increasing the probability of blocking. In summary, backup 

path 5-9-4 will be chosen for total network capacity optimization, and backup 

path 5-7-17-4 will not be chosen because of the increased risk of traffic blocking. 

 

2.3.3 Genetic algorithm (GA) 

A genetic algorithm (GA) [2.7] is a searching technique to find solutions of 

optimization problems. It is a class of evolutionary algorithm which uses 

techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation and 

crossover. A general process flow chart of a GA is shown in Fig. 2.4, where the 

GA simulates a problem solving process as a biological evolutionary path by 

involving population creation, population reproduction, and an offspring 

selection process. For the path optimization issue, the path set found by the path 

searching algorithm will be used as an initial population. The GA will cross over 

different path sets that originate from different connection requests to optimize 

the global performance of the network. 
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Fig. 2.4 Flow chart of genetic algorithm process 

To employ a GA, it is necessary to map the problem to a set of chromosomes that 

represent the candidate solutions. In this application, the chromosomes (or 

population) are encoded, as shown in Table 2.4: 

Table 2.4 Example of chromosome encoding 

 

The chromosome consists of 2n digits, where n is the number of live connections 

in a specific timeslot. In other words, 2 digits represent an existing connection in 

network. The coding scheme represents different path orders, using 00 as the 

primary path and 01, 10 and 11 as backup paths 1, 2 and 3.   

 

2.3.4 Fitness function 

To determine which solutions are the best, it is necessary to define a fitness 

function dependent on the particular problem. Thus, in the language of 
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optimization, the fitness function is an objective function which calculates a 

specific outcome (fitness value) from chromosomes. The value that is produced 

by the fitness function is used as the basis of the decision on whether or not a 

given chromosome will survive into or produce offspring for the next 

evolutionary generation. Later, this choice of progression to the next generation 

will be discussed, but first the optimization strategies employed in this work 

will be described, along with their specific fitness functions. 

 

A. Least-Loaded Routing (LLR) 

This policy defines the fitness function as the total network capacity usage 

under the traffic pattern contained in the chromosomes. The fitness value of a 

certain chromosome represents the network wavelength resources allocated to 

the traffic connections, and the objective is to find a chromosome with the least 

network usage. The target of this optimization approach is to minimize total 

network resource capability allocated within all path candidates. The fitness 

function for capacity    and length      is: 

          ∑ ∑       
 
 

 
                                                (2.5) 

K is the number of existing connections in the network, and m is the number of 

links contained in the ith   chromosome. This function sums the total capacities 

used on individual links contained in a specified route, and assigns this value to 

the route (chromosome) as an optimization target. To encompass all routes, the 

mean of all fitness values from a whole population is used and here this is 

referred to as the AWUT (Average Wavelength Usage per Traffic), and is defined 

below. The AWUT forms the target used to evaluate the ultimate optimal results 

from traffic patterns in the simulations presented later.  

 

B. Least-Congested Routing (LCR) 
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This policy defines the fitness function as the network blocking probability 

under the traffic pattern contained in the chromosomes. Here, the fitness value 

of a certain chromosome represents the probability that the traffic will 

experience congestion on the current routes, and the objective is to find a 

chromosome with the least congested route. In this optimization approach, the 

probability is minimized within all path candidates producing a fitness function: 

 

          ∑ ∑     
 
 

 
                                          (2.6) 

 

pi,j is the probability of congestion of the ith  traffic flow congestion on the jth link, 

calculated as: 

     
    

    
                                                           (2.7) 

where ci,j is the capacity allocated to the ith traffic flow on the jth link, and cmax is 

the predefined maximum available capacity for the network. This means that as 

one would expect, the more capacity that is used on a link, the higher the 

probability will be that it will cause traffic congestion. This fitness function sums 

the traffic congestion probabilities on individual links contained in a specified 

route, and assigns this value to the route (chromosome) as an optimization goal. 

In this case, a target value termed the ANBP (Average Network Blocking 

Probability) is applied in the simulations below to evaluate the ultimate optimal 

results from this pattern. The ANBP is the mean value of all LCR fitness values 

from a whole population, and again its observation permits the monitoring of 

the evolutionary process. 

 

2.3.5 Crossover and mutation [2.7]: 

Crossover is a genetic operator used to vary chromosomes from this generation 

to next. The operation exchanges the path order of two path sets and generates 
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new path sets for the same traffic. The appropriate fitness function is used to 

evaluate whether the new path sets will be selected for the next generation.   

 

Fig. 2.5: Crossover operation 

An example of crossover operation is shown in Fig. 2.5, where paths are 

allocated to two connection requests (1-17 and 2-11) using the path routing 

algorithm. After encoding, chromosome parent 1 has the route set 1-14-7-17 for 

traffic 1-17 and route set 2-9-15-11 for traffic 2-11, while chromosome parent 3 

has the route set 1-8-17 for traffic 1-17 and route set 2-12-11 for traffic 2-11. 

The crossover operation exchanges their second route set and generates 

offspring 1 and 3. Offspring 1 is fitter than parent 1, since the total wavelength 

usage is reduced by 1 hop, so it will be selected for the next generation in LLR 

policy. Also it decreases the congestion of link 2-9, 9-15 and link 15-11, but with 

an addition of link 2-12 and 12-11, so it is necessary to calculate the global 

network congestion probability to see if it is better than parent 1 in the LCR 

policy. 

 

Mutation is the other genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity from 

one generation to the next by creating mutated chromosomes. In the simulation 

algorithm, it is designed as a triggered operation when an evolutionary process 

enters a dead loop with a group of similar chromosomes. The mutation 
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operation selects the first constant bit, i.e. the position in which all 

chromosomes have the same value and reverses it.  

 

Fig. 2.6 Mutation operation 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the generation of a mutated offspring that arises and 

delivers a shorter route from node 1 to node 8. This operation is beneficial to 

the solution pool after a series of crossover operations, since it creates a 

completely novel chromosome that contributes to the diversity of the 

population. 

 

2.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation setup 

In order to fully address the algorithm’s efficiency, the simulation results are 

presented in two parts. In part one, the performance of the algorithm under a 

benchmark network scenario is analyzed. In part two, the algorithm is 

compared with two other conventional routing assignment techniques under 

different network environments and with different traffic loads to illustrate 

better a genetic algorithm’s advantages and disadvantages. All simulations were 

run on Windows XP with a 3.31 GHz CPU and the software platform was 

MATLAB (version: 7.8.0.347, R2009a).   

 

Part one: single network performance 

Ten iterations of randomly-generated traffic requests were chosen as an initial 

data set for the routing and optimization algorithms.  
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Fig. 2.7 AWUT optimization result 
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Each of the iterations contained ten connection requests with exactly the same 

format as that shown in Table 2.1. The optimization results and observations 

concerning them are presented below, along with the ALR (Actual output versus 

Limit Ratio) data record. 

 

Average Wavelength Usage per Traffic (AWUT) optimization 

As discussed before, the objective of the optimization algorithm within the LLR 

policy is to minimize the global network resource usage, and AWUT is a 

performance criterion to reflect the algorithm efficiency. AWUT is defined as the 

following: 

     
∑      

 
 

 
                                                         (2.8) 

where N is the number of traffic streams existing in the network, Ci is the 

capacity of ith stream, and Li is the link number of the primary route assigned to 

the ith traffic stream. The AWUT represents the average network resources 

(lightpaths/wavelengths) allocated per traffic stream in the primary path 

assignment. From Fig.2.7 (page 36) it is clearly shown that, after 6 iterations, the 

AWUT has decreased by 23.3% (from 103 to 79) and then has become stable. In 

this case, the lower limit is 79, and the algorithm successfully reaches its 

optimal outcome. An advantage of this optimization process is that it only needs 

traffic information as input, and calculates the optimal paths according to local 

information. Compared with adaptive routing algorithms which need support 

from the network signaling layer and an appropriate protocol in advance, the GA 

simulates an environment in which best paths naturally evolve from a group of 

candidates, which can be calculated and stored by routers in advance.   

 

ALR (Actual outcome versus Limit Ratio) optimization 
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ALR is a performance criterion for the optimization achievement, and it is 

defined as the following: 

     
                

             
                                                     (2.9) 

where ALRi is the ALR value for ith iteration of optimization. Initiali is the ith 

initial total network load, Actuali is the ith optimization result achieved by the 

algorithm, and Mini is the ith lower limit of the algorithm known in advance. 

 

Apart from several optimal cases, ALR (as shown in Fig. 2.8) is a constant value 

ranging from 70% to 90% for most of the optimization rounds. To achieve this 

value the algorithm usually takes 8 to 12 iterations to optimize the path. 

Compared with the simulation results in [19], the static optimization case, the 

dynamic algorithm’s single-iteration performance (Fig. 2.7) is superior (23.3% 

versus 7.1%), but the average performance over a long time is similar. The 

optimization performance of the GA relies heavily on the nature of the path 

set—its population, and the higher the deviation the path sets have, the better 

the optimization result the GA can achieve. 

 

Fig. 2.8 ALR result for 8 iterations 
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However, the advantage of the GA is apparent in that the number of iterations 

needed to reach the optimal value, given a certain network topology, is almost 

constant, no matter what the nature of the traffic is, and what complexity its 

route involves for calculation. The optimization speed depends on the crossover 

population size versus the total population size. In the simulation environment, 

the crossover population size is 20, and the total population size is 4K, where K 

is a variable, represents existing connection numbers. In case of Fig. 2.7, where 

K = 7, the population size is 16384, then the GA optimization has the same effect 

with 2730 ordinary ranking and sorting operations, and a single crossover 

operation has the same effect with 273 such operations. From this point of view, 

implementing GA will greatly accelerate the speed of path routing in DWDM 

network. 

 

Traffic Blocking Probability (TBP) optimization 

TBP is another optimization objective within the LCR policy, and its 

mathematical expression is as follows: 

        (   )                                                     (2.10) 

where BPi is ith route blocking probability: 

       
  

    
                                    (2.11) 

where cl is allocated capacity (in wavelength) of the lth link in ith route, and cmax is 

the maximum capacity of each link. The traffic blocking probability is the 

maximum value among its individual traffic blocking probabilities which are 

presented by peak values from their link blocking probabilities. 

The calculation of the TBP makes use of a global resource lookup table 

(mentioned in dynamic connection creation, section II: Methodology), which 

keep records of each link’s wavelength allocation status. The link is expressed as: 

   {(   )   }                                                   (2.12) 
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where s and d represent the source and destination pairs for link Li, and Ci is the 

allocated link capacity. Fig. 2.9 gives an example of a TBP optimization result: 

 

Fig. 2.9 TBP optimization result after 8 iterations 

It is worth noting that the value of the TBP not only serves as a warning for 

individual links when they reach maximum capacity, but also represents a 

capacity occupation level for the entire network, given the in situ capacity 

allocation condition for all links. If the value of the TBP is below 0.5, the network 

should to be in good condition, with more than half link capacities being free for 

future traffic. An effective operation in TBP reduction (as shown in Fig. 2.9) is to 

reallocate traffic from more congested paths to less occupied paths, thus 

achieving an overall optimal result. From Fig. 2.9 it may be seen that the 

simulation successfully decreased overall TBP from 1 to 0.1 after 7 iterations.  

 

Part two: comparative results 

In order to fully evaluate the performance of the GA under different network 

scenarios, a 40 node Gaussian distributed network was created (shown at Fig. 

2.10) as a counterpart to the Cost 239 network. Two commonly-used searching 

techniques were used as benchmarks: 

 First-fit (FF) [2.8] 
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 Directly Relative Capacity Loss (DCRL)[2.9] 

 

 

Fig. 2.10 Gaussian distributed 40-node network 

The FF strategy simplifies the wavelength assignment procedure into a “first 

come first serve” process: the first incoming traffic is assigned the first available 

wavelength within the wavelength index, and when no more wavelengths are 

available, the traffic is blocked. In the DRCL strategy, each node stores 

information on the capacity loss on each wavelength in its own lookup table. 

This table is called the Relative Capacity Loss table and whose content is a triple 

of wavelength, destination, and RCL weight. When a connection request arrives 

and more than one wavelength is available on the light path, DRCL will make use 

of the RCL table and calculate the path which has a minimum RCL weight among 

its peers. 
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Table 2.5 comparison of FF, DRCL and GA using four wavelengths and 

uniformly distributed traffic 
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The wavelength constraint is set as 4 for each edge: this means each edge can be 

allocated with a maximum of 4 wavelength channels. The network traffic is set 

with 3 groups to simulate different network conditions (no congestion, light 

congestion and heavy congestion), and they are set as uniform traffic at the 

beginning. 

The simulations are set to compare four parameters: blocked nodes, blocked 

paths, consumed wavelengths and elapsed time. The first three parameters are 

used to evaluate algorithm’s efficiency to allocate traffic requests on network 

and the last parameter is used to evaluate the algorithm’s execution efficiency. 

 

Table 2.5 (page 43) indicates that when network bandwidths (wavelength 

numbers) are constrained and input traffic is uniformly distributed, the GA is 

not the ideal choice for network optimization. The capacity limitation severely 

affects the natural evolution process of the GA algorithm in that limited network 

resources are exhausted very quickly by incoming traffic. The uniformly 

distributed traffic pattern also affects GA efficiency because individual traffic 

streams do not differ much from each other, thus making natural evolution 

difficult for producing a better generation. On the other hand, the GA spends 

100 times the CPU time for optimization that FF does. This case is a striking 

example of the advantage of simple strategies, such as FF and DRCL in this 

simple and somewhat unrealistic network scenario. 

However, when DWDM applies on the network, there are many more channels 

available, for example the OC-64 standard supports 64 wavelengths and the OC-

128 standard 128 wavelengths in one channel. This dense allocation of 

wavelengths begins to give the GA an advantage over a simpler scheme. Table 

2.6 below shows the results with uniform traffic and a network whose channel 

supports 64 wavelengths.  
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Table 2.6 comparisons between FF and GA using 64 wavelengths and uniform 

traffic (DRCL results are similar to FF so not included) 
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Table 2.7 Comparison between FF and GA using 64 wavelengths and randomly 

distributed traffic 
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Finally, the simulation performance was testing in a dynamic environment, 

where traffic is randomly distributed to simulate a variable data input situation. 

The simulation results in Table 2.7 show that in this scenario the GA comes into 

its own. On the Cost239 network the GA saves between 25-35% of the network 

capacity compared to FF; for the random 40 node network, the savings are 

approximately 20-50% over FF. Moreover, the GA also produces fewer blocked 

paths.  

2.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, an introduction is given to evolutionary programming, which is a 

technique to be applied on optimization problems. In order to utilize EP on 

VANETs, a starting point derived from previous work in the Intelligent Systems 

Engineering Laboratory at Warwick was utilized. This has applied EP to 

optimize network resource usage on a DWDM network, and had largely focused 

on the static network case with dynamic network performance unexplored. 

Here, since VANETs comprise dynamic elements, section 2.3, included a 

simulation of EP capabilities for a dynamic network case. This demonstrated 

that this was the most advantageous environment for a GA, which significantly 

outperformed a First Fit approach. However, this was bought at the cost of 

increased calculation time, especially when the network scale is larger than 100 

nodes. In summary, EP is suitable for high-performance requirement scenarios, 

and is very efficient on small to medium networks.  
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CHAPTER 3 

S T O C H A S T I C  G E O M E T R Y  

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a brief and targeted literature review on stochastic 

geometry, which is another technique applied to the data sets in this research. 

Stochastic geometry is a statistical approach to analyze point processes on 

multidimensional Euclidean spaces, and it is widely used in image processing, 

biomedical scanning and geographic map analysis. One of the most 

emphasized point processes is the Poisson Point Process, and so the 

characteristics of this process are introduced in section 3.2. Then, applications 

of stochastic geometry in wireless communication networks are reviewed in 

section 3.3. Compared with static modeling techniques, stochastic geometry 

offers a simple and flexible way to analyze large scale wireless networks.  

In many technical fields such as biology, chemistry, and geography, the data 

sets to be analyzed are in the form of images. This large number of data points 

needs an effective way to analyze it. A major question to answer is how to 

reduce the sheer quantity of these data sets and express them in simple, 

concise mathematical formations. The subject of transforming images into 

mathematical forms is called mathematical morphology, and is well 

established in the literature [3.1]-[3.4]. In this process, images are transformed 

into pixels, and these pixels are reduced into numbers (such as greyscale). 

Finally, these images are represented by different distributions of pixels, or 

even more simply, different parameters of a certain distribution model (such 

as Gaussian) so as to greatly reduce the data storage needs of images. 
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The same operation can be immediately applied to digital city maps: once city 

map information is scanned from satellites or collected from digital sensors, it 

is stored in a form of images. The only difference is the information is 

geographic data (such as latitudes), not pixels. However the images can be 

processed in the same way. A common attribute is the geographic distance, or 

street length. Adapting these distance data sets into a certain statistical model 

is a process that is named Stochastic Geometry (SG) [3.6]. In mathematical 

form, the original data sets are called spatial point sets; the attribute to be 

fitted is called a measure; the statistical model is called a point process.  

The application of SG to wireless networks is relatively new [3.12] but using 

point processes to represent wireless networks really started with the work of 

Gilbert [3.5], who analyzed the connectivity of large fixed wireless networks by 

means of SG. Compared with a static city map, a wireless network is more 

dynamic and unpredictable. Thus, to apply SG on wireless networks needs the 

assistance of statistic knowledge of the real situation. One solution is to choose 

point density as a measure, because if the composition of nodes fits a Poisson 

distribution, then the point density of its area is a constant value. A great deal 

of research has been based on this approach [3.7] [3.8], and a detailed analysis 

is presented in section 3.3. 

Finally, compared with evolutionary programming (EP)—the first technique 

applied in this research, SG has its advantages and disadvantages; table 3.1 

compares the two techniques. From table 3.1 it may be observed that EP is 

advantageous for network modeling, and SG is advantageous in data 

composition and operation cost. In summary, EP is capable of providing 
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precise and point-to-point connection advice, but, when the network scale is 

large, or customers requires quick responses, SG is a suitable candidate. 

Table 3.1 EP versus SG 

 Network 
modeling 

Data 
composition 

Mathematical 
Analysis 

Operation 
Cost 

Evolutionary 
Programming 

Precise; 
Static; 

Very complex Biology 
inherited; 

Very long 

Stochastic 
Geometry 

Fuzzy; 
Static; 

Simple; 
Fuzzy; 

Clear; 
Concise; 

Quick 

3.2. POISSON POINT PROCESS (PPP) [3.6] 

As reviewed in section 3.1, the basic elements of SG are points: in images, they 

are pixels; in physics and chemistry, they are elementary particles; on 

geographic maps, they are street junctions. Random point patterns are widely 

used in scientific research, and as one of them, the Poisson point process (PPP), 

has been a focus of particular attention because of its superior properties. A 

history of the PPP can be found in Guttorp and Thorarinsdottir’s work [3.7]. 

However in my research, a homogeneous Poisson point process is used to 

simulate sensor network architecture in the US city of Boston. A review of the 

fundamental properties of the Poisson model is in section 3.2.1 followed by 

exploration of the method to generate a Poisson point distribution. With this 

knowledge of the Poisson distribution, section 3 examines application of  

existing wireless network architectures. 

3.2.1. BASIC PROPERTIES 

A PPP is a type of point process, which can be visually depicted as a series of 

points scattered in space. In mathematics, a point process is defined as a 

measurable mapping Φ on a space E, definite as in equation 3.1: 
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   ∑                                                                         (3.1) 

A point process is called a Euclidean space process when the space, E, is the 

Euclidean space,  d , of d dimensions. The intensity measure, Λ, of Φ is defined 

as Λ(B) = EΦ(B). A point mapping Φ is a homogeneous Poisson one [3.6] if: 

1. For all disjoint subsets B1, B2, …, Bn of E, the random variables Φ(Bi) 

are independent with each other; 

2. For all sets B of E, the random variables Φ(A) are Poisson distributed 

as (3.2); 

 ( ( )   )   
 ( ) 

  
      ( )    Φ                                      (3.2) 

3. The density of the points on space E is constant. 

The property in 1) is called independent scattering, while another 

characteristic in 2) is called Poisson distribution of point counts. The first 

property is also called ‘completely random’ or ‘totally random’. The second 

property in 2) is called the intensity or density of a Poisson point process.  

 

3.2.2. POISSON POINT SET GENERATION 

Poisson point sets can be generated based on this mathematical property: 

Conditioning and binomial point process 

Suppose Φ is a homogeneous Poisson point process. Consider a subset, W, of Φ 

under a condition that Φ(W) = n, where n is the number of points contained in 

W. Now one assertion that can be made in that W is a finite point process, and 

it is a binomial point process with n points. Based on this criterion, the 
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simulation of a homogeneous Poisson point process in an area transforms into 

a task of two stages: 

1. Determining the number of points contained in W by simulation with a 

variable which is Poisson randomly distributed; 

2. Defining the position of these points by simulating a binomial point 

process in W. 

In order to generate a homogenous PPP in an area from [0,0] to [A, B], with a 

pre-defined point density λ, the following steps need be to executed: 

1. Total number of points contained in this area is n, where ∏        
   ; 

2. Place n number of points randomly within a range [0, A] and [0, B], 

respectively; 

In Fig. 3.1, it may be observed how a PPP is used to simulate the real-world 

wireless network.  

3.3. WIRELESS NETWORK ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 3.1  (a) A 4040 km view of a current base station deployment by a 
major service provider in a relatively flat urban area; (b) a Poisson 
distributed base stations, with each mobile associated with the nearest base 
station [3.8] 
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In order to apply stochastic geometry on wireless networks, an assumption is 

firstly made that base station distribution follows a homogeneous PPP of 

intensity λ in the Euclidean plane. In Figure 3.1, both a map consisting of 

Poisson distributed base stations (left) and the current base station 

deployment by a major service provider (right) is given. One can observe from 

the figure that in (b) base stations are closer to each other than in (a). However, 

by selecting a subarea of (b), for example the central area, base stations will be 

more evenly distributed. Moreover, graph (b) will allow SG tools to be 

employed for mobile communications analysis [3.8].  

The major objective of wireless network design is to define bounders of base 

station coverage. In SG, this is called the probability of coverage, and is defined 

as: 

  (  λ α)                                                            (3-3) 

Since the data loss rate being explored encompasses multiple hops, this 

probability of coverage is now a data loss rate probability of a source VANET 

node in presence of all other peers. When the transmitting channel is free of 

interference (I = 0) and path loss rate is exponential to the distance (general 

fading), and the fading coefficient is equal to 4 (α = 4), an expression of signal 

channel data loss rate formula results [3.8]: 
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The Q function in Equation (3.4) is a standard Gaussian Tail probability 

function. Once the single hop signal loss rate formula is derived, a Galton-

Watson process [3.11] is applied to calculate the multi hop signal loss rate. A 

complete definition of a Galton-Watson process and its extinction probability 

is given in by: 

      ∑   
              (  )   

  
                                      (3-6) 

If    follows a Poisson distribution, a particularly simple relationship can be 

found between Xn and Xn+1 as defined in Equation 3.7: 

        (    )                                                       (3-7) 

Now that multi-hop transmission process has been converted into a Galton-

Watson process with an attached survival probability Xn, a final expression of 

relationship between the Probability of Signal Loss Rate and the peer-to-peer 

transmission error is given in Equation 3.8 [3.8]. 
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    (      )                 (3-8) 

Figure 3.2 shows a curve which relates the number of hops of which a signal 

link consists and its probability of extinction as a function of the frame error 

rate (FER) required. It should be noted that this probability is 1-Xn and so it 

starts from 0 and approaches 1 s n approaches infinity. 
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Fig. 3.2 Diagram of multi-hops and probability of data extinction 

3.4. BOSTON CITY SCENARIO 

In order to integrate SG theory into the Boston city scenario, the following 

steps need to be executed: 

1. Define a measure (node density; street length, etc.) for Boston city; 

2. Divide the Boston city map into different areas, where inside the 

measure could be constant or nearly constant; 

3. Calculate the value of measure in each area, then translate it into λ by 

using formula                   ; in this formula, i is the area 
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index ranging from 1 to n; ui is the value of measure (e.g. node density) 

in area i calculated in advance; vi is the volume of area i (e.g. if area i is 

a square of A meters high and B meters long, then        ). 

4. Apply λ in equation (3-8) to calculate data loss rates of each area. 

For example, adopting node density as a measure for the Boston city map, then 

Boston city can be divided into seven disjoint areas, as shown in Fig. 3.3: 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Area division of Boston city 

In contrast to a MANET, the nodes in Figure 3.3 are street junctions, because in 

VANETs the base stations (or wireless transmitters) are placed in street 

junctions to assist signal transmission. The positions of these transmitters can 

be obtained in advance through a digital map.  

 After the areas are divided, a probability distribution (PDF) needs to be 

calculated for each area. The PDF for first 6 areas are plotted in Figure 3.4. 
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With these PDFs available, it is possible to calculate λ of each area and the 

results are shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Values of Poisson model λ in seven subareas 

Subarea 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

λ 0.5278 0.4776 0.3793 0.5584 0.9412 0.8 0.32 

When λ values of all areas are obtained, a virtual Poisson graph is constructed 

for further analysis; a sample Poisson graph is shown in Figure 3.5.  

 

Fig. 3.4 Probability density distributions (PDF) of 6 areas labeled in Fig. 3.3 

Boston subarea 
node distributions

X-coordinates: number of nodes in each cell 
Y-coordinates: number of cells with same number of nodes in 
each subarea (unified to 1) 
Graphs on top: subarea 1, 2, 3 

Area (1) Area (2) Area (3) 

Area (4) Area (5) Area (6) 
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Fig. 3.5 Boston city map and Poisson virtual graph 
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To summarize, this section has reviewed the process of integrating SG into the 

Boston city map. In order to apply SG to any geographic object, a survey of its 

intensity measure must be executed in advance. The following measurements 

are frequently used in academic research: 

 Street junction intensity 

 Subway, coach station intensity 

 Street length distribution 

 Residence density 

Different types of intensity measure could result in totally different Poisson 

point images. For example, if a researcher wants to investigate the public 

transportation situation of Boston city, he (or she) may choose a coach station 

number as an intensity measure, and divide Boston city according to the 

station density distribution. Another situation is a demography analyst, who 

wants to check the relationship of population density to the signal 

transmission noise level.  His (or her) SG model obviously should choose 

residence density as its intensity measure.  

Another point to be mentioned is that SG is highly suitable for urban area 

investigation, as city street distribution is quite static and uniformly 

distributed. Observations on city maps can provide the following statements: 

 Capitals of many nations, and their financial and political centers are 

designed in a rigid and uniform style, which is suitable for stochastic 

geometry applications;  

 City centres, dense residence areas are more regular than gardens, 

famous attractions and suburb areas; 
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  Rivers, highways and airports will leave big blank areas and result a 

dis-continuous behavior in density distribution graph; 

 Modern cities are more favorable for SG analysis, because their 

architectures are well planned, divided into functional districts with 

regular shapes 

Table 3.3 clarifies which scenarios are suitable for SG geometry analysis, and 

which scenarios are not. 

Table 3.3 Categories of city scenarios for stochastic geometry applications 

 City Building 

Recommended Nation’s capitals; 

Modern cities; 

City centre; 

Dense residence (offices, shopping malls); 

Subway stations; 

Suitable Well-designed cities 

and towns; 

City suburb; gardens; 

Not suitable Sparsely distributed 

cities and towns; 

Airports; highways; rivers 
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3.5. CONCLUSION 

This chapter has introduced SG, a useful statistical approach for multi-

dimensional data structure analysis. In section 3.1, the PPP was introduced: its 

constant density property is a fundamental theoretical background in this 

research. The generation of a Poisson point process followed in section 3.2. 

Then, the application of this process to modern wireless network architectures 

was considered in section 3.3. The SNR was linked with the Poisson density 

parameter λ in equation 2.8 after a series of mathematical deductions. This 

equation is the key point of the research because it states that the signal loss 

rate is proportional to the exponential of this area’s intensity λ, and it is a 

series of Galton-Watson processes. This foundation was extended to the 

Boston city scenario in section 3.4 and the contribution here is to choose street 

junctions as the intensity measure, and divide the whole city into seven areas, 

each with similar intensity measures. Furthermore, in order to analyze inter-

area data loss rates, a Markov chain was implemented in chapter 5. This 

method is more precise and more suitable for various city scenario models. 

Finally, the city scenarios that are suitable for SG analysis are summarized.  
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CHAPTER 4   

S M A R T  R O U T I N G  A L G O R I T H M  

This chapter introduces SRA (Smart Routing Algorithm): a novel routing 

scheme for VANET optimization. An example is given throughout this chapter 

to explain how the SRA works. In section 4.1, a triangle formation is firstly 

presented. This unit consists of three basic sensing units which are placed 

evenly near a street junction, and serves as a channel multiplexing and de-

multiplexing unit within a VANET. In the simulation, a WSN consists of 

multiple triangle formations scattering across the whole city. Then two data 

storage structures are introduced: the Bit Error Rate Matrix and the Sensor 

Number Matrix. The first of these assists bit error rate (BER) optimization, 

while the second one is used in sensor number optimization. The main 

functions of SRA are 1) optimizing BER for a point to point wireless connection, 

so the quality of service will be improved on the link; 2) minimizing sensor 

numbers used for the particular route, to save the energy spent in 

communications. In section 4.2, SRA’s operation is described in both the static 

and dynamic cases, respectively. One can observe how SRA utilizes data stored 

in the two matrices above and optimizes over two directions. In section 4.3, 

the computational complexity of this algorithm is analyzed. Although SRA 

occupies more computational resources in its initiation phase, its biology 

nature guarantees a rapid decrease in resource utilization in later evolutions. 

In addition, it always keeps a group of a number of candidate populations for 

user selection. These populations will be treated as backup solutions, in case 

primary connections are torn down.  
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4.1 TRIANGLE FORMATION 

 

Fig. 4.1 (a) Triangle formation; (b) Boston repeater network  
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In this section triangle formation in VANETs is introduced. A triangle 

formation is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a) and, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), each Boston 

street junction contains one triangle formation. The role of this triangle is the 

same as an electric switch in a network routing device: it provides four 

candidate routes for any signal passing through. As shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), a 

signal can choose either route A, B, C, or D.  

The reason that a triangle formation was chosen instead of a pentagon or 

octagon shape is because most of the city street junctions are connected to 

four other junctions. Evidence for this statement is a statistical analysis from 

Boston city junctions in Fig. 4.2: 

  

Fig. 4.2 Two PDF bar graphs from Boston city streets 

In Fig. 4.2, two bar graphs are presented from statistics of a Boston city digital 

map. The data it uses originate from a 3-D satellite map of Boston city 

provided in the MATLAB mapping toolbox. The x-coordinates are the number 

of connections of each junction, and the y-coordinates are number of junctions 

which have the same number of connections. It can be clearly seen that street 

junctions with degree 3 and 4 dominate the whole population. This is clear 

evidence that most streets of Boston city are connected to two or three peers. 

               X axis:  Number of connections of each junction 
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Thus, a triangle formation is sufficient to cover an area linking with 2 or 3 

streets. If a pentagon formation is used in this junction, one or more repeaters 

will need to be placed in the centre of this area, which could result in resource 

redundancy and unnecessary noise. 

As is observed from Fig. 4.1 (b), triangle formations are placed around Boston 

city. They should be installed 3 to 5 metres high to avoid blockage by 

pedestrians. Once installation finishes, the real-time fading effects can be 

verified by sending echo code from one triangle to another. By recoding the 

signal echo duration and strength, real-time delay information and signal 

fading level may be obtained. In this simulation, the fading coefficient was set 

to 10-4 per 10 metres. This value is extracted from an empirical path loss 

model verified in research [4.1] and [4.2]. Since repeaters were placed densely 

and along the streets, the interference between them was ignored because 

each repeater’s signal coverage can only reach its closet neighbour.   

Although setting up triangle formations on signal transmission paths will bring 

delay to a communication itself, there are clear advantages: 

1. It will provide a Line of Sight (LOS) transmission path for wireless signals 

2. It will provide alternative routes for wireless communication 

3. It will provide a cost-effective supplement to Ad-hoc networks 

From Figure 4.3, an urban area with four street grids (here given the name 

zones) is shown. The zones are numbered exactly as data matrices (rows first). 

Then, four triangles are attached for each zone: the positions are preset as 

upper left corners in this example. Then the zone map is transformed into the 

triangle map, as shown on the right side of Figure 4.3. It may be seen that there 
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are two types of connections between members of triangles: one is marked as 

narrow, blue lines and the other in bold black lines. The first one is inner-

triangle connections, which have a fixed length (10 metres) and a fixed bit 

error rate (10-4). The second one is inter-triangle connections, whose lengths 

are different from each other, and their bit error rates depend on the distance 

transmitted.  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.3 Triangle map formation: (a) urban zones; (b) triangle formation  

4.1.1  BER  MATRI X  

 

Table 4.1 Inner-triangle data entry 

0 10-4 10-4 

Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 10-4 0 10-4 

10-4 10-4 0 

Zone 2    

Zone 3    

Zone 4    
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In order to find an optimal route, it is necessary to generate a triangle BER 

matrix, which is accomplished in two steps: 

 Inner-triangle data entry 

 Inter-triangle data entry 

Step 1: inner-triangle data entry is shown in table 4.1, where the shadowed 

area is filled with data in a 1212 BER matrix. This generates a sparse matrix 

with all inner-triangle connections marked with a preset value (10-4) filled in. 

It should be noted that zone 1 is anonymous as triangle A—the zone in the 

digital map, can be named, and so can a triangle in a sensor network 

architecture, and they can interchange with each other. Recalling the image in 

Fig. 4.1 (a), the sequence of sensors placed inside a triangle formation is from 

up-left to down-right. Then, the value of M12 represents the BER that occurred 

in a connection from the upper-left side to its upper-right or down-left peer in 

triangle A (zone 1).  

Step 2: inter-triangle data entry is shown in table 4.2, with the values 

depending on geographic information from a digital map and the real distance. 

In this example, a simple linear assumption is made on the relationship 

between BER and the distance between triangles. Although practically it 

should be an exponentially-increasing figure, the sensor network can be placed 

to make the BER increment a linear way—the advantage of a WSN is that 

sensors are cheap enough to be placed almost everywhere. So in simulation, 

the algorithm treated BER linearly. 
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Table 4.2 Inter-triangle data entry 

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 

 410-4  

      
   

  2.110-4 

      
   

 

  3.710-4    

     3.210-4  

      

All the data entries in table 4.2 are inter-triangle connection based values. In a 

practical environment these values shall be reported and updated by repeaters 

with network broadcasting protocols, but here a linear relationship between 

BER and street length has been assumed.  

In order to avoid algorithm deadlock, all zero data entries were filled with a 

value representing infinity. In this example, 1010-4 was used instead of 

infinity to represent zero-data entries. Because infinity is already the 

maximum that an algorithm can recognize, a population with infinite path 

length could not be chosen for fitness optimization, as this would have resulted 

in an insufficient number of populations. The efficiency of an evolutionary 

program directly relates to the size of its population pool.  All in-direct 

triangles were assigned infinity because they could not be linked with one 

single connection. So, the search algorithm jumped over them and tried to find 

other, direct connections. 

(Link 2—4) 

(Link 8—11) 

(Link 3—7) 

(Link 6—10) 
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The BER matrix is initiated when a digital city map is read in by SRA. An index 

of zones is firstly created, and then street length matrix is read and re-ordered 

according to the zone index. After the street length matrix is converted into 

BER values, the BER matrix will read in these values. Because the BER matrix is 

directly associated with the geographic location of city streets, so it is rarely 

updated after initiation.  

4.1.2  SENSO R  NUMBER  MATRI X  

A sensor number matrix records the number of sensors used by an 

intermediate route between two nodes. In the optimization, the number of 

sensors will be used as a secondary fitness function. This matrix is created and 

maintained in exactly the same way as the BER matrix described above. It will 

include both inner and inter triangle information within it. The final form of a 

sensor number matrix in this example will be: 

Table 4.3 Sensor number matrix 

0 1 1 
Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 1 0 1 

1 1 0 
 4  

      
   
  2 

      
   

 

  3    
     3  

      

In simulations based on Boston city, the operations needed to extract map 

information into these two matrices are listed below: 
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1. The MATLAB mapping toolbox was used to open the digital image 

source file ‘Boston_city_blue.tiff’; then it read in the data structure 

containing street information; the output is shown in Fig. 4.4. As 

observed, this data contained information of street starting point and 

destination in cell ‘X’ and ‘Y’, and it had street length in variable 

‘LENGTH’. The whole Boston city map contains 3192 streets, so the 

point matrix has dimensions of 3192  4, and the length matrix is of 

dimensions 31921. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Data structure of Boston city streets 

After the data requested was imported into local storage, it was 

necessary to rearrange the sequence of street points. The order of 

streets was arbitrary: in this simulation, an index from top-left to 

down-right was adopted. For example, the city centre of Boston city 

was divided into 34 zones and labeled from 1 to 34 in sequence, as 

shown in Fig. 4.5. As was shown in the example before, each zone 

contains one triangle formation, so, in Fig. 4.5, there were 34 triangle 

formations in total, containing 343 = 102 sensors. Thus, the BER and 

sensor matrices were of dimension 102102. 
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Fig. 4.5 Labeling street zones of Boston city center 
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2. The initialization of these two matrices was to set all the values 

contained within them to a starting value representing infinity. Then 

all the values along the diagonal line of these two matrices were set to 

zero.  

3. To import the values contained in street length matrix into these two 

matrices, a projection table was needed. This table stored indices of 

triangles and their corresponding streets. Every street length value had 

been updated into a cell of these two matrices by referring the cell row 

as the starting triangle index and the column as the destination index. 

Once all street length values were imported, these two matrices 

remained static during algorithm optimization process.  

This section has presented how an SRA obtains its information from a digital 

city map and creates a WSN, based on triangle formations. The transform from 

geographic objects into two matrices needed some manual operations, such as: 

labeling city zones; re-indexing streets, and defining the locations of these 

triangle formations. An example is given on how to setup values contained in 

the two matrices, followed by an explanation of the Boston city simulation case.  

 4.2 STREET GRIDS SIMULATION 

In this section an SRA application is given, based on a simplified urban 

scenario consisting of 4 street grids; both static and dynamic cases are treated, 

followed by analysis of the pros and cons of the optimization process.  

4.2.1  STATI C CASE  
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In the static case, a connection request is oriented from a source node to a 

destination node, and both nodes are not moving. In this example, a connection 

request from node 1 to node 12, as shown in Figure 4.6, is considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6 Static connection requests 

In the SRA algorithm, each zone is represented by 3 digital bits. In this example, 

the source node is in zone 1, and destination node is in zone 4, thus the optimal 

route needs to traverse 4 zones. In this way, a chromosome of 43 = 12 bits 

will be generated to represent a route. Four chromosomes are randomly 

chosen as an initial population for optimization. These chromosomes are 

shown in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Initial population: 4 chromosomes 

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 
100 001 101 100 
010 100 001 100 
101 101 011 010 
011 001 100 100 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Source node 

Destination   node 
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Zones 1 and 4 are marked in grey in table 4.4, because they contain source and 

destination nodes. Thus they have some restrictions in binary expressions. In 

zone 1, 001 is forbidden because it represents an empty link (neighbouring 

zones will jump over it). In zone 4, not only is 001 is forbidden, but those bit 

strings representing links not containing the destination node are also 

forbidden. Bit strings are randomly generated for each zone, and then the two 

matrices generated previously will be utilized to calculate initial fitness values. 

The fitness calculation process is same for all chromosomes, so chromosome 

one is taken as an example: 

Chromosome 1: 100-001-101-100 

Triangle translation: 3rd path—jump over zone—4th path—3rd path 

Link generation: 1—2—3 – (no zone 2)—7—9—8—11—10—12 

Fitness 1:                                                   

Fitness 2:                                              

                          

Table 4.5 Fitness values for initial population 

Chromosome Link 
Fitness 1: 

BER 
Fitness 2: 

Sensor number 
Possibility to 

survive 

1 
1-2-3-7-9 

-8-11-10-12 
11.310-4 14 28.8% 

2 
1-2-4-5-6 
-10-11-12 

12.710-4 15 25.6% 

3 
1-3-2-4-6 

-5-7-9-11-12 
23.210-4 17 14.0% 

4 
1-3-7-8 

-9-11-10-12 
10.310-4 12 31.6% 
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All the fitness values are shown in table 4.5. 

Then, generic GA techniques are performed on these chromosomes:  

From table 4.5 (page 78) it may observed that chromosome 1 and 4 are at 

higher level in the final column: top is a possibility to survive. They will be 

chosen as a part of new generation. Chromosomes 2 and 3 are worse both in 

fitness measures (1 and 2). They will be optimized using the generic GA 

technique: cross over. 4 new generations (shown in Table 4.6) will be created 

after the crossover process, and the next population will be selected from 2 

best existing generations and 4 new generations. 

Table 4.6 new populations from crossover operation 

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 
100 001 100 100 
010 001 001 100 
101 100 001 010 
011 011 101 100 

Table 4.7 shows the fitness values for the newly generated population using a 

cross over rate of 0.5 and the mutation rate of 0.01. 

The next population, from results given in table 4.5 and 4.7, will be chosen to 

comprise chromosomes 1, 2, 3 and 2’. Compared with the initial population, 

whose average fitness values are BER = 14.410-4 and sensor number = 14.5 

respectively, the new population reaches an average of 11.510-4 and 13.8. 

Thus, the optimization efficiency for a single round is 20.1% and 4.8%.  
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Table 4.7 Fitness values for initial population 

Chromosome Link 
Fitness 1: 

BER 
Fitness 2: 

Sensor number 
Possibility to 

survive 

1’ 
1-2-3-7-8 

-9-11-10-12 
21.3*10-4 14 19.1% 

2’ 
1-2-(4-6) 
-10-11-12 

11.7*10-4 14 34.9% 

3’ 
1-3-2-4-5 
-6-10-12 

13.7*10-4 15 29.7% 

4’ 
1-3-4-6-7 

-9-8-11-10-12 
25.2*10-4 26 16.2% 

4.2.2  DYNAMI C CAS E (SOUR CE NODE)  

 

Fig. 4.7 Dynamic source flow chart 

In this section, a dynamic node sequence will be given to source node using a 

popular ad hoc mobility model called RWP. Analysis is presented of how to 

create chromosomes fitting dynamic scenarios, and how the SRA algorithm 

performs in this situation. 

Thus, in this example, a semi-redundant strategy is proposed to ensure that 

the optimization process is consistent and efficient all along the node’s 

movement. Currently the model is a random, no-memory process and thus 

presents equal possibilities for a node’s next turn in each direction. Thus, a 

Destination   node 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Source node sequences 
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secondary population is kept for each possibility. In this example, the 

populations will be organized as shown in Figure 4.8.    

 

Fig. 4.8 Primary and secondary populations in the dynamic scenario 

The primary population is created according to the source node’s current 

position, while the secondary population is created according to source node’s 

predicted position(s). In this example, a random waypoint model [3] [4] is 

applied: if currently the source node is in zone 1, then it will move to zone 2 

and zone 3 with 50% possibilities each. As the primary population already 

covers zone 2, there is no need to optimize zone 2 twice. Thus its secondary 

population is chosen as 1-3-4. When source node enters the coverage of zone 3 

(triangle 7-8-9), the primary population will update to 1-3-4, and it has been 

optimized in last round.   

A resource redundancy indicator (RRI) will be assigned as a criterion to use 

the secondary population assisting routing optimization. The RRI records the 

successful matching rate of secondary populations via primary ones. Its 

mathematical description is shown in (4.1): 

    
                            

                           
                                        (4.1) 

Primary 

Secondary population 

1 2 3 4 

1 3 4 

Primary 

Secondary population 

1 3 4 

1 2 4 
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In SRA, secondary populations are used as mutated chromosomes in the 

optimization process. After optimization, chromosomes surviving to the next 

round will be examined if satisfying the secondary population requirement. If 

not enough chromosomes can satisfy the requirements, then the mutation 

process will be activated to generate more chromosomes for the secondary 

population.  

Table 4.8 Primary and secondary population’s evolutions 

Source node 1,2 3,4 5,6 
Primary zones 1—2—3—4  1—3—4  3—4  

Primary 
populations 

011-001-100-100 011-001-100-100 100-100 
100-001-101-100 100-001-101-100 101-100 
010-001-001-100 010-001-101-100 010-011 
010-100-001-100 100-001-100-100 101-011 

Secondary zones 1—3—4  1—2—4  3—1—2—4  

Secondary 
populations 

011-001-100-100 101-100-001-010 010-101-100-010 
100-001-101-100 010-100-001-100 101-010-100-100 

From table 4.8 it can be seen that, when the source node moves from coverage 

of zone 1 to zone 3, new primary zones are matched by current secondary 

zones, and so secondary populations are copied into next primary populations.  

However, the next step of source node from zone 3 to zone 4 causes mutation, 

because the secondary zone list predicted by the algorithm is 1—2—4, while 

the actual new primary zone is 3—4. Fortunately, the new primary zone is 

covered by current primary zone 1—3—4, thus current primary populations 

can be copied (only the last 6 bits) into new primary populations, while 

current secondary populations now become redundant.  

4.2.3  MULTI -O BJECTIV E OPTI MI ZATION   

 In this section a definition of this simulation’s search space will be firstly 

presented. Then follows a definition of the fitness function, which is multi-

objective. Based on this information, an estimation of computational 
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complexity of this algorithm is given. Then the efficiency of this algorithm will 

be given compared with the mainstream Dijkstra algorithm [4.5] [4.6]. 

The search space associated with this problem is different according to the 

formation of the algorithm applied to it. For a Dijkstra algorithm, the search 

space is a sensor distance matrix. This distance matrix is the same size of the 

matrices shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.  Thus, given a zone number nzn and 

a street number nst, the distance matrix is a size of (3nzn)2. The worst case 

complexity for a Dijkstra algorithm is defined as (3nzn)2+nst, as it needs to 

compare (3nzn)2+nst data points before reaching the optimal solution. The 

second matrix has the same configuration as the first one. Thus, the overall 

computational complexity is defined by (4.2): 

           ( {           })                                               (4.2) 

In the static case, where nzn=4 and nst=4, CDijkstra=O (296). The search space of 

the SRA algorithm, however, is different from that of the Dijkstra algorithm. 

The space is a bit string space of size      .  

Table 4.9 Computational complexity of the SRA algorithm 

Procedure Operation 
Computational 

complexity 

Pre-selection 
Choose half best chromosomes from old 
generation 

1.25nzn(5nzn-2) 

Crossover 
Crossover half best with the other half to 
generation new generation 

7.5nzn (nzn-1) 

Mutation 
Mutate a random chromosome from old 
generation 

0.15   
  

Fitness calculation 
Transform chromosomes into paths and 
calculate path value using matrix information 

5   
  

Post-selection 
Select the other half best chromosomes from 
new ones 

1.25nzn (5nzn-2) 

Since only five possibilities are considered, the number of all possible solutions 

is restricted to     . Suppose the SRA has an initial population of 5nzn, a 
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crossover possibility of 0.5 and a mutation possibility of 0.01, and the number 

of evolutions is 5nzn, then the computational complexity of SRA can be 

calculated as shown in Table 4.9 (page 83). 

In total, the computational complexity of SRA algorithm is thus given by (4.3): 

      (      
         

          
 )                           (4.3) 

Here it should be reiterated that CSRA is a quantity representing how many 

elementary steps are needed to complete the evolution. It has not the same as 

what conventional search algorithms [4.7] refer to as the “computational 

complexity [4.8]” which represents the number of basic operations to reach to 

an optimal point. CSRA is helpful for the estimation of the time cost when the 

initial population size and evolution round are given. For example, in a real 

wireless network, when a user is leaving one zone for another zone, the time to 

calculate a new path is very limited, say 10 seconds. Thus the maximum 

number of zones is limited to 20, considering elementary operations such as 

bit-operations and list sorting only to cost 10-5 s. This will answer the question 

of how to choose the initial population size and evolution rounds.
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  4.3 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY  

Comparing the computational complexities in Table 4.9, fitness calculation is 

the major contribution with its    
  factor. Thus, how the discovery of an 

efficient fitness function is essential to guarantee the quality of the SRA 

algorithm. An efficient fitness function maneuvers the search space efficiently, 

operates the evolution process stably, and avoids certain pitfalls or deadlocks 

cleverly. In this section, a multi-objective fitness function is presented, and its 

efficiency estimated according to its mathematical model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Search space, initial populations, optimal Pareto set 

In order to implement a multi-objective optimization algorithm, a search space 

and a Pareto optimal set need to be defined in advance, as described in Chapter 

2. As is shown in Figure 4.9, a search space here is formed by two dimensions: 

an x-coordinate for BER in the the range [0, 1] and a y-coordinate for sensor 

numbers, whose values are in the range [0, 100]. The stars scattered along the 

space in the figure are initial populations, whose values are randomly 
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distributed. The blue square whose range is [10-4, 10-3] and [2, 10] is the 

optimal Pareto set—the optimization objective. The task of this fitness 

function is to generate new populations which can form a new Pareto set 

whose boundary is closer to the optimal one. 

  
)(log

1
)(log

,10

,10

nBER

nSensorn
Fitness

FitnessFitness 

                             (4.4) 

In the simulation, the multiple objective optimization fitness function is 

defined as (4.4). Two initial fitness values gained from new populations are 

firstly transferred into log space, and then the results are deducted to generate 

the final result.   

The search space defined in the algorithm contains two factors: signal quality 

indicator (BER) at receiver’s side and number of sensors used on the link. An 

optimization factor space was shown in Figure 4.10 (page 84). 

In Fig. 4.10, the fitness function is single objective, so only link signal quality is 

optimized. As optimization advances, the average link signal quality decreases. 

However, the x-axis, the number of sensors, is not optimized.  

In Fig. 4.11 (page 85), the fitness function is a multiple objective one, as 

defined in Eq. 4.4. The optimization progress evolves as clustering of factor 

space, which means both the link signal quality and the number of sensors are 

optimized. From observation of the results in figure 4.11 it may be concluded 

that this fitness function is optimizing its routing decision to clustering—

eliminating both worst and best routing solutions, and leaving those solutions 

with tolerable signal quality and sensor number usage. 
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Fig. 4.10. Optimization factor space—single objective optimization 
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This simulation demonstrates that Eq. 4.4 is able to manage multi-objective 

optimization tasks by modifying its fitness function. 

 

Fig. 4.11 Optimization factor space—multiple objective optimizations 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, various aspects of SRA have been introduced: initialization, 

optimization, computational complexity, and capability of multiple objective 

optimizations. The original contributions include: 1) introducing triangle 

formation elements, which is key to transforming geographic objects in the city 

scenario into readable data elements stored in matrices, and is a basis of WSN 

architecture; 2) proposing a semi-redundant strategy as a variant of EP, so the 

dynamic network routing case can be solved; 3) analyzing the computational 

complexity of SRA, highlighting that a major advantage of SRA is that its 

searching period is independent of  the size of data matrices, but relying on the 

number of bits in its populations. Thus it is possible to control the running 

period of SRA by carefully selecting its population number and population size; 

4) presenting an effective multi-objective fitness function in Eq. 4.4, to assist 

SRA in multiple objective optimization task. From the analysis and results 

shown above, one assertion can be made that SRA is an advantageous search 

and optimizing algorithm in urban network routing optimization. 
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CHAPTER 5 

B O S T O N  CI T Y  S I M U L A T I O N  

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

A Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is an industrial application of mobile Ad 

Hoc Networks (MANETs). It was introduced firstly in the 20th century on 

projects with military and city-security backgrounds [5.4] [5.5]. The main 

differences between a VANET and a MANET are: 1) the scenario of the VANET 

is mainly focused on real city scenarios whereas research on MANETs 

normally uses randomly generated (normally distributed) networks; 2) Relay 

nodes within VANETs are static positions and can be traced with the Global 

Positioning Service (GPS). On the contrary, the majority of MANET nodes are 

highly dynamic - only base stations and a limited number of hotspots are static. 

3) Vehicles are restricted to move along streets in VANETs, and inter-vehicle 

communications are greatly impaired by obstacles between them. However in 

MANETs, users are free to travel in a free space and their communications will 

only depend on the distances between them, and disruptive noise from other 

users. Thus traditional MANET models and routing schemes are no longer 

proper for VANET applications, as concluded by [5.6] and [5.7]. 

In the past 10 years, a considerable amount of research has been carried on 

exploring feasible VANET models and designing reliable routing protocols for 

them. According to published surveys [5.8] and [5.9], current mainstream 

routing protocols use real-time node information from position-based services 

(e.g. GPS). Typical routing schemes on VANETs, such as Geographic Source 

Routing (GSR) [5.10], Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) [5.11] 
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and Multi-hop Routing for Urban VANET (MURU) [5.12] all use greedy forward 

searching techniques and require digital map information from GPS. The main 

differences between these protocols are the hop selection methods and the 

vehicle mobility pattern models. As a result, their performance is highly 

associated with the network conditions.  

In order to generate a model applicable to more general VANET circumstances, 

many researchers have turned to a stochastic geometry approach [5.1] [5.2]. 

The idea is to use a specifically-designed point process to adapt the situation of 

the problem (in VANETs it is a real city map). Then attributes of the point 

process are extracted for further analysis or optimization. In [5.13], the 

construction of a stochastic model from a real world environment is described 

in detail. Here Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) are applied on to VANET 

circumstances. 

In order to apply a PPP, it is necessary to take into consideration different 

node densities of different areas within a target city (as shown in Fig. 5.1). A 

Multi hop connection process in a VANET considers two geographic situations: 

1). All hops are within a same area, where node densities follow a Poisson 

distribution 

2). Hops belong to different areas with different node densities 

In the first case, a Galton-Watson branching process (GWP) [5.14] is employed 

to model a data survival rate (section 5.2 with detailed analysis). The GWP 

treats multi hop connections as a biological evolution: the node failure rate is 
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assigned to the gene extinction rate. Since all nodes are within an area with the 

same node density, multi hop connections are transformed into a constantly 

fading family of genes. 

For those multi hop connections crossing over different areas, a Markov Chain 

[5.15] [5.16] is applied to determine the failure probability of vehicular 

connectivity (detailed discussion in section 5.3).    

In this chapter, a novel Poisson-density and Markov-chain (PDM) process to 

model a real world VANET circumstance is proposed. This process inherits its 

mathematical background from [5.1], which constructed a model to predict 

signal loss rate and base station coverage by treating urban cellular networks 

as a PPP. Here further analysis of a VANET with a PPP and use of a Markov 

chain to predict overall signal loss rate across different areas are presented. In 

order to verify this model’s reliability, the research evaluates its performance 

with a traditional searching algorithm’s result, and observes same level of 

signal loss rate on links with the same spatial distances.  

5.2 PROCEDURES 

5.2.1 Virtual Poisson graph 

In order to apply stochastic geometry on a digital city map, it is necessary to 

execute the following procedures: 

A street junction view of Boston city is in Fig. 5.1 (page 93). It can be divided 

into 7 sub areas, in order to make each area’s junction density evenly 

distributed: 
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Fig. 5.1 Boston street junctions—7 sub areas 
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Table 5.1 Boston subarea information 

Sub 

area 

Range 

 (km) 

Average Density  

(per 100km
2
) 

1 [232.8,900.5], [235,9025] 0.8227
 

2 [232.8,899.4], [235.5,900.5] 1.2323
 

3 [235,901.5], [236.2,902.5] 1.2250
 

4 [235,905], [236.2,901.5] 1.8917
 

5 [235.4,899.4], [236.6,900.5] 2.6061
 

6 [236.2,900.5], [237.2,902.3] 2.6778
 

7 [236.6,899.4], [237.8,900.5] 0.7576
 

Construct a 2-D spatial Poisson point process using densities’ information 

given in Table 5.1; 

Calculate the distribution of street junctions in each sub-area; 

Draw the histograms of these sub-areas, and calculate λ; 

Histograms of 6 subarea configurations are shown in Fig. 5.1 (page 91).  
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Fig. 5.2 node distributions of 6 Boston city subareas 

Verify the similarity of this 2-D Poisson map with original city map with 

Distance  methods; 

Seven λ values are drawn from Fig. 5.1, listed in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Values of Poisson model λ in seven subareas 
Subarea 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

λ 0.5278 0.4776 0.3793 0.5584 0.9412 0.8 0.32 

Seven virtual 2-D Poisson maps are drawn with λ values contained in 

procedure a); combine them to re-establish the final Poisson map as shown in 

fig. 5.2; 

[1]. Then apply Equation 5.1 to estimate the data loss rate: 

Boston subarea node 
distributions 

X-coordinates: number of nodes in each cell 
Y-coordinates: number of cells with same number of nodes in 
each subarea (unified to 1) 
Graphs on top: subarea 1, 2, 3 

Graphs down bottom: subarea 4, 5, 6 
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5.2.2. Data loss rate analysis 

In this section, a mathematical theory based mainly on findings in [5.1], is 

introduced. A vehicle is considered to be in the coverage of a certain VANET 

node when its received signal-to-noise ratio is higher than a predefined 

threshold T. Thus, its probability of coverage is defined in Equation 5.2: 

  (  λ  )                                                                 (5.2) 
 

Since here the aim is to explore the data loss rate between multiple hops, this 

probability of coverage is now a data loss rate probability of a source VANET 

node in the presence of all other peers. Supposing that a transmitting channel 

is free of interference (I = 0), the path loss rate is exponential to the distance 

(general fading), and the fading coefficient equals to 4 (α = 4), an expression of 

signal channel data loss rate formula results [5.1]: 
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The Q function in Eq. 5.3 is a standard Gaussian tail probability function. Once 

the single hop signal loss rate formula is derived, a GWP [5.15] is applied to 
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calculate the multi hop signal loss rate. A complete definition of a GWP and its 

extinction probability is given in Equation 5.4: 

      ∑   
              (  )   

  
                                    (5.4) 

If    follows a Poisson distribution, a particularly simple relationship can be 

found between Xn and Xn+1 as defined in Equation 5.5: 

        (    )                                                       (5.5) 

Now that the multi-hop transmission process has been converted into a GWP 

with an attached survival probability Xn, a final expression of relationship 

between Probability of Signal Loss Rate and peer-to-peer transmission error is 

given in Equation 5.1. In contrary to Xn, this probability is 1-Xn. So it starts from 

0 and if    , will finally approach 1. 
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Fig. 5.3. Boston city map versus Poisson virtual map 
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And it should give results as shown in Fig. 5.4: 

 

Fig. 5.4 PDF of Data Extension (theoretical) 

In order to compare the simulation results from Stochastic Geometry and 

Evolutionary Programming, the following procedures need to be executed: 

a) Sub-area performance comparison 

b) Randomly choose 10 points as starting points in each subarea; 

c) Decide on 10 destinations, whose geographic distances from starting 

point are N times proportional to unit hop length (100 meter); 

d) Use EP to find the optimum paths from starting point to destinations; 

EP is restricted to have N number of binary strings; 

e) Compare the performance of GA with subplots of Fig. 5.7; 
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f) Boston city performance comparison; 

g) Generate a Markov chain to link different subareas’ data loss rates; 

h) Use EP to find the optimum paths for these 210 point pairs. EP is 

restricted to N1 + N2 number of binary strings; 

i) Compare the performance of EP to values of transition matrix D in [5.2]; 

A transition matrix D (7*7) is created to show inter-subarea links; 

21 groups of subarea combinations, each group with 10 point pairs are 

randomly chosen;  

In order to guarantee a uniform distribution of these 210 point pairs over 

geographic distances, some destination points need refinement; 

5.2.3. Markov Chain Process 

 

Fig. 5.5 Markov Chain State Flow Graph of the Boston city 
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An informative graph of Markov Chain formation on 7 Boston areas is 

presented in Figure 5.5. A complete definition of this Markov Chain is given in 

a state transition matrix TM. A transition matrix TM from area 1 to 7 is defined 

in Equation 5.6: 

  (       )    |
      

         
          

    

  
              

          
   

|                                    (5.6) 

Note that TM is a set of multiple transition matrices, according to the value of n 

(number of hops on the link). The purpose of this algorithm is to find suitable 

values of [   
    …   

    ] so that a Markov Chain can be established. In this 

simulation, the possibility of a connection staying within its own area and 

traveling through the state are set equal to each other. Then     …      is set to 

0.5. The transition matrix TM contains ten variables as is labeled in Figure 5.5. 

In equation 5.7, seven equations are listed: 

∑         
                                                                     (5.7) 

In order to compute the values of these ten variables, the other three equations 

are needed. In this simulation, the probability to travel across the area is 

proportional to the density of this area. Then, the additional equations are 

listed in equation 5.8: 

   

  
 

   

  
 

   

  
 

   

  
                                                            (5.8) 

Equation 5.8 can be altered because according to the reference area selected 

by the simulation itself. In table 5.3, several simulation results are shown: 
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area p12 p13 p14 p24 p25 p34 p36 p45 p57 p67 
1 0.1687 0.134 0.1973 0.1234 0.2080 0.1504 0.2156 0.0289 0.2156 0.2844 

2 0.1301 0.1496 0.2203 0.1377 0.2321 0.0408 0.1667 0.1012 0.1667 0.3333 

3 0.1278 0.1399 0.2232 0.1476 0.2018 0.1480 0.2121 0.1910 0.2121 0.2879 

4 0.1747 0.2133 0.1160 0.0939 0.2377 0.0833 0.1863 0.2068 0.1863 0.2637 

Table 5.3 Markov Chain transmit matrix values 

After the transition matrix TM is computed, and then the data survival rate can 

be calculated using data from Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3. Thus the Boston city 

map transforms into a Markov Chain process, and then a comparison between 

this strategy and the EP strategy can be achieved (results are shown in Figure 

5.7). 

5.3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 

Simulation results are given in Figure 5.6. By observing the curves, it may be 

concluded: 

Data loss rate is counter proportional to the value of λ of each sub-area; 

Data loss rate is not linear with the number of relay nodes. When FER = 0.001, 

the curve is quite exponential, but when FER = 0.1, the curve can be treated as 

approximately linear; 

Comparing with the theoretical curve patterns observed in Figure 5.3, the 

Boston sub-area curves did not show attributes as heavy-tailed. Instead, they 

show a constant growth with increased node hops. 

Explanations for the three observed differences from Figure 5.6: 
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Fig. 5.6 Data loss rate curves on 6 Boston subareas 
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The parameter, λ, of each sub-area represents the expected density of nodes 

per unit square. A large λ means a dense sub-area full of street junctions. In the 

network here, these junctions represent routing equipment to transfer 

wireless signals. Given two links of same distances but located in different λ-

areas, the one with higher λ can benefit from more intermediate routers per 

unit area. Thus, its data loss rate will be lower compared with its peer who has 

scarcely few routers to choose from. 

From equation 5.1 one can observe that the data loss rate is proportional to e-λ 

(because pe <1, so pe-1 is always negative). So the relationship between DSR 

(data loss rate) and λ follows on an exponential curve. 

In theory, as shown in Fig. 5.3, the data loss rate behaves as heavy-tailed. 

However, in the simulations here, curves are more linear. Linearity means that 

signal quality deteriorates smoothly when transmitting over longer distances. 

In dense city subareas (e.g. number 5, 6), nodes are crowded in such level that 

signal quality relationship with transmitting distance can be treated linear. In 

this paper, interferences from neighbouring nodes are not considered. 

However in the real world, interference cannot be ignored. 

The reason why curves in Figure 5.4 do not show heavy-tailed attributes is 

because the gap between each hop is closer (100 m). However, in Figure 5.3, in 

order to cover the whole Boston area, hops need to be placed very sparsely. 

This results in a very heavily tailed curve. 

A comparison of EP and SG results is shown in Figure 5.7, from where one can 

observe the similarity of these two data plots. The x-coordinate represents the 
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geographical distance between a pair of nodes: one acts as a transceiver and 

the other as receiver. The y-coordinate of the left graph represents signal 

quality of the data link, while on the right side it means the data loss rate. 

These two concepts are the same in nature, because the first one evaluates 

how many data bits are wrongly received by the receiver in percentage, and 

the second one describes how many data packages are lost in transmission. 

The bit error rate at the left side is in range [10-2, 10-3] because it is also 

related to the condition of its communication. However, the data loss rate only 

relates to the environment and the mathematical model, so it is in range [0, 1]. 

An obvious difference of these two data curves is the data ‘wave’ occurring in 

the first one. This is because random selection of the initial population cannot 

guarantee the best performance. This disadvantage of the EP strategy can only 

be compensated by choosing a pool of candidates large enough to include 

various conditions. In this simulation, the quantity of the initial population is 

set to 100, which is only 3.13% of the total number of 3192 street junctions. 

However, as the simulation covers 10 groups, the total population has already 

covered 31.3% of all possible candidates. Therefore, the opportunity of the 

population not to include best and worst cases is very rare. However, the 

dataset from SG simulation is generated by a statistical Poisson process, so it 

represents the average condition of the data transmission. The stochastic 

geometry simulation does not taking the physical conditions of the 

communication channel into account, so its data loss rate purely represents 

the possibility of a wireless signal to fade away in a specific environment.  
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Fig. 5.7 Simulation results of EP (P.106) and SG (P.107) 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, a detailed analysis of a Boston city simulation based on a 

stochastic geometry technique, was presented. Following a brief literature 

review, in section 5.2 a virtual Poisson graph was firstly generated with seven 

subareas, each with its specific density parameter λ. According to a 

mathematical equation Eq. 5.1, the data loss rate of n numbers of hops could be 

calculated. In order to compute the data loss rate of the whole Boston city 

across different sub-areas, a Markov Chain was introduced. After the transition 

matrix TM specified in Eq. 5.6 is calculated, the whole process was fixed and 

the data loss rate curve was drawn in Fig. 5.7. 

Comparing with the EP strategy, the SG technique was less demanding on 

geographic information. It only requests statistical information (e.g. junction 

density, street length distribution). However, EP requests detailed information 

of the map, such as geographic coordinates, street length, and junction degrees. 

On the other hand, EP could provide specific results such as bit error rate and 

shortest route information, while SG could only provide the average value (or 

the expectation of a specific value). In the optimization process, in order to 

setup a threshold value for EP, it is possible to apply stochastic geometry on 

the environment at first to calculate the expected value of signal quality, and 

then run EP to check how many iterations it requires to reach this value. In this 

simulation, as the number of street junctions is only 3192, so 100 populations 

with 20 evolutions can cover the whole candidate pool. In future applications, 

when the size of data set is much larger, this strategy can be adopted. 
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CHAPTER 6 

S M A L L  W O R L D  N E T W O R K S  

6.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The idea of ‘small-world’ came from a famous social phenomenon exposed by 

Stanley Milgram in 1967. In his experiment, Milgram tracked chains of 

acquaintances from two randomly chosen people in the U.S. to see how many 

intermediate messengers were required to establish a social connection. The 

feedback from 160 visitors confirmed that the length of the chain was a 

number between two to ten, with a median of five. This finding resulted in his 

publication of [6.1] and the famous concept called ‘six degrees of separation’.  

This term represents an extremely simple finding in sociology that a message 

can be sent to anyone in our social network by delivering it to close friends or 

relatives for six times, thus it is called ‘small world phenomenon’. 

After the notion of ‘six degrees of separation’ was proposed, this model was 

soon adopted by social scientists and economists and became a standard 

network diagram in their research. In 1998, Watts and Strogatz proposed their 

model [6.2] on the small world phenomenon. This model generated a random 

Erdos-Renyi (ER) graph [6.3] with two small-world properties: betweenness 

[6.4] and clustering [6.5].  Betweenness is a network property to evaluate the 

average path length needed to connect any pair of vertices. Clustering is a 

measurement of network transitivity or the number of node sets contained in a 

network.    
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Fig. 6.1 Small world effect diagrams 

As shown in Fig. 6.1, the generation of networks by applying the Watt-Strogatz 

model can be divided into three phases, according to the value of ‘re-wiring 

probability’ . This network is a k-tier lattice if β = 0 (shown at the left side 

graph in Fig. 6.1); it will become a network with small-world probabilities if 

0<β<1, as shown in the center graph in Fig. 6.1; and will be a completely 

random graph if β=1.  

Small-world network properties 

The following section introduces two key small-world network properties, 

namely average length and clustering coefficient. 

Average length 

Given a network model of N number of nodes, the mean node degree K, and the 

re-wiring probability β, a small world network can be generated with the 

Watts-Strogatz model. The average path length is defined as equation 6.1: 
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                                                                 (6.1) 

In equation 6.1,  ( ) represents the path length when β = 0, and  ( ) represents 

the path length when β = 1. However, in the range of (0, 1) no formula can be 

given. The average path length falls quickly when β increases, and finally 

reaches its limit. 

Clustering coefficient 

Given a network model of N number of nodes, the mean node degree K, and the 

re-wiring probability β, a small world network can be generated with the 

Watts-Strogatz model. The clustering coefficient is defined as equation 6.2: 
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In equation 6.2,  ( )) represents the clustering coefficient when β = 0, and 

 ( ) represents the clustering coefficient when β = 1.   ( ) can be calculated 

using the formula provided in Eq. 6.2.  

From the introduction of the small-world model and its characteristics, one 

conclusion can be made that the re-wiring probability, β, is critical in 

generating a small-world model and analyzing its properties. When β = 0, the 

small-world model becomes a k-regular model, with average path length 

equaling     ⁄   and clustering coefficient equaling   (   )  (   )⁄ .  When 

β = 1, this model becomes a random network model, with average path length 
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equaling     ( )    ( )⁄   and clustering coefficient equal to   ⁄ . The small-world 

model requires that       : when β increases, the network becomes 

denser and more clustering, so the average path length will decrease and the 

clustering coefficient will increase rapidly. In this simulation, the average path 

length of the network directly associates with signal quality (bit error rate), 

while the clustering coefficient relates to the energy cost of the network. In 

order to find an optimal topology of this network, a number of network models 

with different re-wiring probability β are generated in section 6.3, and then the 

simulation results are compared with the results provided by previous EP and 

SG simulations.  

6.2 SMALL WORLD PROPERTIES AND GENERATION 

Given the desired number of nodes N, the mean degree K, and a re-wiring 

parameter , satisfying: 

{
        

       ( )  
 

A Watts-Strogatz model will construct an undirected graph with N nodes and 

   ⁄  nodes, by execution of the following operations: 

1. Create a regular ring lattice with N nodes, each connected to K neighbours, 

evenly distributed on each side.  

2. For every node connected to node i, take its edge (ni, nj) with i<j, and 

rewire node i with probability β. The rewiring procedure: 

3. Choose a destination node k from a population;  

4. Duplicate node k to node j; 
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5. In order to avoid dead loops, node k shall be chosen from a number of 

candidates which satisfy the requirement that node i, j, k is not in a closed loop. 

6.3 BOSTON CITY SIMULATION 

In order to compare the performance of small-world model with previous 

simulations using EP and SG techniques, the simulation is based on Boston city 

map as well, Figure 5.1 from chapter 5 is reproduced here for reference: 

The procedures needed to transform this digital map into a small-world 

network are: 

1. Divide the digital map into sub-areas and extract their information for 

simulation; 

2. Choose a set of points as powerful sensors, which are called sink sensors in 

WSN or base stations in Wireless networks; 

3. Assume that these points can communicate directly with their CLOSEST 

peers, so they organize a network of their own; 

4. To assign this network with small-world attributes, it is necessary to 

choose a re-wiring probability β ranging from value (0, 1), then following 

the procedures regulated in section 6.2, these points can create a small-

world network; 

5. previous EP and SG models, two factors will be calculated:  

5.1.  the average path length to traverse the network; 

5.2. the average energy cost to traverse the network; 
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Figure 6.2 Boston city junction map for small-world simulation 
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6. 100 random pairs of nodes are chosen for this performance test. In EP 

simulation, 20 epochs of optimizations are set; in SG, these values are given 

based on node density λ contained in Table 5.2 and equation 5.1. In small-

world simulation, depending on the re-wiring probability β, the values 

need to be calculated accordingly. 

In this simulation, β is set to three values: 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8. The number of sink 

sensors (base stations) is set to 51, which is 2.51% of the number of Boston 

street junctions (2031 junctions in total). The communicating range of these 

sink sensors is set to 1.5 kilometers, so they can communicate with their closet 

peers. A diagram of these sink sensors’ distribution is shown in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show the map information with re-wiring probability β 

= 0.01, 0.1, and 0.6 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.3 Powerful sensor placement diagram 

 

Fig. 6.4 Small-world connection (re-wiring probability β= 0.01) 
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Fig. 6.5 Small-world connection (re-wiring probability β = 0.1) 

 

Fig. 6.6 Small-world connection (re-wiring probability β=0.6) 

The simulation results are shown in table 6.1: 
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Re-wiring probability β 0.01 0.1 0.6 

Average distance (in kilometer) 3.75 3.62 3.50 

Average node hop[1] 9.42 7.33 5.26 

Average Energy cost (in mW)[2] 9420 16417 22361 

Small-World Network Energy cost 

(in W)[3] 

520 5200 31200 

Bit Error Rate (in bps/mW)[4] 9.4210-4 8.5410-4 5.2110-4 

Table 6.1 Simulation results of three small-world network scenarios 

The average node hop contains both the wireless sensor node hops and the 

small-world sensor node hops, so it is calculated as Eq. 6.4: 

     
∑ (            ) 

   

 
                                              (6.4) 

In Eq. 6.4, nhop represents the average node hop, ni, WSN represents the number 

of ith connection pair randomly selected from 2031 WSN nodes, and ni, SM 

represents the number of Small-World powerful sensor nodes connecting the 

ith connection pair. 
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The average energy cost is derived from average node hop values, by 

multiplying WSN node hops with WSN antenna transmitter power [6.7] and 

multiplying small-world node hops with wireless base station antenna 

transmitter power [6.8] using equation 6.5: 

     
∑ (                     ) 

   

 
                                          (6.5) 

In Eq. 6.5, PWSN represents the antenna transmitting power of WSN nodes, and 

PSM represents the antenna transmitting power of Small World network nodes. 

The average node energy cost Ehop consists of these two power values. In this 

simulation, PWSN is set to 100 mW and PSM is set to 20 W. These values are 

based on wireless transmission standard IEEE 802.11b [6.9], where the 

maximum transmission power of a wireless antenna is set to 100 mW, and the 

maximum transmission power of a base station antenna is set to 20 W. 

The small-world network energy cost is computed from base station antenna 

transmitter power [6.8]. It only contains the transmission energy consumed by 

small-world base stations.  

Based on the results shown in table 6.1, a conclusion can be made that β = 0.01 

is better compared with 0.1 and 0.6, the reasons are listed below: 

When the value of β increased, the average distance of random 

communications within the network did not alter a lot. The small-world 

network topology did not affect the geographic distance. However, the average 

hop count between two randomly selected nodes dramatically decreased. This 

is because powerful sensor nodes from the small-world network attended this 

communication session. The quality of communication can be improved 

because less number of hops was used in communication. So conclusion one: 

increasing the value of re-wiring parameter β could improve the signal quality 

of communications. 

A disadvantage of increasing the value of β is the energy consumption of the 

total network. As is shown in row 4 and row 5 of table 6.1, the average energy 
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cost of random communications within the network, as well as the total 

network power consumption is almost linearly proportional to the value of β. 

The transmitting power of one small-world network station is 20 times of one 

wireless sensor antenna. Thus, an energy-optimal deployment strategy shall 

not include many network stations. 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of implementing small-world network on 

top of an existing Boston city sensor network, an indicator of signal quality 

improvement per energy unit is calculated in row 6 of Table 6.1. The value of 

this indicator is calculated as the signal quality (BER) of each connection 

divided by the total energy cost, as is shown in equation 6.6: 

      
∑ (                         ) 

   

 
                       (6.6) 

 

The value of BERWSN is 10-4/100m, which is set as same as previous simulations. 

The value of BERSM is set according to IEEE 802.11b standard [6.8], which is  

10-6/100m.  

 

Fig. 6.7 Curve of BER (in red) and Energy (in blue) versus Re-wiring 

probability β 
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From Figure 6.6 one can observe that with increase of the re-wiring 

probability β, the average signal quality is improving because its bit error rate 

is decreasing. However, the energy cost is increasing. The energy cost curve 

fluctuates within range β= [0.4, 1.0], indicating that the average energy spent 

on random connections comes to its maximum value. Further increase of the 

re-wiring probability value does not deteriorate energy consumption in this 

scenario. Thus, the research focus shall be placed in range β = [0.01, 0.4]. 

In figure 6.7, the relationship between the signal quality efficiency and the re-

wiring probability β is shown in the curve. As is clearly observed in this graph, 

the signal quality efficiency quickly shrinks within range [0.01, 0.4], and 

fluctuates within range [0.4, 1]. An optimal value of β shall satisfy the 

requirement that its energy efficiency is the maximum of the curve. Thus, β = 

0.01 is selected. (While β = 0.001 is better than β = 0.1, the quantity of re-

wiring connections [0.001  50  51 = 2.55] is too few for a simulation, so β = 

0.01 is selected). 

In table 6.2, three values are used to describe the difference between three 

simulation models. The details are explained in the following: 

The average hop count in EP and SG simulations are set manually: in these 

simulations, the maximum distance between two transmitting nodes is set as 

720 meters, with 72 meters a hop, so the average hop count of EP and SG is 10. 

In SG simulation, only data loss rate is evaluated, so 0.3771 is the average data 

loss rate of a connection whose path length is 720 meter. In order to convert 

this rate into bit error rate, the physical layer information of the 

communication channel needs to be provided. 
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Fig. 6.8 Signal quality efficiency versus re-wiring probability β 
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Simulation Model SW EP SG 

Average Hop Count 7.33 10 10 

Average Energy 

Consumption (mW) 

16417 8133 7453 

Average Bit Error Rate 

(bps) 

8.5410-4 3.310-2 0.38 

                         Table 6.2 Comparison results of EP, SG, and Small-World simulations 

In conclusion, the simulation results from table 6.2 show the advantage of the 

small-world network is to improve the signal quality in exchange of additional 

power stations. As is shown small world network model utilizes fewer hop 

counts to transmit signals covering the whole Boston city. Because the number 

of intermediate hop counts decreased, the transmission latency is greatly 

improved. In addition, interferences caused by routing devices are decreased, 

which bring improvement of signal quality. However, the transmission power 

of the newly added powerful sensors and base stations brings high energy 

consumption of the network. Thus, the small world network is suitable to work 

on high-performance networks. However when the network power is limited, 

WSNs performs better. 
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, an introduction to the small-world network model is presented, 

followed by its simulation based on the Boston city map. A series of 

simulations applying different values of re-wiring probability β are executed, 

with detailed results and discussions followed. Considering the power 

consumption required by the small-world network, an energy-efficient 

implementation with β = 0.1 is selected as a benchmark model. Comparison 

results of this benchmark simulation with EP and SG models are presented in 

Table 6.2. From this result, it can be concluded that the small-world topology 

(β = 0.1) is an efficient approach to improve the average end to end signal 

quality transmitted throughout an urban wireless network. However, taking 

into account of its power consumption, it is less efficient than previous EP 

model because it introduces additional network sensors which consume 20 

times more energy than WSN sensors. The advantage of small-world network 

topology is that it simplifies the urban network by reducing the average hop 

number greatly. From the simulation results it is possible to observe that the 

average number of hops can be reduced into 6, which means any end to end 

transmission request of Boston city can be connected with 6 intermediate 

sensors. This will greatly benefit the real-time applications, which request not 

only quality of service but also less time latency. From this point of view, small-

world network is suitable for implementation within modern urban cities. 
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CHAPTER 7 

V A N E T  A D V A N C E M E N T S  A N D  F U T U R E  W O R K  

In this chapter an introduction of future advancements of VANET and potential 

applications of optimization algorithms is presented. It consists of four 

sections: section 7.1 introduces VANET evolution which allows mobile nodes 

and wireless sensors multicast capability and channel transmission diversity. 

In section 7.2, a report is given on recent progresses of swarm intelligence (SI), 

including particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization 

(ACO). Two industrial applications—public transportation congestion control 

and mobile cloud computing, are analyzed in section 7.3 with EP and SW tools. 

From these practical scenarios one can observe how to implement 

optimization algorithms on problems in our daily life. To conclude, 

optimization in future VANET environment requires a multicast version, and 

multiple objectives EP, PSO and ACO can be implemented to analyze and 

optimize it. In addition, in many real-world applications, such as 

transportation planning and mobile cloud computing, optimization algorithms 

are still effective. Thus, optimization in VANETs has a splendid future in 

tomorrow’s research. 

7.1 HARDWARE ENHANCEMENTS 

 

In this section a brief introduction about VANET hardware improvements is 

presented, with a particular focuses on the following equipment upgrades: 

 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)  [7.1] 
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 WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment) [7.2] 

 Receiver diversity [7.3] 

The OFDM system (shown in Fig. 7.1) provides a wireless LAN with a data 

transmission capability of 5, 10, 20 and 30 Mbps. It uses 48 subcarriers 

modulated with Binary or Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (BPSK/QPSK), or 16-

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16-QAM). Forward error correction coding 

is used with a coding rate of ½  or ¾ . 

 

Fig. 7.1 OFDM block diagram [7.1] 

Research evaluating OFDM performance in a standard VANET environment 

[7.4] reports that a receiver can configure 1024 adjacent channels (901 of 

them used in communication) with 5 MHz bandwidth operating in the 2.4 GHz 

frequency band [7.5]. The probability of correct detection of incoming 

channels reaches 90% when an average SNR of transmitting signals is above 
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20 dB (as shown in Fig. 7.2).  In addition, the overall delay period reaches 200 

µs for each symbol transmitted in the system.  

Implementation of the OFDM system on the Boston city scenario will alter the 

network model because now the OFDM-enhanced transmitters can configure 

and connect with multiple routing devices (sensors). With all VANET nodes 

upgraded to an OFDM mode, they can configure multiple paths during 

movement and connect with their neighbours through multiple active routes. 

The network architecture would be similar that of the small world model [6.3] 

mentioned in chapter 6. To analyze this model and optimize the routes’ 

combination, a multicast routing strategy is needed.  

 

Fig. 7.2 Probability of correct detection of the paths in OFDM scenario [7.5] 
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In July 2010, an international standard (IEEE 802.11p) was designed especially 

for a VANET, and given the name WAVE: Wireless Access in Vehicular 

Environments. In its physical layer specification [7.2], the IEEE clearly stated 

that all WAVE receivers should implement OFDM: orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing technology. In fig. 7.3, a block diagram of a dual antenna 

WAVE receiver is shown.  

 

Fig. 7.3 Dual antenna WAVE block diagram [7.6] 

Based on the simulation results in report [7.6], the implementation of the dual 

antenna architecture into VANETs reduces the frame error rate (FER) by 25% 

or gives a diversity gain of 2 dB when the FER is 10%, compared with the 

single antenna case. In the same comparison, the dual antenna WAVE system 

requires an additional synchronization procedure, and a channel diversity 

combiner, with a better performance in SNR and energy conversation from the 

transmitter side.  

In order to fit in this dual antenna multicast VANET architecture, the 

optimization algorithms need to adapt new features. SG is advantageous in this 
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scenario because it depends on the Poisson distribution density λ, which is not 

related to the architecture of the network itself. In practice, a dual antenna 

hardware layer at transmitter side can effectively reduce transmit power and 

improve the signal quality, so less hops are required by the SG to cover the 

same distance for the previous unicast version. In addition, the OFDM 

technique allows multiple channels to access one mobile node at the same time. 

This allows SG to further reduce the data loss rate because interference level 

between multiple channels is decreased. Therefore, SG is an optimization 

technique for WAVE.  

7.2 SWARM INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 

 

In section 7.2, the following optimization techniques will be introduced: 

 Particle Swarm Optimization [PSO] [7.10] 

 Ant Colony Optimization [ACO] [7.11] 

Swarm intelligence (SI) was firstly introduced in research [7.8], and its 

applications on wireless sensor networks can be found in a survey [7.9]. It is a 

summary of various optimization schemes such as Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) [7.10], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [7.11], Artificial Bee 

Colony (ABC) [7.12], and so on. Algorithms with SI are inspired by the 

behaviors of real population (ants, bees, etc.) and try to evolve with rules 

observed from these colonies. The following paragraphs discuss these SI 

techniques and their possible implementation on the Boston scenario. 

PSO is a stochastic optimization technique mimicking the swarm behavior of 

birds flocking. In execution, each potential solution is named as a particle, with 
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its fitness value defined as a particle position and a velocity, depending on its 

gap from global optima. The steps needed in PSO are shown in below: 

 Particle and memory initialization 

 Velocity updating 

 Particle position updating 

 Memory updating 

 Repeat updating process until termination criteria satisfied 

Compared with EP, PSO introduces another parameter called particle velocity 

to identify the speed of an optimization to its threshold value. By evaluating 

the updated velocity parameter of the new particles, PSO can recognize if this 

optimization iteration is successful or not. This evaluation process can either 

be knowledge-based, or a self-training progress. In the Boston simulation, PSO 

can be implemented the same way as multiple objectives EP was. The velocity 

parameter can be defined as a hop count between two communicating nodes 

or as an angle from current hop to its destination. In this case, an optimization 

process becomes a clustering approach such that all vehicles are heading to the 

destination node.  

The ACO is inspired by the food-seeking behavior of real ants. In simulation, a 

population is randomly scattered across a map, and a transit probability pk(r,s) 

is defined in eq. 7.1 from node r to node s for the kth ant: 

  (   )   {

  (   )   (   )  

∑   (   )   (   )      ( )
           ( )

                                                             
                               Eq. 7.1 
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In Eq. 7.1, τ(r,s) is the pheromone level between node r and node s, η(r,s) is the 

inverse of the distance between node r and node s, Jk(r) is the set of nodes that 

remain to be visited by the kth ant positioned on node r, and β is a parameter 

determined by the relative importance of pheromone level versus distance. 

The algorithm repeats with the probability Pk(r,s) until the ant has visited all 

the nodes of the map. This procedure is called initialization. An update 

procedure is defined in Eq. 7.2: 

 (   )  (   )   (   )   ∑    (   )

 

   

    

   (   )  {
 

  
        (   )                        

                                                          
 ,                           Eq. 7.2 

In Eq. 7.2,    (   ) is the pheromone level laid down between node r and s by 

the kth ant, Lk is the length of the route visited by the kth ant, m is the number of 

ants and α is a pheromone decay parameter. In order to locate an optimal 

route, ants are moved to a designated city and repeat Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.2, until 

the behavior clearly unveils a condition that all ants are traveling through this 

route.  

In the Boston city simulation, an ACO algorithm could be used to find an 

optimal repeater placement architecture.  A group of ants is randomly placed 

across the street map, and parameter τ is assigned as the data loss rate, and η 

as the inverse value of the distance between two neighbouring nodes. Let the 

ants visit all the nodes within Boston city repeatedly with procedures defined 

by Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.2 repeatedly. The number of visited ants on each street or 
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street junction is recorded in order to discover the most popular street set (or 

junction set), and repeaters are placed only on this optimal set.  

In summary, section 7.2 introduces SI which contains many interesting 

optimization techniques inspired from biology and nature. Two algorithms 

named PSO and ACO, are analyzed, which reference the flocking behavior of 

birds and an ant colony food seeking mode.  PSO is similar to the multiple 

objectives EP algorithm, because it has two parameters to evolve: particle 

position and particle velocity. However, these parameters are individually 

evolved from one generation to another, while in multiple objectives EP they 

are expressed in a uniform fitness function, and evolve according to a single 

fitness value. ACO is similar to a multicast routing algorithm, because multiple 

ants are seeking their shortest paths to their destinations simultaneously. Its 

evolution is decided by the amount of information that the ant colony can 

collect during path seeking. From this point of view, ACO is suitable for optimal 

sensor placement generation. ACO can be implemented on a Boston map to 

locate information-maximum street combination, and place sensors along 

these streets to reduce energy cost and maximum transfer efficiency.  

7.3 APPLICABILITY OF EP, SG AND SW 

This section addresses the applicability of three optimization techniques: EP, 

SG, and SW. These applications focus on the following research fields: 

 Public transportation congestion control 

 Mobile cloud computing 

In public transportation system design, an outstanding issue is traffic 

congestion and how to arrange people to travel within a public transportation 
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system (e.g. subways, coach) to avoid unnecessary trip delay or congestion at 

certain area is a hot research topic. In simulation, an optimization algorithm 

can collect information from sensing units placed around stations and analyze 

the traffic load of different timeslots. With these data available, the algorithm 

can give prediction of the future traffic load and make adjustments on 

transportation timetable.  

In an existing research report [7.13], a GA was used to search for a near-

optimal traffic signal timetable based on samples collected from a microscope 

traffic simulator. Three different traffic loads: low, medium and high volumes 

were simulated. The results showed that GAs can optimize traffic loads in low 

and high volume scenarios. The EP operator is similar to a GA, so will probably 

produce similar output. In conclusion, a well-designed EP could optimize 

public traffic congestion situation. 

Mobile cloud computing [7.14] is defined as an infrastructure where both the 

data storage and data processing happen within a cloud environment outside of 

the mobile device. The cloud environment includes Internet, private and public 

platforms, and a wireless network consisting of other mobile devices. In Fig. 

7.4, mobile devices are connected to the mobile networks through wireless 

connections to base stations. Mobile network service providers deliver mobile-

specific services from mobile networks, including connecting the mobiles to a 

cloud. In the cloud, services are provided via Internet gateways.  
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Fig. 7.4 Mobile cloud computing architecture [7.13] 

In a technical survey [7.14], a research focus on mobile cloud computing is the 

limitation of its bandwidth. Current mobile network standards support a 

maximum bandwidth of 14.4 Mbps. However, cloud computing requires 

sufficient amount of mobiles to attend in sessions simultaneously, and this will 

bring network congestion. SW can provide a potential solution on this issue. In 

simulation, powerful cloud computing servers can be placed around service 

data centres, and they can connect multiple mobiles and monitor congestion 

status. By choosing a proper re-wiring parameter β, and optimizing the 

number of these powerful cloud computing servers, a mobile cloud computing 

platform can be generated. 

In this section, two potential application fields were put forward for 

optimization algorithm’s implementation: public transportation congestion 
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control and mobile cloud computing. In the first case, a research based on 

genetic algorithm was cited to evidence that EP is capable to analyze and 

optimize traffic congestion problems. In the second scenario, the author 

proposed an approach based on SW to solve low bandwidth problem, which 

was identified by researchers as a major technical issue in mobile computing. 

Based on these investigations, a conclusion is made that optimization 

techniques mentioned in this thesis are applicable to in future research 

frontiers. 

7.4CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, three aspects to clarify the future of optimization algorithms in 

VANETs have been considered.  First of all an introduction of next generation’s 

VANET was presented in section 7.1. The network architecture named WAVE 

has been standardized as IEEE 802.16p. Within WAVE, two essential 

techniques are embedded: OFDM and receiver diversity. In summary, 

tomorrow’s VANET should have multiple antennas and multicast capability. In 

section 7.2, SI was introduced as future of optimization algorithms. Two of its 

variants: PSO and ACO were analyzed, together with author’s comments on 

their possible implementations on a Boston city simulation. Finally, in section 

7.3, two important research issues were raised: public transportation 

congestion control and mobile cloud computing bandwidth efficiency. It is 

recommended that EP and SW to be applied in these scenarios to provide 

optimization solutions.  

To conclude, an optimization algorithm for the next generation of VANET 

should support multiple antenna transceiver configurations and support 

multicast scenarios. In this thesis, EP is a unicast version, but SG and SW can be 
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modified easily into multicast versions. In addition, SI can provide alternative 

optimization approaches to investigate VANET problems. Two scenarios have 

been put forward to show how to implement PSO and ACO in a Boston city 

simulation. Finally, two real-world applications are analyzed with EP and SW 

to show the applicability of the optimization techniques. From the discussions 

and facts stated above, the author can announce that EP, SG and SW 

optimization techniques are highly adaptable for future VANET 

implementation, and they can be applied widely in many research areas.  
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Appendix B: Boston city data set 

The Boston city data set is extracted from an image file ‘Boston.tif’. This image 

is a visible red, green and blue composite from a georeferenced IKONOS-2 

panchromatic/multispectral product created by GeoEyeTM. This Boston map 

is part of MATLAB resources and can be found in local MATLAB folder 

(matlabroot\toolbox\map\mapdata). For more information one can refer to 

the MATLAB Tutorial:  Tour Boston with Map Viewer APP. 

Below is a list of Boston street junctions’ geographical coordinates (in meter), 

in total 2031 nodes.  The data is stored in ‘NodeXY.xlsx’. The street length 

information is contained in ‘Node_Edges.xlsx’. The distance matrix is contained 

in ‘AdjacentMatrix.xlsx’. 

Node ID X Y  Node 
ID 

X Y 

0 232085.4063 900229.8751  1015 235754.2813 900159.5001 

1 232286.1875 900193.5001  1016 235757.5157 899641.4375 

2 232408.3437 899893.1875  1017 235758.0937 900237.5001 

3 232411.2187 899910.6251  1018 235758.3437 901075.6875 

4 232683.2657 900683.1251  1019 235763.6251 900307.6875 

5 232738.6875 900553.9375  1020 235767.6407 900064.0625 

6 232798.6563 899748.7501  1021 235768.3595 899688.0625 

7 232813.4687 899741.4375  1022 235771.3751 900813.5001 

8 232824.9845 899712.4375  1023 235774.2813 902393.7501 

9 232869.3751 901076.0001  1024 235774.3751 902398.0001 

10 232872.8595 901160.0001  1025 235774.5469 902404.9375 

11 232877.4845 899777.6875  1026 235775.7031 902263.6875 

12 232880.1563 899662.0625  1027 235776.9531 901859.4375 

13 232880.8281 902017.6875  1028 235778.4375 899743.9375 

14 232889.3125 901802.1875  1029 235779.8125 899759.6251 

15 232900.9219 899774.1251  1030 235781.7813 899778.6251 

16 232908.5313 899931.2501  1031 235785.2969 902252.9375 

17 232911.5313 899790.5625  1032 235787.9375 901153.7501 

18 232911.5469 899950.5001  1033 235788.4063 901840.1251 

19 232914.2657 901851.6251  1034 235788.4845 901867.5625 

20 232921.7813 901651.8751  1035 235790.7031 902271.5001 
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21 232929.3125 900057.2501  1036 235793.0313 899605.1251 

22 232929.4531 899446.6251  1037 235794.9375 899881.8125 

23 232933.0469 899518.8125  1038 235795.6875 900233.3125 

24 232933.2031 899787.8751  1039 235799.6719 901849.8125 

25 232935.5157 900109.1875  1040 235800.7031 902259.5625 

26 232950.2657 901720.3125  1041 235805.7345 901831.5625 

27 232953.3907 901486.1251  1042 235818.3437 899475.0001 

28 232956.0937 901701.8125  1043 235820.0469 901824.1251 

29 232973.1407 901766.1875  1044 235821.0157 901280.3125 

30 232975.0625 900052.2501  1045 235821.1095 902212.3751 

31 232975.9845 901974.3751  1046 235822.5625 901413.9375 

32 232979.6095 901362.3125  1047 235822.5781 899617.5001 

33 232983.4687 899585.3125  1048 235822.6563 901445.0625 

34 232983.6407 901464.1875  1049 235824.1875 901465.3751 

35 232990.0781 902004.6251  1050 235825.1719 901817.8125 

36 232993.3437 901594.5001  1051 235827.7187 900885.5001 

37 232997.7187 902319.5625  1052 235827.8281 900060.7501 

38 233006.7969 900973.1875  1053 235828.2501 900929.3125 

39 233010.1563 902042.8751  1054 235828.3751 901154.5625 

40 233010.6251 901238.3125  1055 235829.1719 900967.1251 

41 233011.6563 901580.1875  1056 235829.9219 901019.8751 

42 233012.5937 899626.7501  1057 235831.2969 902298.1251 

43 233023.1875 901672.0001  1058 235831.3437 901076.6875 

44 233023.5469 900681.8125  1059 235832.5157 902214.5001 

45 233028.4845 901427.6251  1060 235834.9845 899670.6875 

46 233029.4219 902487.2501  1061 235837.3595 900835.3751 

47 233029.5001 902079.5625  1062 235842.9531 899981.0625 

48 233041.0469 902297.9375  1063 235846.5937 900155.1875 

49 233044.7031 899668.6875  1064 235848.4063 902282.3751 

50 233045.0157 901264.8125  1065 235854.2657 899561.4375 

51 233047.5937 901733.8125  1066 235859.6251 900932.8751 

52 233049.6563 901943.6251  1067 235862.3125 900226.0625 

53 233051.5937 900615.8751  1068 235862.7969 901783.0625 

54 233064.8437 901975.6875  1069 235865.6719 902320.9375 

55 233065.0001 902449.1875  1070 235866.6407 900895.7501 

56 233070.5469 901790.1251  1071 235868.2657 902322.1251 

57 233072.3125 901289.3751  1072 235875.3595 900301.1251 

58 233075.8125 899708.6251  1073 235876.0625 899659.9375 

59 233077.9219 901808.0625  1074 235879.3125 901283.8751 

60 233080.9375 902009.8751  1075 235882.0781 901332.5625 

61 233082.0157 901576.6251  1076 235886.1095 902304.1251 

62 233085.8437 901504.5001  1077 235886.1251 899711.1875 

63 233089.3437 901721.6251  1078 235887.2501 901078.1875 

64 233093.4845 901845.8751  1079 235888.8907 899724.0625 
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65 233096.9531 902044.4375  1080 235888.9063 902305.6875 

66 233101.3751 901220.4375  1081 235890.6095 899741.3751 

67 233101.4687 899511.2501  1082 235895.0625 902226.9375 

68 233102.7345 901652.0625  1083 235897.3437 899721.6251 

69 233105.7657 901773.1251  1084 235899.7969 899794.6251 

70 233108.0157 901534.3125  1085 235901.7031 900413.5625 

71 233117.0157 899899.1251  1086 235902.0625 901737.5625 

72 233117.8281 901353.4375  1087 235904.3595 901851.4375 

73 233118.7969 901790.3125  1088 235904.3751 900220.8125 

74 233120.5001 901712.3751  1089 235905.6875 901848.3125 

75 233120.6095 899919.3751  1090 235906.4219 901521.1251 

76 233121.7969 899773.3751  1091 235906.4531 901284.3751 

77 233124.3907 901426.3751  1092 235908.7813 901836.6251 

78 233125.0469 901914.6875  1093 235910.6563 900255.3751 

79 233134.9531 899418.5001  1094 235911.5625 899859.3751 

80 233134.9531 899788.8751  1095 235913.0001 901837.6251 

81 233139.5157 900089.1875  1096 235914.9845 901812.9375 

82 233141.5313 901335.4375  1097 235915.5781 901809.5001 

83 233148.9063 902169.7501  1098 235916.5625 900296.0625 

84 233149.4845 902357.9375  1099 235923.9375 902273.0001 

85 233152.6251 901497.3751  1100 235924.5625 901820.6251 

86 233153.0469 900036.3751  1101 235925.1407 901081.2501 

87 233155.0781 901531.8125  1102 235925.5313 899424.5001 

88 233157.8751 901571.0625  1103 235926.6407 901817.5001 

89 233166.1719 902008.0001  1104 235926.9375 899934.2501 

90 233166.6095 899977.6875  1105 235927.4845 902274.4375 

91 233167.0157 901895.8125  1106 235927.7657 901391.6251 

92 233167.0781 899829.3125  1107 235934.4531 900294.0001 

93 233171.2031 901631.3125  1108 235936.0313 900251.8125 

94 233173.6251 901164.4375  1109 235936.7969 901285.3751 

95 233176.4845 899889.9375  1110 235938.3751 900405.1875 

96 233186.2657 901694.6875  1111 235938.6875 901512.0001 

97 233190.7813 899910.0625  1112 235941.5625 900344.3751 

98 233191.5313 902450.3751  1113 235941.8595 902258.2501 

99 233199.4063 899886.3751  1114 235944.3907 902259.9375 

100 233200.7969 901288.6875  1115 235951.5313 901150.4375 

101 233202.5937 901877.7501  1116 235955.2031 901084.3125 

102 233202.7657 901623.1251  1117 235956.1251 899530.5625 

103 233203.5937 902297.5625  1118 235956.5469 902345.6251 

104 233206.2345 901350.1251  1119 235957.1095 899852.6251 

105 233207.7031 902113.6251  1120 235959.0469 901588.1251 

106 233209.9845 900759.4375  1121 235959.6719 902347.5001 

107 233212.5001 901418.0001  1122 235959.8437 901841.8751 

108 233218.5625 901490.0001  1123 235962.1407 900294.1875 
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109 233218.8281 902227.1251  1124 235964.9375 902347.3125 

110 233225.6563 901566.3751  1125 235965.3437 901613.3125 

111 233232.2187 902171.0625  1126 235966.9375 900479.8125 

112 233232.6719 901859.3751  1127 235966.9531 900337.3751 

113 233232.9219 901263.6251  1128 235969.5001 899770.2501 

114 233236.8281 900699.8125  1129 235970.6251 901855.6251 

115 233240.3751 901356.4375  1130 235972.9219 899920.7501 

116 233241.8125 901966.7501  1131 235975.1719 901789.1875 

117 233244.9531 901413.4375  1132 235977.0313 900615.5001 

118 233246.0781 899968.1875  1133 235977.9531 899809.5625 

119 233251.4845 900671.9375  1134 235981.0781 901284.8751 

120 233255.9845 901676.4375  1135 235982.0001 900294.1875 

121 233259.6407 902237.5001  1136 235984.2501 899848.1251 

122 233261.1563 902429.0001  1137 235985.7501 899630.2501 

123 233270.4531 902059.3125  1138 235987.0469 900897.6251 

124 233270.7969 901729.6875  1139 235988.3595 899874.6251 

125 233281.3437 901227.3125  1140 235992.3595 900401.6251 

126 233283.5625 899920.8125  1141 235994.2345 902407.5001 

127 233287.6719 900098.5625  1142 235994.3125 899913.0625 

128 233295.4219 901822.0001  1143 235996.7345 900433.6875 

129 233303.0469 902257.5625  1144 235998.1875 902209.9375 

130 233313.4687 902302.6875  1145 235999.2187 901664.6251 

131 233313.6719 901248.1251  1146 236000.9219 899675.8125 

132 233313.9063 899590.8125  1147 236004.1407 899686.8751 

133 233316.6563 900806.0625  1148 236005.1095 902211.7501 

134 233317.4063 902174.2501  1149 236005.1875 899093.4375 

135 233322.4687 901348.0625  1150 236005.7657 900865.6251 

136 233325.3437 901924.4375  1151 236006.3437 901284.3751 

137 233328.3751 901405.8125  1152 236006.4375 899696.1251 

138 233331.5157 900085.8125  1153 236006.7031 902401.4375 

139 233335.1563 901480.5001  1154 236007.5937 900138.8125 

140 233343.3595 902355.4375  1155 236009.6563 899990.2501 

141 233343.5469 901992.3751  1156 236010.2969 901090.3751 

142 233343.8907 900069.8125  1157 236010.3125 899710.3125 

143 233344.0001 902241.1251  1158 236011.5157 901059.4375 

144 233344.8125 900854.2501  1159 236012.3907 900667.3751 

145 233345.5157 900018.2501  1160 236016.0469 899729.6875 

146 233352.1407 900002.4375  1161 236019.9063 899669.6251 

147 233354.5001 900719.9375  1162 236024.2345 900204.6875 

148 233357.4531 900827.8751  1163 236027.8595 902391.3751 

149 233360.9063 901904.8125  1164 236030.3751 900923.2501 

150 233363.1719 902284.1875  1165 236031.1095 899899.7501 

151 233365.2813 901279.1251  1166 236031.4531 900247.1875 

152 233368.6251 899925.8751  1167 236032.5781 902419.1875 
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153 233369.2345 899890.2501  1168 236032.7657 902209.8125 

154 233370.1251 902383.3125  1169 236033.2345 902182.1251 

155 233371.2031 901781.8751  1170 236033.4531 902169.5625 

156 233372.6251 899953.6875  1171 236034.4219 900044.6251 

157 233372.9063 899804.6875  1172 236034.9531 900577.6251 

158 233375.6563 901153.3125  1173 236035.0313 899797.5001 

159 233376.6875 902108.5625  1174 236039.0781 900303.6875 

160 233384.0469 902338.6251  1175 236041.7657 900381.5001 

161 233384.0937 901474.8125  1176 236043.4375 900401.5625 

162 233386.4219 901948.7501  1177 236045.4687 899689.3751 

163 233386.8595 900769.4375  1178 236046.7969 899836.3751 

164 233387.7501 902424.1875  1179 236048.1095 901700.1875 

165 233393.9531 900017.5001  1180 236048.2345 900889.3125 

166 233395.9375 902372.0625  1181 236052.0781 902353.3125 

167 233399.5001 901837.6251  1182 236053.8125 902376.5001 

168 233401.0937 899418.6875  1183 236056.2031 900562.0625 

169 233403.3751 902207.5001  1184 236058.0157 900512.9375 

170 233409.5001 902072.5001  1185 236058.7813 901393.0625 

171 233418.1563 901874.3125  1186 236061.3281 899670.1251 

172 233419.2657 901981.1251  1187 236063.0469 899888.2501 

173 233420.2031 899708.0625  1188 236063.0625 900733.5625 

174 233424.3125 900100.6251  1189 236065.5781 902369.0625 

175 233428.6251 899533.0625  1190 236066.4845 900462.0001 

176 233432.5313 901747.3125  1191 236068.2501 900128.0001 

177 233436.3437 901322.8125  1192 236073.6251 900471.6251 

178 233439.5625 901904.0625  1193 236075.9531 901324.3751 

179 233443.6251 902353.1875  1194 236076.5781 902361.6251 

180 233458.2657 902018.8751  1195 236077.2031 900201.7501 

181 233463.2969 901805.1251  1196 236078.8281 902384.5001 

182 233463.8125 901215.9375  1197 236080.1251 899946.5625 

183 233467.5781 901935.1875  1198 236081.3281 900146.4375 

184 233467.6095 902342.4375  1199 236084.7657 900123.5625 

185 233470.5157 901535.6875  1200 236084.7969 901548.5625 

186 233472.8125 901466.6875  1201 236086.0001 899378.6875 

187 233480.1407 901841.5001  1202 236087.6875 900763.2501 

188 233488.6563 901011.1251  1203 236088.0625 902380.8125 

189 233490.5469 902246.1251  1204 236089.5157 899767.8125 

190 233490.5469 902332.1875  1205 236093.7657 900309.1875 

191 233490.9063 901513.6875  1206 236094.7657 900500.8751 

192 233497.3751 900176.9375  1207 236095.1251 902313.9375 

193 233498.8907 901709.0625  1208 236096.4687 901733.8125 

194 233500.3751 902209.6875  1209 236097.9845 900007.8125 

195 233500.5937 901540.3125  1210 236098.8281 900777.5001 

196 233502.2969 901967.5625  1211 236099.2031 900264.6875 
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197 233508.2187 900962.5625  1212 236100.4845 900658.5625 

198 233511.2187 899637.1875  1213 236104.8751 899817.9375 

199 233512.0625 901565.1875  1214 236105.3281 901351.0625 

200 233515.9687 902144.6251  1215 236106.9375 902216.6875 

201 233517.4063 900133.5001  1216 236107.9531 901425.2501 

202 233517.9219 900938.1251  1217 236110.2813 900522.3751 

203 233524.7187 902100.3751  1218 236110.4687 902029.6875 

204 233525.0313 900180.2501  1219 236110.6407 901998.0001 

205 233526.3751 900161.0625  1220 236113.8437 899846.1875 

206 233527.5001 900136.5001  1221 236119.5001 902029.6875 

207 233527.8125 899655.1875  1222 236120.1251 902333.3125 

208 233528.0157 902317.4375  1223 236121.5001 900700.6875 

209 233528.3437 900097.1875  1224 236121.5157 900643.4375 

210 233530.0001 901815.8751  1225 236122.6563 901068.3125 

211 233532.2187 900184.4375  1226 236123.0781 901010.2501 

212 233534.9375 902058.8751  1227 236123.4219 900963.6251 

213 233536.7657 901622.0625  1228 236124.6563 901262.0625 

214 233537.9219 902149.1251  1229 236125.1719 899493.4375 

215 233538.3437 900072.6875  1230 236125.5157 899727.6875 

216 233542.3281 900022.7501  1231 236127.5937 900110.9375 

217 233543.4375 900178.6875  1232 236129.0001 900900.3751 

218 233544.2969 899931.0001  1233 236133.3751 900131.7501 

219 233544.7345 899895.8751  1234 236134.0313 902342.5001 

220 233550.8751 901804.6251  1235 236134.0781 899537.1251 

221 233551.2657 901991.6251  1236 236134.6563 902460.3125 

222 233552.6563 900844.3751  1237 236135.2187 900384.4375 

223 233554.9375 900184.1875  1238 236135.2187 901378.3125 

224 233556.3907 901672.3751  1239 236136.1875 901957.7501 

225 233556.7969 901207.5625  1240 236138.5469 899538.0001 

226 233558.2187 900831.4375  1241 236141.0937 900413.8125 

227 233559.6407 902221.8751  1242 236141.5157 900314.4375 

228 233560.3907 900825.5001  1243 236141.5157 901766.3125 

229 233564.4375 900813.3125  1244 236143.4063 901532.6251 

230 233569.1563 900030.8751  1245 236144.0781 900957.8125 

231 233572.7657 899793.1251  1246 236147.5001 900839.5625 

232 233575.4845 901167.0001  1247 236147.6407 899635.6875 

233 233576.6095 901888.4375  1248 236147.9375 900426.6875 

234 233576.8751 902434.5001  1249 236148.1875 900743.3751 

235 233577.2031 900034.5001  1250 236148.3437 901936.0001 

236 233577.8751 900003.1875  1251 236148.7657 902442.0001 

237 233579.1875 899896.7501  1252 236149.0157 899487.3125 

238 233579.1875 899931.8751  1253 236149.2969 899587.9375 

239 233580.4531 899793.1251  1254 236149.9219 900573.5625 

240 233580.6563 901955.2501  1255 236150.6563 900259.0625 
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241 233580.8907 899776.0001  1256 236150.9531 899652.7501 

242 233581.5781 899747.1251  1257 236151.0157 899980.3751 

243 233581.9063 899737.0625  1258 236151.7813 901840.2501 

244 233585.6563 899687.3125  1259 236152.2969 899540.5625 

245 233585.9063 900037.2501  1260 236152.9375 899585.8125 

246 233586.7813 899994.8125  1261 236153.8595 900682.1875 

247 233587.7187 899932.3125  1262 236153.9219 900202.8751 

248 233588.5625 899897.1875  1263 236154.8281 899678.1251 

249 233590.2813 899793.1251  1264 236155.7187 901244.5625 

250 233590.9063 900151.0001  1265 236155.8437 902355.6251 

251 233591.3437 899747.1251  1266 236157.2657 899690.6251 

252 233591.5625 899775.1251  1267 236158.3437 899696.1251 

253 233593.5469 900039.6251  1268 236159.8595 900856.0625 

254 233595.3437 899704.1875  1269 236161.5781 899615.5625 

255 233595.3595 902037.3751  1270 236162.5781 901556.9375 

256 233595.5937 899793.1251  1271 236162.7813 901954.2501 

257 233599.8595 901779.1251  1272 236163.4219 899828.3125 

258 233600.3437 900152.7501  1273 236164.0001 899631.6251 

259 233602.0469 900069.0625  1274 236164.5001 900317.3751 

260 233602.6719 900041.9375  1275 236164.5937 899579.0625 

261 233611.2501 902075.3751  1276 236164.7969 899542.0625 

262 233619.0625 900117.4375  1277 236165.4063 899631.2501 

263 233622.9531 901450.8751  1278 236166.8437 899650.3751 

264 233623.6251 901837.4375  1279 236167.0157 899542.2501 

265 233623.8281 900110.4375  1280 236168.8751 900502.8125 

266 233624.8751 902107.9375  1281 236170.0313 899650.1875 

267 233632.7501 899651.1251  1282 236171.2969 899561.9375 

268 233640.9687 900075.0001  1283 236171.5313 899676.5625 

269 233643.1251 900055.6875  1284 236172.9063 901452.0001 

270 233643.3595 902154.3751  1285 236172.9219 899570.4375 

271 233646.9687 899991.4375  1286 236173.5313 900712.1875 

272 233647.9375 899935.7501  1287 236173.8281 902493.4375 

273 233650.1251 900123.6251  1288 236174.6095 899692.8751 

274 233650.5001 899898.5001  1289 236175.4375 901292.7501 

275 233654.6719 899748.0625  1290 236176.3125 899675.8751 

276 233655.2813 901614.0001  1291 236179.2187 899805.0625 

277 233655.3281 902180.8751  1292 236179.6875 899693.6875 

278 233659.6095 900225.9375  1293 236183.1875 899783.3125 

279 233666.4845 901210.0625  1294 236184.4063 900087.0001 

280 233668.7501 901943.0001  1295 236184.4219 900752.1251 

281 233668.8125 901741.8125  1296 236184.7345 901797.0625 

282 233676.6251 899635.2501  1297 236185.7969 899627.5001 

283 233683.6563 902250.5625  1298 236186.4375 899821.6875 

284 233689.7501 901444.1251  1299 236188.4531 900290.0625 
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285 233691.1719 901997.5001  1300 236189.4687 900266.0001 

286 233698.5313 899993.6251  1301 236191.2657 899647.8125 

287 233706.3751 902031.5625  1302 236192.9845 899550.3125 

288 233708.3437 899641.7501  1303 236193.1407 899550.1251 

289 233709.6407 900162.8751  1304 236194.6875 901516.1875 

290 233713.3751 899794.8751  1305 236194.8907 901862.8125 

291 233715.6251 902321.1251  1306 236196.2657 900321.0625 

292 233719.1251 899413.3751  1307 236197.4063 902288.1875 

293 233719.6251 902066.8125  1308 236197.5469 899910.8751 

294 233727.7031 900924.8751  1309 236198.5001 899674.6875 

295 233727.7657 899556.6251  1310 236200.2345 900225.4375 

296 233738.2969 901710.6875  1311 236200.5625 899954.2501 

297 233742.5937 900893.5625  1312 236200.5625 900392.0001 

298 233742.8751 902113.8125  1313 236201.7187 901867.2501 

299 233749.7657 899645.5625  1314 236204.0001 899696.0625 

300 233756.7657 902145.0001  1315 236205.8281 901593.4375 

301 233760.8437 899999.3125  1316 236208.8281 900191.4375 

302 233767.1563 899941.6875  1317 236209.5001 901815.3125 

303 233771.2969 899903.7501  1318 236209.8437 900648.9375 

304 233772.3281 901435.6251  1319 236216.4375 900798.4375 

305 233773.4845 900244.1875  1320 236216.6563 899624.6875 

306 233781.0469 901688.0625  1321 236218.0781 901877.6875 

307 233784.0625 902213.5001  1322 236218.7969 900936.9375 

308 233785.5937 900216.0001  1323 236218.8437 899761.2501 

309 233791.3595 900201.0625  1324 236219.1875 901841.3125 

310 233794.8751 900191.8751  1325 236221.7345 901001.5625 

311 233800.2969 900177.5625  1326 236222.4687 901824.1251 

312 233812.9063 901636.3125  1327 236223.0781 899643.6251 

313 233815.2969 902285.8125  1328 236224.9063 901811.2501 

314 233819.7345 901669.0001  1329 236225.2657 900820.0001 

315 233820.4845 899516.3751  1330 236225.7345 901882.5625 

316 233821.7969 900120.3751  1331 236226.6251 900186.2501 

317 233831.9845 901732.3751  1332 236227.7345 902447.6251 

318 233832.2969 899573.4375  1333 236229.2501 901828.3751 

319 233838.2187 900077.2501  1334 236230.0937 900433.0625 

320 233840.0781 899616.0001  1335 236231.4063 901886.3751 

321 233843.1251 899680.5001  1336 236232.1407 900789.0625 

322 233843.2969 899633.3125  1337 236233.8751 900067.3125 

323 233853.4063 900032.4375  1338 236234.4219 899674.5625 

324 233853.9845 902382.3125  1339 236235.5313 899677.6251 

325 233868.5313 899993.0625  1340 236238.9845 899699.6875 

326 233875.7031 902202.7501  1341 236238.9845 899756.4375 

327 233878.4063 901570.2501  1342 236241.3125 900322.3751 

328 233886.0313 899947.5001  1343 236243.8907 901838.1251 
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329 233890.6095 901833.0625  1344 236246.0937 900809.0001 

330 233892.4219 899930.1251  1345 236247.2969 901840.1875 

331 233893.3281 902483.5001  1346 236247.9531 899702.5625 

332 233894.7031 899924.0625  1347 236251.3437 900219.9375 

333 233895.7031 900262.6251  1348 236252.9375 901635.5625 

334 233899.4845 899911.3125  1349 236252.9531 899493.0625 

335 233905.0469 901007.1875  1350 236254.3595 901843.5625 

336 233916.9375 901863.5625  1351 236259.0157 899992.6875 

337 233917.9063 899856.9375  1352 236260.2187 901847.3751 

338 233919.9845 901871.6875  1353 236260.5157 899998.5001 

339 233921.8125 901427.1251  1354 236260.9063 900831.1251 

340 233926.0937 899626.7501  1355 236262.1407 900174.8125 

341 233930.9063 899818.6251  1356 236262.2657 901091.1251 

342 233931.9687 902319.0625  1357 236262.9375 899827.4375 

343 233933.6407 901936.2501  1358 236265.2813 900321.4375 

344 233946.3751 900246.9375  1359 236266.3281 900055.7501 

345 233948.6563 902006.9375  1360 236272.2031 900591.7501 

346 233949.3907 899566.5001  1361 236272.2657 899996.1251 

347 233950.0781 899769.9375  1362 236272.7187 900053.8751 

348 233953.4531 899637.6875  1363 236273.6719 900000.8751 

349 233955.7345 899755.5625  1364 236277.5469 901490.2501 

350 233959.4845 902081.5001  1365 236279.4063 900037.1875 

351 233967.0157 899726.9375  1366 236279.9845 900911.8751 

352 233968.7501 901134.0001  1367 236281.0313 899675.6875 

353 233969.6875 902391.6251  1368 236281.4687 900051.3125 

354 233979.0625 901839.1875  1369 236284.2969 900200.2501 

355 233979.9845 901583.8751  1370 236284.3751 900050.4375 

356 233981.2345 899685.0625  1371 236287.6407 900059.9375 

357 233984.7813 902232.1251  1372 236287.6563 899847.9375 

358 233992.2969 899653.2501  1373 236287.7657 900134.5001 

359 233993.1875 901576.7501  1374 236287.9687 899842.5001 

360 233996.7031 902309.4375  1375 236288.2657 899834.6875 

361 233999.4687 899636.1251  1376 236288.6407 900167.1251 

362 234006.0781 899986.3751  1377 236289.7969 899843.4375 

363 234006.6407 900254.5001  1378 236289.9375 900088.8125 

364 234009.8907 901053.8125  1379 236290.3281 900048.6875 

365 234010.6875 901364.3125  1380 236290.5157 901867.2501 

366 234011.6563 902384.8751  1381 236292.6719 899836.0625 

367 234015.6251 901418.0625  1382 236294.6251 901773.2501 

368 234023.7187 899573.8751  1383 236295.0937 901674.3125 

369 234025.1251 900196.1875  1384 236295.4531 900165.3751 

370 234025.2031 901021.9375  1385 236296.6875 900749.3125 

371 234026.6407 899946.7501  1386 236298.1563 901756.5625 

372 234026.8437 902461.5625  1387 236301.2969 900163.6875 
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373 234036.3595 901362.5001  1388 236302.4063 900407.2501 

374 234040.6719 899755.5001  1389 236304.4845 900334.1875 

375 234042.2969 900151.2501  1390 236304.8437 900162.6875 

376 234044.3595 899518.9375  1391 236304.8751 900317.0625 

377 234049.2657 902222.9375  1392 236305.6563 899850.5001 

378 234051.2501 899759.3751  1393 236305.8281 900901.2501 

379 234051.8595 899802.2501  1394 236306.8437 899837.3751 

380 234052.2345 899755.7501  1395 236308.7813 900161.6251 

381 234054.1251 899625.8751  1396 236312.5469 901684.8751 

382 234057.7969 902151.3751  1397 236313.7187 900641.9375 

383 234058.8437 900107.9375  1398 236315.6563 899855.1875 

384 234059.2657 899729.9375  1399 236317.3907 899836.1251 

385 234062.3751 902300.3751  1400 236317.7657 900774.6875 

386 234064.0001 899466.5625  1401 236319.7657 900158.3125 

387 234067.7969 899690.5625  1402 236321.5001 900836.5001 

388 234068.2031 901183.1875  1403 236324.6719 901545.3751 

389 234069.9219 901701.5625  1404 236324.7657 900611.3751 

390 234074.0157 900066.2501  1405 236324.9063 901693.8125 

391 234075.1875 902373.0625  1406 236325.0937 901952.7501 

392 234081.1095 899769.9375  1407 236327.0001 900156.0625 

393 234083.4063 901339.5625  1408 236327.8281 899749.7501 

394 234087.9845 902451.0625  1409 236328.9375 899742.0001 

395 234089.4531 901410.8751  1410 236330.2657 900952.6875 

396 234090.4531 900017.5001  1411 236332.2345 900538.0625 

397 234096.4531 901821.3751  1412 236336.3595 901701.2501 

398 234099.2813 902216.6875  1413 236338.3125 900676.3125 

399 234107.3281 901905.1875  1414 236338.9375 900034.3751 

400 234107.4687 899975.1251  1415 236340.0625 899750.8125 

401 234111.2969 902290.7501  1416 236340.8281 900458.4375 

402 234123.3907 902365.4375  1417 236342.1563 901050.7501 

403 234123.4063 901980.7501  1418 236344.9219 901708.3751 

404 234124.1875 899933.1875  1419 236346.3595 901518.1251 

405 234128.8125 902021.0625  1420 236350.2031 901959.9375 

406 234131.0781 900300.3751  1421 236350.4845 900880.5001 

407 234133.8751 902055.1875  1422 236352.6095 900815.0625 

408 234137.2031 902442.9375  1423 236361.7813 900943.3125 

409 234139.9375 899890.7501  1424 236363.3437 900310.5625 

410 234144.2969 899792.6875  1425 236363.5937 901525.2501 

411 234147.9531 902129.6875  1426 236364.3595 901921.8751 

412 234150.5157 899772.0625  1427 236364.9375 901043.6875 

413 234151.0937 900241.3125  1428 236367.0469 900834.3125 

414 234152.6407 901221.2501  1429 236367.7345 900581.6251 

415 234154.0001 899846.0625  1430 236369.2031 900287.8751 

416 234154.9845 899758.0001  1431 236369.7345 900280.8125 
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417 234157.3437 899730.9375  1432 236369.9687 902014.6251 

418 234158.9375 902205.6875  1433 236372.1875 900498.5001 

419 234167.1563 900196.0001  1434 236372.3751 901079.9375 

420 234168.0157 901402.8125  1435 236372.9375 900405.3125 

421 234168.1095 899801.2501  1436 236373.5937 900140.9375 

422 234170.1095 901479.0625  1437 236375.0001 901766.7501 

423 234171.9845 902279.9375  1438 236375.7969 900715.6875 

424 234174.6719 901808.2501  1439 236377.2031 901734.6875 

425 234181.8437 900155.0625  1440 236378.7813 901110.3125 

426 234184.4687 902354.2501  1441 236379.2969 900434.0625 

427 234188.0781 902011.3751  1442 236380.2657 900255.1875 

428 234192.0781 899665.6875  1443 236381.0937 901428.6251 

429 234198.1407 900112.0001  1444 236381.7813 900602.2501 

430 234198.3751 902431.9375  1445 236383.7501 901656.5625 

431 234201.6407 901140.3125  1446 236385.3595 901637.0001 

432 234201.9687 901626.6251  1447 236387.2657 901629.4375 

433 234215.5781 900066.0001  1448 236387.9375 900294.5001 

434 234217.6407 901728.0625  1449 236389.2187 900862.0625 

435 234225.0625 899593.5001  1450 236392.4375 900018.3125 

436 234227.6095 901800.8125  1451 236393.5625 901600.0625 

437 234232.8125 900020.7501  1452 236393.7031 901637.6875 

438 234236.2345 901440.3751  1453 236395.0313 901584.6251 

439 234237.4375 901260.5001  1454 236396.2501 901402.2501 

440 234240.8751 901603.3125  1455 236396.5157 900754.9375 

441 234242.6251 901882.0001  1456 236397.9375 900302.0001 

442 234243.8437 899588.3125  1457 236399.6563 901077.6875 

443 234247.5001 899980.0001  1458 236400.1719 900232.0625 

444 234248.0625 901383.5001  1459 236400.4375 900279.4375 

445 234257.8907 901957.1251  1460 236401.1251 900879.3751 

446 234260.6095 899528.3751  1461 236403.9531 901958.8125 

447 234264.1251 899936.6875  1462 236404.2031 900300.3125 

448 234266.4531 901412.9375  1463 236405.2657 901612.0625 

449 234270.4375 902030.2501  1464 236406.5313 901536.5001 

450 234276.6251 901175.9375  1465 236407.2657 900071.5001 

451 234278.9687 899890.3125  1466 236408.8595 901912.6875 

452 234280.6719 901513.5625  1467 236408.9375 901445.7501 

453 234283.0781 902105.8125  1468 236410.0937 901816.1251 

454 234289.8125 900360.0625  1469 236411.3751 901598.8125 

455 234291.5469 901142.1251  1470 236412.3125 900896.6251 

456 234292.8281 899847.0625  1471 236412.4063 900287.4375 

457 234295.5625 902181.2501  1472 236412.4063 900648.9375 

458 234308.4375 902257.6251  1473 236412.6407 900297.4375 

459 234310.9219 900301.4375  1474 236414.0001 900793.2501 

460 234311.1719 901567.1251  1475 236414.1719 900296.8751 
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461 234320.7657 902332.1251  1476 236414.4687 900298.5001 

462 234321.9531 901158.8125  1477 236415.5157 900304.3125 

463 234325.7501 899572.5001  1478 236415.9219 900128.5001 

464 234326.7031 901357.4375  1479 236415.9531 900454.8751 

465 234327.0937 900255.5625  1480 236416.7345 900311.0001 

466 234335.4687 902410.0001  1481 236416.9531 901563.0625 

467 234342.4375 900212.0625  1482 236417.4845 901562.5625 

468 234350.2657 899394.5625  1483 236418.2813 900323.0625 

469 234353.5157 901212.6251  1484 236421.2345 901782.9375 

470 234354.5469 899391.1875  1485 236422.3281 899921.0001 

471 234359.7187 900168.2501  1486 236423.3907 900293.6251 

472 234361.1251 899567.3751  1487 236424.4375 901927.5001 

473 234369.2501 901706.8125  1488 236425.6875 901842.5625 

474 234376.2969 900124.8751  1489 236426.5469 901740.4375 

475 234392.8125 900079.6875  1490 236427.3907 901641.1251 

476 234393.5937 901358.7501  1491 236428.0157 901543.5001 

477 234398.2345 902136.1875  1492 236428.2501 901030.4375 

478 234398.9219 901778.3125  1493 236429.0625 901468.0001 

479 234400.4375 901234.3125  1494 236429.5937 900410.1251 

480 234406.1875 900038.6875  1495 236433.0313 901577.2501 

481 234407.0469 902009.6875  1496 236433.5313 901543.5625 

482 234419.7813 902084.1875  1497 236434.3907 900223.0625 

483 234421.6251 901374.7501  1498 236435.2969 900589.6875 

484 234421.8907 899870.8125  1499 236436.3595 900434.2501 

485 234422.2345 899990.5625  1500 236436.3907 900062.4375 

486 234427.9687 902133.8125  1501 236437.3125 900792.0625 

487 234429.1875 901850.5625  1502 236438.1719 900810.4375 

488 234432.0313 902158.4375  1503 236440.2657 901317.8751 

489 234436.4845 899950.3125  1504 236441.2501 901818.8751 

490 234437.2031 901322.1875  1505 236445.5469 901855.9375 

491 234444.8281 902235.2501  1506 236445.7031 900003.0625 

492 234452.1251 899906.1875  1507 236450.9063 901279.0625 

493 234456.7501 901237.3125  1508 236452.2813 900583.1875 

494 234456.7657 902310.1251  1509 236452.8281 901542.5625 

495 234459.3907 901924.9375  1510 236456.8751 901537.3751 

496 234460.9687 899516.8125  1511 236457.3125 901743.1251 

497 234463.3125 901261.6251  1512 236457.9531 901452.4375 

498 234466.4219 899511.5625  1513 236458.6251 900413.3125 

499 234473.4063 899531.8125  1514 236459.9375 900621.0625 

500 234477.0157 900427.1875  1515 236460.0781 901713.3125 

501 234487.9845 899920.3125  1516 236460.3751 899828.2501 

502 234499.1875 900368.7501  1517 236461.5625 901536.1251 

503 234503.6875 901992.8751  1518 236462.7501 902016.4375 

504 234515.5157 901517.9375  1519 236464.3125 901667.8125 
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505 234516.3595 900323.2501  1520 236465.2031 901867.0001 

506 234532.4845 900281.4375  1521 236466.4845 901644.3751 

507 234532.5157 899450.6251  1522 236469.0937 901336.7501 

508 234534.9687 899914.3125  1523 236469.6875 900112.6875 

509 234536.4687 899605.0001  1524 236472.8595 899866.3751 

510 234538.0781 901904.2501  1525 236473.0781 901576.8125 

511 234548.4531 902063.3125  1526 236473.3751 901026.7501 

512 234550.1251 900234.8751  1527 236473.4375 900647.4375 

513 234551.2031 899899.7501  1528 236474.7501 901550.1875 

514 234555.4687 899945.6251  1529 236475.6719 901173.5625 

515 234564.9375 900195.7501  1530 236475.7969 901801.7501 

516 234568.8125 902136.5001  1531 236480.0469 900797.3125 

517 234580.9687 899627.6251  1532 236480.0625 900214.9375 

518 234581.1719 900150.3751  1533 236481.7969 901532.1875 

519 234581.9375 902210.6251  1534 236482.1095 900871.5625 

520 234582.2657 901599.1875  1535 236482.5781 900888.5625 

521 234582.4375 901340.4375  1536 236482.7345 899392.8125 

522 234585.9375 899512.5001  1537 236483.0625 900398.6875 

523 234586.0469 901293.0001  1538 236483.1719 899470.0001 

524 234586.5781 901307.5625  1539 236483.5937 900272.2501 

525 234591.8437 901978.6875  1540 236485.8281 901715.3125 

526 234592.7501 902287.6875  1541 236488.1095 901294.0625 

527 234593.8751 899785.6875  1542 236490.8437 901026.2501 

528 234595.2345 901670.2501  1543 236490.8907 901443.1251 

529 234597.9531 900108.8125  1544 236490.9063 901668.5001 

530 234599.2657 899771.2501  1545 236491.4063 900331.2501 

531 234599.9687 901305.1251  1546 236492.6251 900312.3125 

532 234603.7813 899686.5625  1547 236492.8751 901975.6251 

533 234604.7813 899786.0001  1548 236493.7187 900322.7501 

534 234605.1563 902364.6251  1549 236494.4531 900329.6875 

535 234605.3281 902051.5625  1550 236494.5937 901277.8125 

536 234606.9219 901745.1251  1551 236494.6875 900332.6251 

537 234610.6563 899600.5625  1552 236494.8125 899987.6875 

538 234611.2501 901320.1875  1553 236495.9531 901079.3751 

539 234615.5937 901336.8751  1554 236496.0313 900342.8751 

540 234616.1251 900063.8125  1555 236497.9845 900390.3751 

541 234618.1875 902443.2501  1556 236498.2657 900983.4375 

542 234618.2031 902127.3751  1557 236500.0937 901261.5625 

543 234618.5625 901820.6251  1558 236503.2969 901327.8125 

544 234621.6719 899713.0001  1559 236503.6251 900141.0001 

545 234624.4063 901353.5625  1560 236506.7031 901364.5625 

546 234630.0313 901297.5625  1561 236507.4375 899887.0625 

547 234630.6875 901895.5001  1562 236509.0157 901025.5001 

548 234631.0157 900020.5625  1563 236512.0313 900514.9375 
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549 234633.0937 899699.0625  1564 236514.4845 902059.0625 

550 234635.8595 899511.4375  1565 236515.9375 901753.1875 

551 234640.5469 899575.7501  1566 236517.0157 899647.0625 

552 234640.9531 899689.4375  1567 236517.7657 901190.5001 

553 234644.3281 901970.5625  1568 236518.6095 901317.5001 

554 234645.5781 899975.5625  1569 236520.2969 900201.7501 

555 234654.3125 900510.3125  1570 236521.0001 901374.6875 

556 234657.2031 899660.5625  1571 236521.0781 901647.4375 

557 234657.4219 902042.5625  1572 236521.1095 900982.9375 

558 234659.1251 900493.6875  1573 236522.4687 901609.0625 

559 234664.1875 899485.2501  1574 236523.5157 901580.6251 

560 234666.3751 901278.0625  1575 236524.8595 899668.0001 

561 234669.3595 899550.0625  1576 236526.6407 899949.5625 

562 234671.8125 902117.5001  1577 236528.7813 900482.8125 

563 234675.4687 900436.6875  1578 236529.5937 900800.8751 

564 234675.9063 899884.3751  1579 236530.2657 900088.7501 

565 234681.5469 901309.0001  1580 236530.8751 901770.2501 

566 234683.5781 902194.3751  1581 236532.3907 900936.9375 

567 234684.8437 901331.2501  1582 236532.4531 901890.8751 

568 234686.3437 901349.5625  1583 236532.4531 901945.6251 

569 234689.3751 901395.1875  1584 236532.6719 901850.6251 

570 234690.3751 899774.0625  1585 236532.9531 901799.5625 

571 234691.7969 899632.7501  1586 236535.6251 901298.5625 

572 234693.1095 900387.7501  1587 236536.7657 899953.3125 

573 234693.4375 901257.2501  1588 236538.8281 902018.8125 

574 234696.1563 902267.9375  1589 236541.1875 900898.8125 

575 234698.4219 901457.6251  1590 236541.4687 900351.1251 

576 234702.9531 899809.1251  1591 236542.0781 902044.0001 

577 234703.5625 899789.6875  1592 236544.5469 900654.5001 

578 234703.7657 901494.6875  1593 236545.2501 901281.5001 

579 234705.7187 899579.4375  1594 236545.5937 900365.1251 

580 234707.1875 902347.9375  1595 236547.4531 901263.6251 

581 234708.0313 899795.0001  1596 236547.8751 901601.3751 

582 234708.4375 900346.0625  1597 236548.6407 900883.0001 

583 234709.4687 899774.6251  1598 236550.4531 901483.6251 

584 234709.8595 899789.9375  1599 236550.6719 901788.7501 

585 234712.5469 899782.4375  1600 236553.7657 901623.3125 

586 234716.6563 901577.0001  1601 236554.1095 900803.3751 

587 234719.5625 899790.2501  1602 236555.3125 900360.9375 

588 234720.6875 899741.7501  1603 236556.4531 900542.0625 

589 234721.7345 902424.0001  1604 236557.0469 901648.1875 

590 234722.4845 899499.0625  1605 236557.2187 901712.4375 

591 234723.6719 901328.6251  1606 236560.2501 900358.7501 

592 234724.3281 900304.1251  1607 236562.9687 900183.3751 
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593 234725.5157 901344.8751  1608 236567.0313 901512.3751 

594 234731.1251 901651.5001  1609 236568.3907 900340.7501 

595 234735.0001 901479.9375  1610 236568.7345 901684.6875 

596 234735.7345 901456.0625  1611 236568.7813 900355.0625 

597 234736.0469 899831.7501  1612 236568.8281 900488.9375 

598 234740.9063 900260.0625  1613 236570.1719 901664.5625 

599 234741.7969 901720.8125  1614 236570.8437 900354.1875 

600 234753.6095 899536.8751  1615 236572.7969 901219.6875 

601 234755.5625 901798.3125  1616 236574.9219 900447.3125 

602 234757.9845 900215.0625  1617 236576.4375 901100.5625 

603 234761.2969 899776.4375  1618 236578.7501 901768.1251 

604 234761.4687 902434.2501  1619 236580.3595 900388.8751 

605 234761.8751 899575.0625  1620 236582.2031 901541.6251 

606 234768.0937 901870.6875  1621 236587.7657 901300.0625 

607 234772.9531 902444.2501  1622 236588.8907 901045.8751 

608 234773.8281 900172.5001  1623 236589.7813 900236.2501 

609 234774.9375 899562.8125  1624 236589.8281 902061.3751 

610 234783.2501 901947.7501  1625 236591.7501 902016.8125 

611 234789.1563 900129.8125  1626 236593.5469 901758.4375 

612 234791.3907 899785.6875  1627 236597.9845 900807.9375 

613 234796.4219 902021.2501  1628 236598.4845 900391.5001 

614 234803.4219 899594.1875  1629 236599.5937 901445.4375 

615 234805.1095 900085.6875  1630 236600.6563 901581.0625 

616 234805.9845 899794.0001  1631 236602.4531 900560.6251 

617 234809.7031 902094.3751  1632 236603.2813 901811.8125 

618 234821.5313 900039.4375  1633 236604.7813 900669.1875 

619 234821.8437 901715.4375  1634 236606.7657 901101.9375 

620 234822.1875 902173.1875  1635 236612.2345 900338.1875 

621 234834.1407 902246.3125  1636 236613.3125 900961.6251 

622 234835.4687 900560.7501  1637 236613.5625 900290.8751 

623 234838.7187 899456.2501  1638 236613.7501 901434.5625 

624 234847.1563 902323.9375  1639 236614.7031 901614.5001 

625 234851.2031 899602.8751  1640 236617.8437 901640.9375 

626 234854.1719 900502.6875  1641 236618.1095 901304.8751 

627 234857.8281 899951.2501  1642 236618.6875 901659.5625 

628 234864.1719 899484.2501  1643 236619.2969 901282.5625 

629 234865.4531 901780.3751  1644 236619.4063 901844.1875 

630 234870.5001 900453.1251  1645 236619.8437 901677.8751 

631 234882.9687 900613.0001  1646 236621.0313 901710.6875 

632 234884.3907 900411.8125  1647 236621.5469 901736.1875 

633 234895.7969 899456.8125  1648 236626.2501 901561.7501 

634 234896.7187 899510.4375  1649 236627.0001 900931.2501 

635 234897.9845 899841.1875  1650 236628.3437 901333.5625 

636 234898.1875 899561.7501  1651 236629.7031 901479.8125 
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637 234901.5625 900370.6875  1652 236630.7031 900331.4375 

638 234902.2031 902312.5001  1653 236634.0001 901055.6875 

639 234913.9219 899798.7501  1654 236635.2187 900910.4375 

640 234917.8907 902332.3125  1655 236637.0313 901354.4375 

641 234919.8437 900324.7501  1656 236638.8281 901358.7501 

642 234919.9531 899782.6875  1657 236639.2345 901603.5625 

643 234925.9845 902344.3751  1658 236641.5313 901365.1251 

644 234936.5157 900278.0001  1659 236642.5625 901364.3125 

645 234944.9063 899988.5001  1660 236643.1875 901987.4375 

646 234946.4375 900624.5625  1661 236643.5469 900497.3751 

647 234949.8751 899516.3751  1662 236648.9375 901506.0625 

648 234949.9219 900239.8125  1663 236651.5781 901400.7501 

649 234958.5625 902293.4375  1664 236651.9531 901806.2501 

650 234960.7187 901920.3125  1665 236653.2813 901884.2501 

651 234965.9531 900193.6251  1666 236653.5001 901084.8125 

652 234970.8437 900633.8125  1667 236653.7501 900922.3751 

653 234977.4531 901909.9375  1668 236654.7501 901858.1251 

654 234982.0469 900151.3125  1669 236655.3437 901389.9375 

655 234985.5157 899873.6251  1670 236655.4687 900872.0625 

656 234998.1251 900644.6875  1671 236656.5937 901461.1251 

657 234998.8437 900107.1251  1672 236658.6563 900845.1875 

658 234999.3125 899571.6251  1673 236659.8437 901823.4375 

659 235009.7031 900623.4375  1674 236661.6095 901872.8751 

660 235010.7345 899567.3125  1675 236662.6875 901457.7501 

661 235011.6095 899539.6251  1676 236663.2813 900959.6875 

662 235029.2969 900567.8751  1677 236663.3595 901927.8125 

663 235033.9375 900016.5625  1678 236665.7345 901529.3125 

664 235041.3125 899457.5625  1679 236667.5313 901840.0001 

665 235048.2657 900518.5625  1680 236668.1875 900712.8125 

666 235056.1095 902021.0001  1681 236671.5157 901311.5625 

667 235063.7813 900479.0001  1682 236672.7031 901490.1251 

668 235070.9375 899913.8751  1683 236672.7969 900856.8751 

669 235078.3281 900434.7501  1684 236673.5937 902033.6875 

670 235090.5781 899859.0625  1685 236674.5469 900913.0001 

671 235095.9375 900389.5001  1686 236675.7657 900579.8751 

672 235102.8907 899828.4375  1687 236676.7187 901919.0625 

673 235107.0157 899764.1251  1688 236677.6095 901862.0001 

674 235110.8437 899805.3125  1689 236679.0001 901111.1251 

675 235111.5937 900340.1251  1690 236681.0313 901333.9375 

676 235116.2187 899791.7501  1691 236682.1563 901654.2501 

677 235120.4845 899805.6251  1692 236682.9845 901316.6875 

678 235126.3125 900302.5625  1693 236683.1407 901958.3125 

679 235126.4687 899766.8751  1694 236685.3281 901618.9375 

680 235136.3907 900688.3751  1695 236687.7501 901560.0001 
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681 235139.2813 899728.5001  1696 236689.2501 901065.0001 

682 235141.3751 900714.4375  1697 236690.8595 901318.8751 

683 235142.7813 900260.5001  1698 236693.9687 900423.3751 

684 235144.7813 900695.2501  1699 236693.9845 900557.1251 

685 235149.4063 900748.7501  1700 236695.2031 901766.1875 

686 235149.5157 902166.0001  1701 236697.2813 901366.3751 

687 235153.3751 900678.3125  1702 236700.2345 901951.0625 

688 235156.3751 902175.6251  1703 236704.2187 901114.3125 

689 235158.7657 900216.9375  1704 236706.7031 901802.6251 

690 235161.5625 902157.8125  1705 236709.7345 901293.2501 

691 235163.8595 899848.7501  1706 236711.9687 900891.7501 

692 235163.9531 900682.4375  1707 236712.4845 901003.4375 

693 235168.6563 902168.0001  1708 236713.8281 901462.8125 

694 235174.7345 899631.2501  1709 236714.8125 901069.1875 

695 235174.9687 900716.3125  1710 236715.5469 901593.9375 

696 235175.2345 900170.9375  1711 236715.7345 901869.6875 

697 235176.8281 900622.6875  1712 236716.4845 901940.0625 

698 235182.8125 900741.6875  1713 236718.1875 900589.0625 

699 235183.5937 900809.6875  1714 236719.4375 901789.9375 

700 235183.7345 900690.2501  1715 236723.7031 901509.1875 

701 235184.4687 899508.3751  1716 236725.2345 900969.6875 

702 235185.8125 899600.8751  1717 236727.3907 901424.3125 

703 235194.4219 900630.1875  1718 236730.3437 901681.0001 

704 235195.5157 901283.1251  1719 236731.7187 901708.4375 

705 235195.5157 901299.3125  1720 236733.2187 902009.8125 

706 235195.6875 900116.8125  1721 236733.7657 900953.2501 

707 235197.8907 899792.1875  1722 236734.3125 901496.8125 

708 235203.2969 899730.0001  1723 236735.9063 900452.3751 

709 235203.7813 901339.8751  1724 236739.4375 900497.6251 

710 235204.5625 900841.0625  1725 236740.9531 901447.8125 

711 235204.8125 899550.6251  1726 236741.8125 901723.6251 

712 235206.6407 899810.0625  1727 236743.1719 901925.3751 

713 235207.9845 899803.1875  1728 236743.3125 900622.1875 

714 235209.3125 900078.5001  1729 236744.2187 900490.1875 

715 235210.7969 899806.2501  1730 236745.1095 901851.1251 

716 235212.3595 900894.6251  1731 236745.4531 900930.8125 

717 235214.0937 899810.0001  1732 236746.8125 901537.3751 

718 235218.7657 900638.8125  1733 236746.9063 901632.2501 

719 235220.0313 899509.0001  1734 236747.2813 901574.3751 

720 235221.1251 902117.6875  1735 236748.1095 901444.1875 

721 235228.3751 901278.0001  1736 236748.9375 901531.4375 

722 235228.6719 902126.9375  1737 236750.1095 900480.9375 

723 235228.8907 901296.2501  1738 236751.7031 901075.2501 

724 235231.7187 899652.6251  1739 236752.5937 900770.9375 
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725 235231.9063 900849.1875  1740 236753.5313 901518.6251 

726 235235.4375 900708.2501  1741 236754.4219 901711.0001 

727 235236.7187 900588.6875  1742 236755.2345 901339.8751 

728 235239.3281 901011.1251  1743 236758.0781 900468.5001 

729 235240.5313 900825.8125  1744 236760.6563 901242.7501 

730 235242.6251 899916.5001  1745 236760.7969 900868.0001 

731 235243.9063 899981.2501  1746 236762.1719 900463.1875 

732 235245.3751 900809.8751  1747 236765.4063 901208.3125 

733 235251.2031 900548.7501  1748 236765.7031 901249.0625 

734 235252.7813 901082.7501  1749 236766.9531 901547.3751 

735 235254.5157 901140.0625  1750 236768.5313 901021.7501 

736 235255.3907 901112.5625  1751 236770.7187 901556.6875 

737 235255.7187 899740.1251  1752 236771.0781 901464.6251 

738 235257.4531 900652.8125  1753 236771.3751 901305.0625 

739 235260.0157 900857.3125  1754 236771.7501 901256.1875 

740 235262.0001 901179.6251  1755 236773.3437 901530.0625 

741 235262.5937 901202.3751  1756 236773.4063 901490.1875 

742 235264.4063 899924.6251  1757 236774.3437 900852.5625 

743 235264.5625 902174.3125  1758 236775.0469 901259.8751 

744 235266.3437 900834.9375  1759 236775.0625 901149.3751 

745 235271.5781 900818.1875  1760 236775.5313 900526.8125 

746 235272.0001 900502.5625  1761 236776.1875 900449.0001 

747 235272.1251 902343.4375  1762 236778.7501 901124.4375 

748 235274.9531 902088.5625  1763 236779.6719 901889.8751 

749 235275.3437 901383.0001  1764 236782.3595 901080.2501 

750 235276.2657 901011.6251  1765 236782.6407 901268.6251 

751 235277.5937 901430.6875  1766 236784.8437 901605.2501 

752 235279.7657 899883.5001  1767 236786.1407 901987.7501 

753 235279.8907 899670.6251  1768 236787.8595 901689.5625 

754 235286.2501 901293.3125  1769 236790.0469 901498.9375 

755 235286.8125 900770.0625  1770 236791.3281 900796.8751 

756 235291.6563 900458.9375  1771 236794.3437 902094.5625 

757 235296.0157 899840.3125  1772 236795.2187 901600.7501 

758 235299.4531 900729.5001  1773 236795.9375 901283.8125 

759 235303.7969 902234.5625  1774 236798.8125 900543.3125 

760 235304.2031 901322.6875  1775 236799.6563 901083.2501 

761 235305.3437 900713.1251  1776 236803.7187 901714.6875 

762 235306.6407 899812.7501  1777 236803.9531 900982.8751 

763 235307.6251 900415.4375  1778 236808.1251 901678.8751 

764 235309.1875 899806.1875  1779 236809.3437 900897.2501 

765 235311.5937 901110.9375  1780 236809.3437 901023.8125 

766 235314.4531 899792.5625  1781 236809.4687 900492.5001 

767 235316.7657 901178.7501  1782 236810.7031 901589.7501 

768 235318.6251 900674.5625  1783 236811.3907 900810.3125 
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769 235321.8907 900375.8751  1784 236812.5157 901586.9375 

770 235323.3595 901200.3751  1785 236813.6251 901421.5625 

771 235327.8125 901292.2501  1786 236814.4845 900713.9375 

772 235332.1875 901416.5001  1787 236817.9219 901540.1875 

773 235332.8751 900975.5001  1788 236819.2031 901742.3125 

774 235336.6251 901012.8751  1789 236821.3595 901509.7501 

775 235338.2187 900330.5625  1790 236821.9219 900920.5001 

776 235339.3281 900938.3125  1791 236822.7345 901219.9375 

777 235339.9063 902455.9375  1792 236822.9531 902082.6251 

778 235340.5157 900233.9375  1793 236823.6407 901489.6251 

779 235347.9687 902296.7501  1794 236825.7031 901772.1875 

780 235349.2501 901246.8125  1795 236826.4063 901970.1251 

781 235351.1407 901220.0001  1796 236829.7501 900795.1875 

782 235351.5157 899696.6251  1797 236829.9063 901602.5625 

783 235352.5001 900132.0001  1798 236829.9845 901883.8751 

784 235353.5781 900290.7501  1799 236831.5625 901799.5625 

785 235358.2969 901089.3751  1800 236833.9531 901405.9375 

786 235361.2187 902194.1875  1801 236835.4219 902077.1251 

787 235362.7345 899664.8751  1802 236836.3595 901824.3125 

788 235363.5469 901013.8125  1803 236840.4219 901544.2501 

789 235364.5469 901424.0625  1804 236840.9845 900200.3751 

790 235366.4063 900889.1251  1805 236841.3595 901850.8125 

791 235366.5625 901315.5625  1806 236844.7187 900958.8751 

792 235369.5469 900249.3125  1807 236845.5781 901877.5625 

793 235373.5469 902000.0001  1808 236845.6719 900555.6251 

794 235373.6095 900239.7501  1809 236847.8751 901533.8751 

795 235375.3437 901291.1875  1810 236850.9531 900626.8125 

796 235379.0625 900857.0001  1811 236853.4375 901618.1251 

797 235380.3751 901308.2501  1812 236854.6251 901263.3125 

798 235380.8125 899614.8751  1813 236856.3125 901432.6875 

799 235383.4375 901290.1875  1814 236858.5469 900761.9375 

800 235388.5157 900034.7501  1815 236859.3125 901239.3125 

801 235390.0001 902210.8751  1816 236859.7345 901517.3751 

802 235390.4063 900191.3751  1817 236860.8751 900868.7501 

803 235395.3437 899572.5001  1818 236862.7345 901953.1251 

804 235400.1719 900899.9375  1819 236863.1719 901383.5001 

805 235400.5001 901014.4375  1820 236865.6251 899491.3751 

806 235402.2969 900803.4375  1821 236866.2031 901550.6875 

807 235404.1407 900152.0625  1822 236870.7969 900900.3125 

808 235406.0157 902000.0001  1823 236872.7657 900643.5001 

809 235407.2813 901607.8751  1824 236872.9845 901096.6875 

810 235410.8595 901090.8751  1825 236878.1563 901645.5625 

811 235412.4375 901255.4375  1826 236881.3907 901101.6875 

812 235413.2813 899527.0625  1827 236882.4063 901002.0001 
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813 235415.2345 902227.5625  1828 236883.3751 900802.9375 

814 235421.6095 901178.1251  1829 236883.7187 900856.6251 

815 235422.1719 901037.0001  1830 236885.3907 901642.1251 

816 235423.2969 899822.7501  1831 236885.8437 901104.3751 

817 235423.5469 900753.5625  1832 236886.8751 901035.9375 

818 235424.7187 899632.0001  1833 236890.2187 900936.5625 

819 235425.4375 901882.1251  1834 236891.0469 901573.6251 

820 235427.4063 901275.2501  1835 236891.0937 901897.7501 

821 235428.1875 901263.8125  1836 236891.4845 900306.8125 

822 235428.6719 901014.8125  1837 236893.0469 900772.9375 

823 235430.0937 899487.7501  1838 236893.6251 901004.2501 

824 235436.1875 900908.9375  1839 236894.3751 901931.3125 

825 235437.0313 900050.5625  1840 236894.8907 901037.1875 

826 235438.0001 900815.0001  1841 236896.6719 902041.7501 

827 235438.9531 900714.0001  1842 236897.7813 900617.7501 

828 235439.1719 901699.9375  1843 236898.6875 901564.5625 

829 235440.6251 901629.5001  1844 236900.3437 902213.9375 

830 235442.9845 901951.5001  1845 236901.2345 901792.0625 

831 235443.2345 899508.3751  1846 236901.2969 901006.0001 

832 235447.2345 901125.8125  1847 236903.5781 901019.5001 

833 235448.9219 901093.1251  1848 236905.9063 900886.1251 

834 235449.9531 901179.5625  1849 236906.1251 901007.2501 

835 235452.1875 901961.1875  1850 236908.5001 901337.7501 

836 235452.2813 899996.3751  1851 236908.5937 901007.9375 

837 235452.5937 901669.4375  1852 236909.1095 899467.3125 

838 235453.3437 900779.3125  1853 236909.1563 902040.1251 

839 235454.7969 901145.2501  1854 236909.4845 901946.6251 

840 235460.0313 899962.0001  1855 236910.5781 900926.3751 

841 235463.2969 899738.2501  1856 236911.4845 901113.3751 

842 235466.4375 899837.3125  1857 236911.5157 901915.0001 

843 235467.0001 900915.0001  1858 236912.4845 901541.3751 

844 235469.4375 900825.4375  1859 236912.6719 901464.0625 

845 235470.0937 901264.1251  1860 236916.3751 901597.0001 

846 235470.4063 901237.8751  1861 236918.5001 900922.4375 

847 235473.7031 901130.6875  1862 236920.5937 901702.3751 

848 235474.1251 900724.7501  1863 236920.7813 901681.4375 

849 235474.9531 899895.5001  1864 236921.6719 901633.0625 

850 235478.5625 901094.5625  1865 236922.3751 901626.1251 

851 235479.9845 899879.1875  1866 236922.5469 900883.8751 

852 235480.5781 901181.1251  1867 236923.5469 901116.0001 

853 235482.0469 900870.5625  1868 236924.6719 900921.5001 

854 235484.9687 899860.1251  1869 236925.0625 901741.3751 

855 235485.0781 901144.1251  1870 236925.3437 900876.3751 

856 235487.4531 902114.3125  1871 236925.6719 899762.0625 
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857 235493.3281 899828.3125  1872 236932.2187 900829.5001 

858 235495.0001 900275.2501  1873 236932.5781 900882.5001 

859 235495.2813 901275.8125  1874 236932.8125 901014.1875 

860 235496.3125 899820.5625  1875 236932.9687 901764.1875 

861 235496.3125 900833.8751  1876 236933.0937 901498.0625 

862 235499.6407 901133.3751  1877 236933.1095 900582.5001 

863 235501.2501 901095.7501  1878 236933.4687 900582.5625 

864 235501.3437 901017.1251  1879 236936.5469 899747.8751 

865 235503.0469 899806.2501  1880 236936.5625 900881.9375 

866 235503.5157 900647.7501  1881 236938.4375 901887.9375 

867 235504.4375 899658.5001  1882 236938.7969 900824.4375 

868 235506.9531 899976.1875  1883 236939.0937 900921.7501 

869 235511.7969 899791.5001  1884 236939.4845 900821.9375 

870 235514.0469 899476.5625  1885 236940.1719 901698.3125 

871 235515.2345 900211.8751  1886 236940.3907 901619.1875 

872 235520.6095 900923.1875  1887 236940.4219 901782.3125 

873 235520.6563 901412.9375  1888 236944.9375 900862.1875 

874 235523.8125 899926.0001  1889 236945.2969 901017.2501 

875 235524.5625 900149.5001  1890 236946.0313 900789.7501 

876 235525.0937 899498.7501  1891 236947.4063 901625.6251 

877 235525.2501 901265.3751  1892 236949.9531 900032.1251 

878 235525.7813 899713.0625  1893 236951.8437 900923.1875 

879 235526.4845 901276.7501  1894 236952.1251 901528.8125 

880 235529.8751 901017.8751  1895 236953.3437 900813.2501 

881 235531.2969 901401.8125  1896 236954.5313 900632.7501 

882 235531.5157 901182.6875  1897 236955.1719 899650.8125 

883 235534.5001 901384.1875  1898 236955.5469 901864.3125 

884 235536.2345 901097.5001  1899 236955.8595 900879.3125 

885 235536.8751 900088.7501  1900 236955.9219 901817.0001 

886 235537.7345 899817.0625  1901 236957.1875 900570.4375 

887 235538.3281 902287.1251  1902 236958.0469 901738.4375 

888 235540.2031 901072.0625  1903 236958.4687 900792.8125 

889 235540.9845 901041.6875  1904 236961.4845 900793.4375 

890 235541.7969 901898.5001  1905 236962.2813 901840.3751 

891 235542.4687 899888.4375  1906 236964.9063 901966.3751 

892 235543.1719 901868.1251  1907 236965.7969 900921.8751 

893 235544.1563 900057.5625  1908 236971.1251 900734.2501 

894 235544.2657 899754.2501  1909 236971.5781 899890.5001 

895 235548.0937 900926.5625  1910 236973.9845 900799.3751 

896 235552.6719 900021.0625  1911 236974.0313 899972.5001 

897 235552.7657 899842.1875  1912 236974.1875 900672.1875 

898 235555.4531 901880.2501  1913 236974.5625 901751.6875 

899 235557.0625 900893.0001  1914 236974.7969 902177.8125 

900 235557.1875 900550.1875  1915 236975.0781 900800.0625 
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901 235560.0625 899990.6251  1916 236975.2345 901734.4375 

902 235562.2031 902477.5001  1917 236975.4375 901729.0625 

903 235563.0937 899828.6251  1918 236976.9219 901690.6251 

904 235564.1563 902475.6875  1919 236977.0469 900596.3125 

905 235564.9845 901863.8125  1920 236977.6563 901653.5625 

906 235566.8437 900854.0625  1921 236977.7187 900876.3751 

907 235567.0157 899785.9375  1922 236978.3907 901616.6251 

908 235567.3437 902472.6875  1923 236978.6251 901604.3751 

909 235567.4063 901267.3125  1924 236979.5313 899432.5001 

910 235568.0625 902476.3125  1925 236980.8751 901558.5001 

911 235568.4375 900197.1251  1926 236981.7187 901402.6251 

912 235569.1875 901233.3751  1927 236982.6251 901523.1251 

913 235569.5937 900518.6251  1928 236984.5157 900807.8751 

914 235574.9375 902474.8751  1929 236985.5157 899700.7501 

915 235578.2969 899932.3125  1930 236986.1563 900612.1251 

916 235578.7345 899797.8751  1931 236986.7501 901439.9375 

917 235581.2969 900106.3125  1932 236988.0313 899999.5625 

918 235583.0625 901855.9375  1933 236989.3125 900812.6875 

919 235583.8751 899914.3125  1934 236993.8125 900105.2501 

920 235583.9063 901133.9375  1935 236995.4219 901746.5001 

921 235584.7657 901916.7501  1936 237000.0001 899386.0625 

922 235589.2187 900071.0625  1937 237000.1251 899629.5625 

923 235592.4063 899810.3125  1938 237002.6719 900659.3125 

924 235594.1563 900862.2501  1939 237011.1719 900722.5625 

925 235596.4845 901363.5001  1940 237014.5157 900820.6251 

926 235596.6875 901386.0625  1941 237018.0001 899974.4375 

927 235597.5937 900033.8751  1942 237025.1875 899768.2501 

928 235598.7031 900229.1251  1943 237026.9219 899677.3751 

929 235599.4531 901279.0625  1944 237028.9375 899774.6875 

930 235600.5625 901268.8751  1945 237030.5001 900159.5001 

931 235601.1875 900002.4375  1946 237031.3595 899769.6875 

932 235601.2031 901860.5625  1947 237034.8437 900586.3751 

933 235602.6563 899881.3125  1948 237036.0937 899787.5625 

934 235603.2501 900826.6251  1949 237037.2969 899771.0625 

935 235604.8125 901184.1875  1950 237040.4375 900011.1875 

936 235605.0001 902468.6875  1951 237044.8437 902122.0625 

937 235606.5313 900398.3751  1952 237046.9687 900637.0625 

938 235607.9219 900809.0001  1953 237058.4219 901868.1875 

939 235608.1875 901133.5001  1954 237060.9219 900136.3751 

940 235610.3281 899973.5625  1955 237063.6251 899837.2501 

941 235610.7657 901099.5001  1956 237074.2501 901961.0625 

942 235611.8907 899928.4375  1957 237076.7969 901745.0625 

943 235613.3437 901019.8751  1958 237087.3907 900181.7501 

944 235613.8437 901069.0625  1959 237097.5625 901529.8125 
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945 235613.9063 901935.8751  1960 237100.0157 900854.3751 

946 235614.3437 901043.7501  1961 237100.0469 899901.0001 

947 235616.7031 899732.1875  1962 237101.2187 901602.7501 

948 235619.1875 900768.5001  1963 237111.9531 900224.6875 

949 235622.9687 900349.5625  1964 237118.0469 901481.6875 

950 235624.2031 900189.3125  1965 237118.1719 900235.5001 

951 235625.2031 901588.1251  1966 237120.8751 899625.2501 

952 235625.6251 901362.6251  1967 237120.9219 899938.5625 

953 235630.0625 901947.2501  1968 237124.6719 901734.2501 

954 235631.2813 900123.9375  1969 237124.8751 901519.4375 

955 235632.4375 899845.2501  1970 237133.5001 899959.9375 

956 235633.2657 899905.1251  1971 237140.6875 900274.8751 

957 235635.0625 901892.8125  1972 237150.8751 899701.7501 

958 235635.8125 900312.3125  1973 237157.7031 900121.7501 

959 235639.6407 901839.3125  1974 237158.3907 900004.1875 

960 235641.5313 901777.4375  1975 237166.3125 899693.6251 

961 235643.6407 900046.3751  1976 237174.8595 900038.4375 

962 235649.2657 899855.5001  1977 237182.4219 900165.8125 

963 235650.2187 900823.5625  1978 237183.6875 900248.6875 

964 235652.2345 900179.7501  1979 237202.9063 900083.1875 

965 235654.0625 900237.0001  1980 237203.0937 900382.1875 

966 235655.6251 901921.8125  1981 237205.0781 900495.5001 

967 235659.5781 901217.3751  1982 237205.7187 900284.3751 

968 235659.8907 899800.8751  1983 237207.4687 901174.1875 

969 235661.8437 900020.5001  1984 237210.2187 900392.3125 

970 235662.7031 899491.4375  1985 237212.0157 900141.1251 

971 235665.8281 901834.0001  1986 237213.6875 899808.5625 

972 235666.8751 901670.2501  1987 237216.5313 899825.6875 

973 235668.3751 900845.6251  1988 237223.9687 900065.2501 

974 235669.9063 899513.3751  1989 237235.6563 899894.0001 

975 235670.7969 901524.6875  1990 237239.3125 900267.3125 

976 235674.8125 899938.3125  1991 237242.9687 900345.7501 

977 235674.8437 901390.6251  1992 237248.5157 900112.9375 

978 235675.4531 901411.4375  1993 237249.9375 900469.9375 

979 235676.4375 901278.2501  1994 237250.7187 899673.8125 

980 235676.9063 901272.9375  1995 237257.1407 899978.2501 

981 235676.9375 901970.8125  1996 237258.8595 900035.5001 

982 235678.9687 901218.2501  1997 237263.0781 899762.8751 

983 235680.1563 901186.7501  1998 237264.8437 900312.8751 

984 235681.0625 899533.6251  1999 237268.5157 899694.3751 

985 235681.6563 899994.0625  2000 237279.6563 899930.8125 

986 235682.1563 900310.8751  2001 237288.5469 899925.7501 

987 235683.6095 901103.5625  2002 237299.1095 900290.1251 

988 235683.7187 901020.6875  2003 237303.3281 900212.1875 
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989 235685.1251 901074.1875  2004 237311.3125 899994.3125 

990 235686.1875 900142.2501  2005 237316.0625 899910.0625 

991 235688.5001 900997.3125  2006 237318.0937 899751.3125 

992 235700.8751 900061.7501  2007 237327.8907 900424.0001 

993 235703.5781 901525.4375  2008 237334.5313 900267.5625 

994 235708.4063 899897.9375  2009 237343.8751 899443.0625 

995 235709.6563 900004.3125  2010 237346.6563 900184.8751 

996 235710.0157 902240.1251  2011 237364.2031 899804.2501 

997 235710.1407 900246.5625  2012 237365.5469 900215.1251 

998 235714.9687 899969.6875  2013 237397.3125 899851.1251 

999 235717.0313 902449.1875  2014 237410.4375 899383.6875 

1000 235719.3595 901618.1875  2015 237416.2031 899853.3751 

1001 235720.4219 901279.3125  2016 237420.3751 899836.0625 

1002 235720.8907 901275.5001  2017 237428.3751 899830.8751 

1003 235721.7969 901188.7501  2018 237430.3281 899938.1875 

1004 235723.9531 901104.0625  2019 237440.5001 900233.8751 

1005 235727.7345 901074.8125  2020 237441.9219 899838.5001 

1006 235729.8751 900959.5625  2021 237444.9687 900611.0001 

1007 235735.3907 901815.8125  2022 237449.0157 899832.9375 

1008 235737.1095 901759.0001  2023 237449.4845 900244.9375 

1009 235740.7969 902419.5001  2024 237451.0625 899816.6251 

1010 235742.8125 900909.3125  2025 237458.3907 899825.5625 

1011 235748.7969 899614.1251  2026 237502.0313 899959.6875 

1012 235749.6563 901526.7501  2027 237537.8595 902219.5625 

1013 235750.7813 901411.4375  2028 237578.4531 902208.0625 

1014 235752.9845 901278.5625  2029 237595.7657 899603.3751 

    2030 237960.4531 899689.5001 
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Appendix C: Matlab function lists 

All Matlab source files are stored in a folder ‘AdhocNet’.  

 Its subfolder ‘City map model’ contains Matlab functioning files of EP 

(Evolutionary Programming) technique. 

The subfolder ‘Stochastic Geometry’ contains Matlab functioning files of SG 

technique.  

The subfolder ‘RWP model’ contains Matlab functioning files of EP technique, 

in comparison with SG technique. 

The subfolder ‘BER analysis’ contains Matlab functioning files to generate BER 

from distance. 

All functions are included in list below: 

ID File name File information 
Subfolder: City map model 

1 Test_2_Boston_City_all_roads
_NO1_road_ini 

Read in data sets from source file 
‘Node_XY’ and create a  graph of 
nodes and edges 

2 Test_3_roadfilter_area_1 Generates randomly connected 
pair of nodes as input of function 4 

3 Test_3_Boston_City_map_ini_
2 

Calculate distance matrix 

4 Test_3_City_EP_Dynamic_mo
de_3 

Optimize the connections 
requested by function 2, with 
fitness defined as signal quality 

5 Test_3_Sensor_BER_No_4 Optimize the connections 
requested by function 2, with 
fitness defined as sensor number 

6 Test_3_Multi_Obj_EP_5 Define multiple objective fitness 
function and optimize the 
connections requested by function 
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2 
7 Test_3_Spatial_node_pair_GA

_6 
Choose pairs of nodes according to 
their spatial distance distribution 
and optimize with EP, for 
comparison with SG results 

8 Test_3_Boston_City_AODV_7 (Obsoleted) Use AODV as path 
routing algorithm, compare results 
with EP 

9 Test_4_Area_2_ini_A (Obsoleted)Define area 2 in Boston 
city, optimize the connection pairs 
with EP 

10 Test_4_Spatial_node_pair_GA
_B 

(Obsoleted) Define area 2 in 
Boston city, choose pairs of nodes 
according to their spatial distance 
distribution and optimize them 
with EP 

Subfolder: Stochastic Geometry 

11 Junction_density_distributio
n_1 

Calculate the street junction 
density distribution and find the 
value of  λ 

12 Virtual_Poisson_graph_2 Apply Poisson point process to 
each subarea according to λ and 
create a virtual Poisson graph 

13 Data_loss_rate_3 Apply equation 5.1 and calculate 
data loss rate of each subarea 

14 Node_selection_4 Define central nodes of each 
subarea 

15 Transition_matrix_5 Apply Markov Chain on the central 
nodes set and calculate state 
transition matrix 

Subfolder: RWP model 

16 Test1_5_NO1_node_power (Obsoleted) Calculate node 
transmit energy 

17 Test1_5_NO2_node_connecti
on_power 

(Obsoleted) Calculate channel 
energy consumption 

18 Test1_5_NO3_node_power_E
P 

(Obsoleted) Optimize connection 
routes according to their power 
consumption status 

19 Test1_5_NO4_EP_fitness_anal
ysis 

Apply EP in optimization of  

20 Test2_20_NO1_dense_net_ini Initiate a random network of 50 
nodes (simulation results in 
chapter 2) 

21 Test2_20_NO2_dense_net_co
nnection_power 

(Obsoleted) Calculate channel 
energy consumption 

22 Test2_20_NO3_dense_net_no
de_power 

(Obsoleted) Calculate node 
transmit power 

23 Test2_20_NO4_dense_net_EP
_50_iteration 

Optimizes connections with EP in 
50 iterations 

Subfolder: BER analysis 
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24 BER_Distance_fading_1 Apply Rayleigh fading coefficient to 
calculate distance fading  

25 BER_Street_movement_2 Generate pair of nodes in 
movement 

26 BER_SPA_sparse_3 Calculate BER with 10 pair of 
nodes 

27 BER_Sensor_net_flooding_4 Calculate BER with 100 pair of 
nodes 

28 BER_EP_optim_sparse_5 Optimize BER with EP technique 
29 BER_Zone_2_path_finding_6 (Obsoleted) in area 2, calculate 

shortest path with 10 pair of nodes 
30 BER_GA_optim_zone2_7 (Obsoleted) in area 2, optimize 

connections with EP 
 

C1: Test_3_City_EP_Dynamic_mode 

In this Matlab source file, a step-by-step execution of how to find an optimal 
route between two randomly selected pair of nodes is demonstrated. It 
consists of 4 parts: distance matrix initialization, initial fitness calculation, 
crossover and mutation, new fitness calculation. The output of this file is a plot 
of 20 iterations of optimization results. 

%===========================================================% 

%=================Evolutionary Programming=====================% 

%===========================================================% 

%=======================Optimization==========================% 

%===========================================================% 

%==========================Step 1============================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===================Distance Matrix===========================% 

%===========================================================% 

Zone_triangle_set =zeros(34,4); 
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% Define central nodes of each zone 

Zone_central_node_set =[2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;13;17;19;20;21;22;23;24;26;27;... 

    31;32;35;36;37;38;39;41;43;51;52;53;54;55;56;57]; 

% Find 3 sensor neighbors for each central node             

for i=1:34    

    if isempty(find(Left_street_node==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'first'))         

        Zone_triangle_set(i,1)=0;       

    else         

        
Zone_triangle_set(i,1)=find(Left_street_node==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'fir
st'); 

    end 

    if isempty(find(Right_street_node==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'first'); 

        Zone_triangle_set(i,2)=0; 

    else         

        
Zone_triangle_set(i,2)=find(Right_street_node==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'f
irst')+39;     

    end         

    if isempty(find(Upper_street_pair(:,1)==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'first')) 
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        Zone_triangle_set(i,3)=0;         

    else         

        
Zone_triangle_set(i,3)=find(Upper_street_pair(:,1)==Zone_central_node_set(i,1
),1,'first')+81; 

    end     

    if isempty(find(Lower_street_pair(:,1)==Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1,'first'))         

        Zone_triangle_set(i,4)=0;         

    else         

        
Zone_triangle_set(i,4)=find(Lower_street_pair(:,1)==Zone_central_node_set(i,1
),1,'first')+126;     

    end     

end  

Zone_triangle_set(13,:)=[14,144,145,0];  

Zone_triangle_set = sort(Zone_triangle_set,2);  

for i=1:34         

    if Zone_triangle_set(i,1)==0         

        Zone_triangle_set(i,1:3)=Zone_triangle_set(i,2:4);         

    end     

end 
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Zone_triangle_set=Zone_triangle_set(:,1:3); 

% Calculate Distance Matrix between node 

DM_Area_1 = zeros(57,57);  

for i=1:56     

    for j=i+1:57         

        for k=1:length(Area_1_street)          

            if Area_1_street(k,1)==i && Area_1_street(k,2)==j            

                    DM_Area_1(i,j)=(Area_1_node_X_Y(i,1)-... 

                    Area_1_node_X_Y(j,1))^2+... 

                    (Area_1_node_X_Y(i,2)-... 

                    Area_1_node_X_Y(j,2))^2;  

                    DM_Area_1(i,j)=sqrt(DM_Area_1(i,j));                     

                  DM_Area_1(j,i)=DM_Area_1(i,j);                     

            end         

        end         

    end     

end  

Dist_max = max(max(DM_Area_1)); 
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gap = Dist_max/8;  

% Generate two matrices: BER matrix and Sensor_no matrix  

DM_Sensor_BER = zeros(102,102);  

DM_Sensor_no = zeros(102,102);  

% Inner-triangle DM value assignment  

for i =1:34    

   % Sensor neighbors have BER = 1E-4     

   DM_Sensor_BER ((i-1)*3+1,(i-1)*3+2)=0.0001;    

   DM_Sensor_BER ((i-1)*3+1,i*3)=0.0001;    

   DM_Sensor_BER ((i-1)*3+2,(i-1)*3+1)=0.0001;    

   DM_Sensor_BER ((i-1)*3+2,i*3)=0.0001; 

   DM_Sensor_BER (i*3,(i-1)*3+1)=0.0001;    

   DM_Sensor_BER (i*3,(i-1)*3+2)=0.0001; 

   % Sensor neighbors have Sensor number = 1    

   DM_Sensor_no ((i-1)*3+1,(i-1)*3+2)=1;    

   DM_Sensor_no ((i-1)*3+1,i*3)=1;    

   DM_Sensor_no ((i-1)*3+2,(i-1)*3+1)=1;    

   DM_Sensor_no ((i-1)*3+2,i*3)=1; 
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   DM_Sensor_no (i*3,(i-1)*3+1)=1;    

   DM_Sensor_no (i*3,(i-1)*3+2)=1;     

end  

% Neighbor triangle assignment  

Left_zone_pair = [1:9,15:20,23:33];  

for i=1:length(Left_zone_pair)     

    Temp_dist = (Area_1_sensor_X_Y(1,Zone_triangle_set(Left_zone_pair(1,i),2))... 

        -Area_1_sensor_X_Y(1,Zone_triangle_set(Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1,1)))^2+... 

        (Area_1_sensor_X_Y(2,Zone_triangle_set(Left_zone_pair(1,i),2))... 

        -Area_1_sensor_X_Y(2,Zone_triangle_set(Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1,1)))^2;     

    DM_Sensor_no(3*Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1,3*(Left_zone_pair(1,i)-1)+2)=... 

        round(sqrt(Temp_dist)/25)+1;     

    DM_Sensor_no(3*(Left_zone_pair(1,i)-1)+2,3*Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1)=...        
round(sqrt(Temp_dist)/25)+1; 

    Temp_dist = sqrt(Temp_dist)/gap;     

    DM_Sensor_BER(3*Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1,3*(Left_zone_pair(1,i)-
1)+2)=Temp_dist*1E-4;     

    DM_Sensor_BER(3*(Left_zone_pair(1,i)-
1)+2,3*Left_zone_pair(1,i)+1)=Temp_dist*1E-4;         

end  

Up_down_zone_pair = [4,15;8,18;9,19;10,11;12,16;13,17;14,21;25,30]; 
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for i=1:length(Up_down_zone_pair)       

    Temp_dist = 
(Area_1_sensor_X_Y(1,Zone_triangle_set(Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3))... 

        -Area_1_sensor_X_Y(1,Zone_triangle_set(Up_down_zone_pair(i,2),3)))^2+... 

        (Area_1_sensor_X_Y(2,Zone_triangle_set(Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3))... 

        -Area_1_sensor_X_Y(2,Zone_triangle_set(Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3)))^2; 

    DM_Sensor_no(3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,2))=... 

        round(sqrt(Temp_dist)/25)+1; 

    DM_Sensor_no(3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,2))=... 

        round(sqrt(Temp_dist)/25)+1; 

        Temp_dist = sqrt(Temp_dist)/gap; 

    
DM_Sensor_BER(3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,1),3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,2))=Temp
_dist*1E-4; 

    
DM_Sensor_BER(3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,2),3*Up_down_zone_pair(i,1))=Temp
_dist*1E-4; 

end 

%===========================================================% 

%=======================Step: 2==============================% 

%===========================================================% 

%=====================Initial Fitness===========================% 
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%===========================================================% 

%===========================================================% 

Initial_population_binary = Initial_population_binary_backup; 

Initial_BER_fitness = zeros(Population_size,Fitness_number); 

Optimized_BER_fitness = zeros(Population_size,Fitness_number); 

Initial_Sensor_fitness = zeros(Population_size, Fitness_number);  

Optimized_Sensor_fitness = zeros(Population_size, Fitness_number); 

for n=1:Fitness_number 

    Initial_start_node = Node_1_X_Y_speed_A(:,n);  

    Initial_end_node = Node_2_X_Y_speed_A(:,n);     

    Initial_population_binary = Initial_population_binary_backup; 

    % Locate nearest zone near starting node 

    pos = 1;    

    Dist = 1E6;     

    for i=1:Zone_size         

        dist=(Initial_start_node(1,1)-
Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1))^2+... 

            (Initial_start_node(2,1)-
Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(i,1),2))^2;     

        if Dist>dist             
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            Dist=dist;             

            pos=i;             

        end         

    end  

    Initial_start_zone = pos;     

    % Locate nearest zone near ending node     

    pos = 1;         

    Dist = 1E6;    

    for i=1:Zone_size               

        dist=(Initial_end_node(1,1)-
Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(i,1),1))^2+... 

            (Initial_end_node(2,1)-
Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(i,1),2))^2;         

        if Dist>dist             

            Dist=dist;             

            pos=i;             

        end         

    end     

    Initial_end_zone = pos;   

    if Initial_start_zone > Initial_end_zone         
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        Temp = Initial_end_zone;      

        Initial_end_zone = Initial_start_zone;         

        Initial_start_zone = Temp;         

    end     

    % Two seperate fitness values are calculated: one is stored in Initial_ 

    % BER_fitness, recording link's bit error rate, another one is stored 

    % in Initial_Sensor_fitness, recording link's usage of sensors 

    % Line: 316 to 524  

    for i=1:Population_size 

        pos = Initial_start_zone;   

        j = 1;  

        while pos ~= Initial_end_zone && j < Zone_size  

            % Calculate the fitness: 

            % 001--path jumps over zone, bit error rate and sensor no value 

            % only related with street among neighboring zones  

            if Initial_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 0 1])  

                Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4;                 
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                Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25);                 

                        if pos < Zone_size-1                             

                            pos = pos + 1;                              

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 

                        end 

            elseif Initial_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 1 0])  

                sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+1;          

                Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:);                 

                Temp_list(1,sensor_pos:sensor_pos+2)=zeros(1,3);                 

                Temp_list = sort (Temp_list);                 

                Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first');                 

                if isempty(Temp_pos)                  

                    % Temp_pos is empty, means current sensor does not have 

                    % a neighbor for signal transmission, the algorithm 

                    % will jump to neighboring zone automatically                      

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 
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                    DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4;               

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 

                        end 

                else 

                    zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first');                 

                    pos = ceil(zone_pos/3);               

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+1E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    1+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos);                 

                end                 

            elseif Initial_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 1 1])  
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                sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+2;              

                Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:);                 

                Temp_list(1,sensor_pos-1:sensor_pos+1)=zeros(1,3);                 

                Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ;                 

                Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first');                 

                if isempty(Temp_pos)                     

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25);                 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1                             

                            pos = pos + 1;                              

                        else                             

                            pos = pos -1;                            

                        end                 

                else                     

                    zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first');                
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                    pos = ceil(zone_pos/3);                 

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+1E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    1+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos);              

                end 

            elseif Initial_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([1 0 0]) 

                sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+1;             

                Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:);                 

                Temp_list(1,sensor_pos:sensor_pos+2)=zeros(1,3); 

                 

                Temp_list = sort (Temp_list);                 

                Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first');                

                if isempty(Temp_pos)                   

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 
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                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25);                 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1                             

                            pos = pos + 1;                         

                        else                       

                            pos = pos -1;                             

                        end                 

                else                  

                    zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first');                 

                    pos = ceil(zone_pos/3);                 

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+2E-4; 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    2+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos);               

                end  

            else  

                sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+2;                 

                Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:);                 

                Temp_list(1,sensor_pos-1:sensor_pos+1)=zeros(1,3);                 

                Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ;                 
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                Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first');                 

                if isempty(Temp_pos)                     

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25);                 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else                             

                            pos = pos -1;                             

                        end                

                else                     

                    zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first');                 

                    pos = ceil(zone_pos/3);                 

                    Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+2E-4;                 

                    Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 
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                    2+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos);                  

                end  

            end             

            j = j + 1;  

        end         

        % Calculate BER at transmitter side         

        Dist_1 = (Initial_start_node(1,1)-... 

            Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_start_zone,1),1))^2.... 

                +(Initial_start_node(2,1)-... 

            Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_start_zone,1),2))^2;         

       % Calculate BER at receiver side        

       Dist_2 = (Initial_end_node(1,1)-... 

            Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_end_zone,1),1))^2.... 

                +(Initial_end_node(2,1)-... 

            Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_end_zone,1),2))^2;         

        % Calculate the cummulative BER rate         

        Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)=Initial_BER_fitness(i,n)+... 

                    round(sqrt(Dist_1+Dist_2)/gap)*1E-4;                 

        Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(i,n)+... 
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                    round(sqrt(Dist_1+Dist_2)/25);          

    end         

 %==========================================================% 

%=========================Step: 3============================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===========Single objective optimization=========================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===================Target: BER==============================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===========================================================% 

%===========================================================% 

     Evolution_round = 20; 

    BER_fitness_table = zeros(Population_size,Evolution_round); 

    Sensor_fitness_table = zeros(Population_size,Evolution_round);  

    % Assign initial fitness value to fitness table column 1 

    BER_fitness_table(:,1)=Initial_BER_fitness(:,n);  

    Initial_BER_fitness_1 = Initial_BER_fitness(:,n);     

    Sensor_fitness_table(:,1)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(:,n);     
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    for m = 2: Evolution_round  

    %=========================================================% 

    %============Survival probability calculation====================% 

    %=========================================================% 

        Survival_probability = Initial_BER_fitness_1;  

        Survival_probability = Survival_probability ./ sum(Survival_probability); 

    %=========================================================% 

    %===Evolutional programming: keep half best into next generation======% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %============Not random roulette wheel spin!!======= ============% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %=========================================================% 

         New_population_binary=logical(zeros(Population_size, 3*Zone_size)); 

    % Copy 5 best populations from initial population to new population 

        for i = 1:5 

             pos = find(Survival_probability == max(Survival_probability),1,'first'); 

             New_population_binary(i,:) = Initial_population_binary(pos,:); 

             Survival_probability(pos,1) = 0; 

        end 
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     %=========================================================% 

    %============Copy the others into another pool===================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %===========Then crossover with best populations=================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %=========================================================% 

         Crossover_population_binary =logical(zeros(Population_size, 
3*Zone_size)); 

    % Copy 5 bad populations from initial population to new population 

         for i = 1:5 

            Crossover_population_binary(2*i-1,:) = New_population_binary(i,:);  

            pos = find(Survival_probability > 0,1,'first');  

            Crossover_population_binary(2*i,:) = Initial_population_binary(pos,:); 

            Survival_probability(pos,1) = 0;  

        end  

        % Generate a random vector to define crossover positions 

        Crossover_pos = randi([1,Zone_size-1],1,Population_size/2);  

        % Perform crossover operation  

        for i = 1:5  

            %=================First part crossover====================%  
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            Temp_vector=Crossover_population_binary(2*i-
1,1:3*Crossover_pos(1,i)); 

            Crossover_population_binary(2*i-1,1:3*Crossover_pos(1,i))... 

                = Crossover_population_binary(2*i,1:3*Crossover_pos(1,i)); 

          Crossover_population_binary(2*i,1:3*Crossover_pos(1,i)) = Temp_vector; 

            %=================Second part crossover====================% 

            Temp_vector=Crossover_population_binary(2*i-
1,3*Crossover_pos(1,i)+1:3*Zone_size); 

            Crossover_population_binary(2*i-
1,3*Crossover_pos(1,i)+1:3*Zone_size)... 

                = 
Crossover_population_binary(2*i,3*Crossover_pos(1,i)+1:3*Zone_size); 

            Crossover_population_binary(2*i,3*Crossover_pos(1,i)+1:3*Zone_size) = 
Temp_vector; 

        end 

     % Perform mutation operation 

        Mutation_probability = 0.01; 

        % Be careful here: mutation is over zones, instead of bits!!! 

        % The total number of zones is Population_size * Zone_size, thus we 

        % generate a vector with many random numbers 

         Mutation_values = rand(Population_size, Zone_size); 

        % Find all zones whose mutation_values are less than 0.01 
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         [Mutation_pos_row, Mutation_pos_col] = find(Mutation_values < 
Mutation_probability); 

        if isempty(Mutation_pos_row)==0 

         for i = 1: length(Mutation_pos_row) 

             % Zone mutation operation!! 

              % Random number from [1, 5] then digitize into 3 bits  

                pos = randi([1,5]); 

                
Crossover_population_binary(Mutation_pos_row(i,1),3*Mutation_pos_col(i,1):... 

                    -1:3*Mutation_pos_col(i,1)-2) = dec2binvec(pos,3); 

             end 

     end 

     %=========================================================% 

    %================New fitness calculation=======================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %====================Target: BER============================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %=========================================================% 

     New_BER_fitness = zeros(Population_size,1); 

    New_Sensor_fitness = zeros(Population_size,1); 
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    for i=1:Population_size 

             pos = Initial_start_zone; 

             j = 1; 

             while pos ~= Initial_end_zone && j < Zone_size 

                % Calculate the fitness: 

                % 001--path jumps over zone, bit error rate and sensor no value 

                % only related with street among neighboring zones 

                if Crossover_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 0 1]) 

                     New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4; 

                    New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                    round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                    Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 
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                        end 

                elseif Crossover_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 1 0]) 

                    sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+1; 

                    Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:); 

                    Temp_list(1,sensor_pos:sensor_pos+2)=zeros(1,3); 

                     Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ; 

                     Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first'); 

                     if isempty(Temp_pos) 

                         % Temp_pos is empty, means current sensor does not have 

                        % a neighbor for signal transmission, the algorithm 

                        % will jump to neighboring zone automatically  

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    
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                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 

                        end 

                    else 

                        zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first'); 

                         pos = ceil(zone_pos/3); 

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+1E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        1+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos); 

                     end 

                 elseif Crossover_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([0 1 1]) 

                    sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+2; 

                     Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:); 

                     Temp_list(1,sensor_pos-1:sensor_pos+1)=zeros(1,3); 

                     Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ; 

                     Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first'); 
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                    if isempty(Temp_pos) 

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1;                           

                        end 

                    else 

                        zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first'); 

                        pos = ceil(zone_pos/3); 

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+1E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        1+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos); 
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                    end 

                elseif Crossover_population_binary(i,(j-1)*3+1:j*3) == logical([1 0 0]) 

                     sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+1; 

                     Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:); 

                     Temp_list(1,sensor_pos:sensor_pos+2)=zeros(1,3); 

                     Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ; 

                     Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first'); 

                     if isempty(Temp_pos) 

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1     

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 
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                        end 

                     else 

                         zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first'); 

                        pos = ceil(zone_pos/3); 

                         New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+2E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        2+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos); 

                    end 

                 else 

                    sensor_pos = (pos-1)*3+2; 

                     Temp_list = DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:); 

                     Temp_list(1,sensor_pos-1:sensor_pos+1)=zeros(1,3); 

                     Temp_list = sort (Temp_list) ; 

                    Temp_pos = find(Temp_list>0,1,'first'); 

                     if isempty(Temp_pos) 

                        New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/gap*1E-4; 
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                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(DM_Area_1(Zone_central_node_set(pos,1),... 

                        Zone_central_node_set(pos+1,1))/25); 

                        if pos < Zone_size - 1    

                            pos = pos + 1;  

                        else 

                            pos = pos -1; 

                        end 

                     else 

                         zone_pos = 
find(DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,:)==Temp_list(1,Temp_pos),1,'first'); 

                        pos = ceil(zone_pos/3); 

                        New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        DM_Sensor_BER(sensor_pos,zone_pos)+2E-4; 

                        New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        2+DM_Sensor_no(sensor_pos,zone_pos); 

                    end 

                 end 
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                j = j + 1; 

            end 

             % Calculate BER at transmitter side 

            Dist_1 = (Initial_start_node(1,1)-... 

                Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_start_zone,1),1))^2.... 

                    +(Initial_start_node(2,1)-... 

                Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_start_zone,1),2))^2; 

           % Calculate BER at receiver side 

           Dist_2 = (Initial_end_node(1,1)-... 

                Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_end_zone,1),1))^2.... 

                    +(Initial_end_node(2,1)-... 

                Area_1_node_X_Y(Zone_central_node_set(Initial_end_zone,1),2))^2; 

             % Calculate the cummulative BER rate 

             New_BER_fitness(i,1)=New_BER_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(sqrt(Dist_1+Dist_2)/gap)*1E-4; 

            New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)=New_Sensor_fitness(i,1)+... 

                        round(sqrt(Dist_1+Dist_2)/25); 

    end 
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    %=========================================================% 

    %================Update Fitness Table=========================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %==================Select best populations=====================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %=========================================================% 

     Sorted_fitness_value = zeros(2*Population_size,1); 

    Sensor_fitness_value = zeros(2*Population_size,1); 

    Sorted_fitness_value(1:Population_size,1)=Initial_BER_fitness_1; 

    Sensor_fitness_value(1:Population_size,1)=Initial_Sensor_fitness(:,n); 

     Sorted_fitness_value(Population_size+1:... 

        2*Population_size,1)=New_BER_fitness; 

    Sensor_fitness_value(Population_size+1:... 

        2*Population_size,1)=New_Sensor_fitness; 

     Sorted_fitness_value = sort(Sorted_fitness_value); 

    for i = 1:10 

        BER_fitness_table(i,m)=Sorted_fitness_value(i,1); 

        pos = find(Initial_BER_fitness_1 == Sorted_fitness_value(i,1),1,'first'); 
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        if isempty(pos) 

            pos = find(New_BER_fitness == Sorted_fitness_value(i,1),1,'first'); 

            New_population_binary(i,:) = Crossover_population_binary(pos,:); 

            Sensor_fitness_table(i,m)=Sensor_fitness_value(Population_size+pos,1); 

        else 

             New_population_binary(i,:) = Initial_population_binary(pos,:); 

            Sensor_fitness_table(i,m)=Sensor_fitness_value(pos,1); 

         end 

     end 

     %=========================================================% 

    %==================Update populations========================% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %==========Replace initial population with new population===========% 

    %=========================================================% 

    %=========================================================% 

     Initial_BER_fitness_1 = Sorted_fitness_value(1:Population_size,1); 

    Initial_population_binary = New_population_binary; 

    end 
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    Optimized_BER_fitness(:,n)=BER_fitness_table(:,Evolution_round); 

        Optimized_Sensor_fitness(:,n)=Sensor_fitness_table(:,Evolution_round); 

 end 

% Plot BER curves 

% X coordinate: number of evolutions 

% Y coordinate: average BER value 

x = 1: Fitness_number; 

y1 = zeros(Fitness_number,1); 

y2 = zeros(Fitness_number,1); 

for i = 1:Fitness_number 

    y1(i,1)=sum(Initial_BER_fitness(:,i))/10; 

    y2(i,1)=sum(Optimized_BER_fitness(:,i))/10; 

end 

plot(x,y1,'--bs','LineWidth',2,... 

                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 

                'MarkerFaceColor','y',... 

                'MarkerSize',10); 

hold on 
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plot(x,y2,'-.ok','LineWidth',2,... 

                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 

                'MarkerFaceColor','r',... 

                'MarkerSize',10); 

pause; 

clf; 

 for i = 1:Fitness_number 

       y1(i,1)=sum(Initial_Sensor_fitness(:,i))/10; 

        y2(i,1)=sum(Optimized_Sensor_fitness(:,i))/10; 

    end 

 plot(x,y1,'--bs','LineWidth',2,... 

                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 

                'MarkerFaceColor','y',... 

                'MarkerSize',10); 

hold on 

plot(x,y2,'-.ok','LineWidth',2,... 

                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 

                'MarkerFaceColor','r',... 

                'MarkerSize',10); 
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pause; 

clf; 

C.2 Data Loss Rate Analysis 

In this MATLAB source file, equation 5.1 is applied to calculate data loss rate of 
a certain area with Poisson density λ. The input to this function is λ and the 
output is a plot whose x-axis is hop number, and y-axis is data loss rate. 

% This function uses a mathematical model to calculate 

% Each subarea's data loss rate 

% According to its density factor lamda 

% Input: Lamda_subarea 

% Output: Curves with x-axis: hops, and y-axis: data loss rate 

No_subarea = 7; 

Lamda_subarea = [0.5278,0.4776,0.3793,0.5584,0.9412,0.8,0.32]; 

T = 0.1; 

Pe = 0:0.01:0.1; 

 DSR_subareas = zeros(No_subarea,10); 

for i = 1:No_subarea 

    for j = 1:10 

        DSR_subareas(i,j)=1/(1+sqrt(T/log(1/(1-Pe(1,j))))*atan(sqrt(T/log(1/(1-
Pe(1,j)))))); 

        DSR_subareas(i,j) = DSR_subareas(i,j) * exp(Lamda_subarea(1,i)*(Pe(1,j)-
1)); 
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            end 

    plot(1:10, DSR_subareas(i,:)); 

    saveas(gca,['Data_loss_rate_subarea_',int2str(i)],'tiff'); 

    pause; 

end 
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